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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to determine English language learners’ critical ability to 

identify media bias in written press.  The participants were two groups of students from a 

language department at an Ecuadorian university.  There was no random assignment of 

participants to groups, keeping the characteristic of a quasi-experimental design (Creswell, 

2012).  Each group was composed of thirty participants.  The research questions of this study 

were responded using statistical tools (T-test for independent samples, Pearson correlation 

and two-factor ANOVA) which were contrasted with qualitative information.  Data was 

collected from a test on critical thinking skills, a questionnaire on media bias, a self-

evaluation on critical thinking and from treatment sessions applied to the experimental 

group. 

The results of the first research question revealed there was no significant relation between 

critical thinking skills and reading comprehension.  The second research question regarding 

the training in critical thinking skills to favor or not the ability to identify media bias in 

written press showed little changes with little improvement in the mean of both groups.  

Also, there was no significant improvement in students’ ability to identify media bias 

regarding the variable “time”.  On the other hand, in the interaction of “time” and “group” 

there was no significance either.  There was a minimal difference in the groups in both tests, 

as well as in the two times the test was taken by both groups.  Furthermore, mistakes in 

grammar, syntactic and semantics, as well as the continuous use of dictionaries, revealed 

low attention in students and scarce critical thinking skills.  These results suggest that future 

research should emphasize direct instruction of less complex reading skills for making 

participants aware of the use of critical thinking skills to identify media bias. 
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Resumen 

El propósito de este estudio es determinar la capacidad crítica de estudiantes de idioma 

inglés para identificar el sesgo mediático en prensa escrita.  Los participantes fueron dos 

grupos de estudiantes de un departamento de idiomas en una universidad ecuatoriana.  No 

hubo asignación aleatoria de participantes a grupos, manteniendo la característica de un 

diseño cuasi experimental (Creswell, 2012).  Cada grupo estuvo compuesto por treinta 

participantes. Las preguntas de investigación de este estudio se respondieron utilizando 

herramientas estadísticas (Prueba T para muestras independientes, correlación de Pearson y 

ANOVA de dos factores) que se contrastó con la información cualitativa.  Los datos se 

obtuvieron de una prueba de habilidades de pensamiento crítico, un cuestionario sobre el 

sesgo mediático, una autoevaluación sobre el pensamiento crítico y sesiones de tratamiento 

aplicadas al grupo experimental. 

Los resultados de la primera pregunta de investigación revelaron que no había una relación 

significativa entre las habilidades de pensamiento crítico y la comprensión lectora.  La 

segunda pregunta de investigación sobre el entrenamiento en habilidades de pensamiento 

crítico para favorecer o no la capacidad de identificar el sesgo mediático en la prensa escrita 

mostró pocos cambios con poca mejora en la media de ambos grupos.  Además, no hubo 

una mejora significativa en la capacidad de los estudiantes para identificar los sesgos de los 

medios con respecto a la variable "tiempo".  Por otro lado, en la interacción de "tiempo" y 

"grupo" tampoco hubo significación.  Hubo una diferencia mínima en los grupos en ambas 

pruebas, así como en las dos ocasiones en que la prueba fue tomada por ambos grupos.  

Además, los errores en gramática, sintáctica y semántica, así como el uso continuo de 

diccionarios, revelaron poca atención en los estudiantes y escasa capacidad de pensamiento 

crítico.  Estos resultados sugieren que la investigación futura debería enfatizar la instrucción 
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directa de habilidades de lectura menos complejas para hacer que los participantes tomen 

conciencia del uso de habilidades de pensamiento crítico para identificar el sesgo mediático.   
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Introduction 

Background 

 The beginnings of writing are registered at the end of the fourth millennium BC 

in Egypt and Mesopotamia where the first ideographic and phonetic signs appeared on 

wood, stone and clay tablets.  Then the Egyptians created the papyrus.  In the second 

millennium BC, the Phoenicians created an alphabet that would lead to the Greek and 

Aramaic scriptures which in turn gave rise to Latin, Arabic, Hebrew alphabets, among 

others.  

 In the 5th century BC, the hieroglyphic writings of pre-Columbian cultures 

appeared.  Three centuries later, parchment replaced papyrus in Europe.  In the early second 

century AC, the Chinese invented paper but it was not known in Europe until the 8th century. 

The print appeared in the 15th century and two centuries later the newspapers appeared with 

the mechanization that began in the 19th century which fostered the production of paper and 

typesetting composition.  Then, it appeared the Morse code, Braille alphabet, the 

technological revolution of the 20th century with the creation of the diskette, CD and the 

Internet (Gómez, 2010). 

 The history of writing shows that ancient empires and medieval Europe 

emphasized custom, continuity, community, the sacred and moral to use individualism to 

convey dominant ideas.  For Innis (2008), each new communication technology in the 

modern period, worked to draw more and more aspects of economic life, and further and 

further reaches of territory into the influence of organized commerce and its systems of 

markets, prices, and credits. 

 Societies around the world, in different degrees of involvement, seem to be 

increasingly victims of ideological hegemonies disseminated through the mass media, or 

media bias.  It is possible that increasingly, one of the most influential factors in the 
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formation of ideological positions is the press, which in parallel with its essential purpose 

of disseminating news, would also be exploited as a means of indoctrination, with degrees 

of effectiveness which vary according to the characteristics of critical skills of the readers 

(Castromil & Diaz, 2011). 

 Looking back at the history of writing and recognizing the power of words to 

spread dominant ideas, it is important to mention how Ecuadorian literacy has evolved 

during the last ten years.  The “Ten Year Education Plan”, implemented during Rafael 

Correa’s government, focused on poverty reduction and national development.  This was a 

large-scale education reform that included a new constitution with changes in democracy, 

ethics, economy, productivity and agriculture, dignity, among other adjustments. 

  After 2008, year in which a new constitution was implemented, the “National Plan 

for Good Living” was executed.  This plan began in 2009 and lasted until 2013.  It focused 

on providing a good quality of life to empower citizens in the achievement of their objectives 

while being in harmony with the environment.  This plan redefined education.  It removed 

education from the mercantile concept and broke earlier neoliberal policies.  Thus, the 

objectives focused on the re-conceptualization of education as a right of individuals and 

communities, a deep change in the structure of the national education system, improvement 

of education quality to guarantee better learning for students, and the revaluation of teaching 

profession (Van Damme, Aguerrondo, Burgos, & Campos, 2013).    

 On the other hand, the new Higher Education Law, which was adopted in August 

2010, tried to control universities by aligning research and educational efforts with social 

and economic needs of the country.  Some changes appeared such as new degree programs, 

control of students’ admissions, research support, and accreditation of academic programs 

and universities (Van Hoof, Estrella, Eljuri, & León, 2013).  Since the second half of the 
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20th century, time in which many private universities were created, we can recognize that 

efforts have been made to improve education.   

 Nonetheless, Fajardo-Dack (2016) points out that this new education system 

focused much more on rankings than in the teaching-learning process and the wellbeing of 

the subjects immerse in it.  She adds that although the government, as mentioned earlier, 

invested on infrastructure of public education by building the schools of the millennium, 

there have been no changes in traditional teaching practices.  Classrooms are well equipped 

with kitchens, recreational areas, science and computer labs, virtual libraries, but these 

resources are misused because the lack of teacher training and the lack of enough teachers.  

Also, training programs do not follow active teaching pedagogies including participation, 

creativity, and critical thinking, instead, they are theoretical and centered on the teacher.    

 This picture denotes the need for the Ecuadorian education system to further work 

on literacy and invest in research to foster better teaching practices on reading issues.  In 

this sense, the current study intends to contribute to Ecuadorian literacy by developing 

critical thinking skills to identify media bias in the written press.  Although this is an 

unexplored area in reading research, it expects to open the path for more studies in the near 

future to help understand what we need to solve to improve reading comprehension.  

Motivation of the Study 

 There is no doubt that education is important for the progress of nations.  Although 

countries invest in education, they go through an educational crisis which tries to meet 

international standards in this field.  There are some reasons for this educational crisis.  For 

example, the fiscal problem that some countries face every year leads to assign a budget that 

could affect or favor education.  Another reason to cite is the absence of a nation project to 

work with.  A third reason is the quality of education which is affected in some way by the 
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investment of governments in this area.  Because of these problems, some people have lost 

their confidence in schools. 

 The history of Ecuadorian literacy has shown the crisis mentioned above.  According 

to Viteri (n.d.), Ecuador shows low levels of literacy and schooling.  Additionally, there are 

high rates of school repetition and drop-outs.  The bad quality of education and poor 

infrastructure reflects the functional illiteracy of Ecuadorian education.  Having this 

panorama as background, I felt motivated to work on a problem that needs special attention 

in my country.   

 My interest in working on critical thinking skills to identify media bias in written 

press is set on helping my educational community to recognize slanted information for not 

being manipulated by the media.  Also, this supposes to overcome reading problems that 

avoid succeeding in the university.  That is the reason why the current study was based on 

the need of raising critical skills of English language learners, their awareness of cognitive 

processes in reading instruction and on their perceptions of news article slant.     

Purpose of the Study 

 Far from determining the role of modern press in the adoption of political positions 

and in the process of improving democracy (Garza, 2015), the intention of this study is to 

determine English language learners’ critical ability to identify media bias in written press.  

For purposes of this document, reading comprehension refers to the ability of an individual 

to capture as objectively as possible what one writer wanted to convey through a written text 

(Pérez, 2014), critical thinking refers to the process of deliberation that requires mental 

processes such as attention, categorization, selection and judgement (Cottrell, 2011), English 

language learners refer to individuals located in different geographies of the world, in the 
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process of developing their undergraduate career, and print media refers to mainstream 

media of periodic print publications. 

Significance of the Study 

 The development process of this study has practical implications.  The findings could 

provide elements for future curriculum design related to didactic systems for the 

development of reading comprehension and critical thinking.  Additionally, learning more 

about this research problem could maximize participants’ skills on identifying ideological 

indoctrination in press materials. 

 The contributions of this study were presented in the following publication: 

- Rivadeneira, M. (2018). The use of critical thinking skills to detect bias in written 

press. In J. Arboleda (Ed.), Formación, investigación y ambientes de aprendizaje 

(pp. 279-294). Estados Unidos: Redipe. 

Objectives and Research Questions 

 Despite the wide availability of scientific literature on the relationship between 

reading comprehension and cognitive processes, there are still several questions unresolved 

about this problem.  In this regard, we will mention two gaps of knowledge: First, the scope 

of the influence of critical thinking skills in English language learners’ reading 

comprehension has a long path to follow.  Saiz and Rivas (2011) point out that there is still 

a lot to do concerning the conceptual development that requires an instruction program, such 

as considering lengths of time for interventions which are not enough in some programs and 

on the other hand, activities which are not related to students’ daily life.  Second, the ability 

of English language learners to identify and reject slanted information from their cognitive 

processes needs more research. 
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 The Ecuadorian literature does not present research in the field of critical thinking 

to identify media bias in written press.  Then, through an exploratory study of the two gaps 

of knowledge mentioned that concern the relationship between reading comprehension of 

written press and the use of critical thinking skills, the main objective of the present study 

is to determine English language learners’ critical ability to identify media bias in written 

press. The specific objectives are:  

1) To determine the degree in which critical thinking skills affect English language learners’ 

reading comprehension. 

2) To test out if training in critical thinking skills favors English language learners’ ability 

to identify media bias in written press.   

For purposes of guiding the proposed research process, covering aspects of the knowledge 

gaps previously cited, the following research questions (RQ) were formulated:   

RQ1: To what extent do critical thinking skills affect English language learners’ reading 

comprehension? 

RQ2: Does training in critical thinking skills favor English language learners’ reading 

comprehension?  

 To answer these research questions, the current study is organized in seven chapters.  

Chapter one is related to the first and second research questions since they include reading 

comprehension as a variable of study.  To understand the concept of reading comprehension, 

we focus on the reading process, what good readers do, components of reading that learners 

should take into consideration to succeed in the process, how first and second language 

acquisition occurs and different perspectives on how language development takes place.  

Also, this chapter refers to the mechanisms of implicit and explicit learning to comprehend 
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the processes involved in learning to read.  The theories about reading are also presented 

with the purpose of contrasting them and understanding the mental processes behind reading 

comprehension.  Finally, this chapter includes sections that explore the ability to read in the 

first and second languages, code-related and oral language precursors to reading, factors 

related to students’ academic performance, and how reading is assessed.   

 Chapter two is connected to chapter one as it provides more reference to reading 

comprehension.  Here, we mention how learning styles are linked to reading comprehension.  

In addition, we discuss prior research and contribution to the understanding of individual 

learning.  On the other hand, this chapter refers to the difficulties that students find when 

reading at early stages, as long as the knowledge of reading strategies on reading 

comprehension.  This last point will provide the reader with information about important 

strategies to be able to understand texts and analyze them critically to detect bias.  

 Chapter three contributes to the subject of critical thinking skills which is vital to 

solve problems efficiently and is central in our study to detect bias.  This chapter, which is 

also connected to both research questions, describes critical thinking, including personal 

strategies for critical thinking, barriers for critical thinking, how thinking skills are assessed, 

and how to develop them. The chapter is crucial in this Dissertation as it provides essential 

information to understand the activities linked to develop critical thinking skills that were 

implemented as part of the experimental treatment sessions, as explained in detailed in 

Chapter four.  These activities included: close reading, capturing author's position, 

identifying simple arguments, reasons and conclusions, argument and disagreement, false 

premises, false analogies and, finally, accurate interpretation when reading. 

 Chapter four refers to media bias.  This chapter is closely related to the critical 

thinking skills training which is mentioned in the second research question formulated in the 
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present study.  Here, we discuss the evolution of communication, media discourse, the bias 

of language in writing, types of media bias, how to detect media bias and propaganda, and 

media bias and power.  This literature review will help the reader to focus on the past as a 

way of understanding the evolution of communication and how powerful human beings’ 

words can become.  The chapter also includes some studies on media and their effects. 

 Chapter five describes the research design and methodology that guided this 

Dissertation.  It provides details on the participants, instruments used, data collection 

sources, procedures, and data analysis.  Chapter six presents the results and findings of the 

present study.  We report on quantitative and qualitative data results, results in the pretest 

for the control group, results in the pretest for the experimental group, results in the treatment 

sessions for the experimental group, results in Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire as 

posttest for the control group, and results in Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire as posttest 

for the experimental group. 

 Finally, chapter seven offers a conclusion to the study with a section devoted to 

discussion and conclusions.  It also mentions the limitations of this study, the pedagogical 

implications, implications for future research, and final reflections on the process of doing 

research.   Although this is a research topic that has not been explored before, it invites us 

to continue finding solutions to reading comprehension problems that students could face in 

education.  In the case of Ecuadorian education, these results should call our attention to 

improve our reading skills and develop critical thinking skills to be aware of slanted 

information.       
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Operational Definitions 

 The following terms are used throughout the study. The definitions that are presented 

give the sense of how the terms are used. 

 L1: The language that someone learns to speak first (Cambridge dictionaries online, 

2017).  

 L2: A language that a person can speak which is not the first language they learned 

naturally as a child (Cambridge dictionaries online, 2017).  

Reading Strategies: ‘‘mental procedures that assist learning and that occasionally 

can be accompanied by overt activities’’ (Koda, 2004, p. 205) 

Reading Comprehension: ‘‘The process of making meaning from text’’ (Woolley, 

2011, p.15). 

 Top-Down Reading Theory: According to this model, reading becomes a process 

of connecting the text to what the readers know about it (Pardede, 2011, para. 14).   

Bottom-Up Reading Theory: It was based on the idea that language learning was 

the product of automatic conditioning processes in which there are some patterns that are 

reinforced, and others are not, but only the ones which are reinforced will remain (as cited 

in Wasilewski, 2009). 

BICS (Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills): They are language skills 

needed for conversational fluency in a language (Cummins, 1979).  

CALP (Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency): It refers to the language a 

student uses to communicate in academic contexts (Cummins, 1979). 

Critical Thinking: It refers to the use of cognitive skills or strategies that will bring 

desirable outcomes (Halpern, 2007). 
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Literature Review 

Chapter I: The Reading Process 

 Reading has been classified as a communicative activity. Nonetheless, this popular 

concept does not fit the paradigm case where the situation includes two people in face-to-

face interaction.  That is, two people in the speaking role interchanging ideas.  Of course, 

reading is not this kind of activity.  The same occurs when listening to a lecture or speech in 

which there is no overt interaction, unless one can interrupt the speaker to ask questions or 

express dissent (Alderson & Urquhart, 1984). 

 Alderson and Urquhart also remark that the paradigm case brings some change or 

other by the transmission of information.  People need to communicate with others for 

different reasons which are related to their social lives.  Moreover, it is important to establish 

the meaning of the message to make it reachable.  Contrary to the face-to-face interaction, 

reading impedes the shifting from one interlocutor to the other and therefore no monitoring 

to effect, no adjustment to reaction, no open cooperation in the negotiation of meaning. 

 But, how can reading produce discourse?  The writer creates his own conditions for 

communication by anticipating the reactions of an imagined reader and negotiates with him 

by the indirect hypothesis of the reader’s role.  In this sense, the writer has to use additional 

information to convey a message and shift perspective to assume, assess the reader’s answer 

and adjust it.  Likewise, the writer needs to incite reactions in the reader by flouting 

acceptability.  

In the globalization era, writers need to take into account that many people around 

the world read in more than one language.  Currently, many people have learned to read in 

second and third languages due to various reasons that offer them better opportunities in a 

globalized world.  Regarding this, “citizens of modern societies must be good readers to be 
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successful.  Reading skills do not guarantee success for anyone, but success is much harder 

to come by without being a skilled reader” (Grabe, 2009, p.5).  

In this sense, readers should be aware of how complex communication is and get 

prepared for a demanding society.  Mitchell and Myles (2004) highlight that linguistics 

should analyze language taking into account a quantity of levels: phonology, syntax, 

morphology, semantics and lexis, pragmatics, and discourse.  There are different 

considerations to these levels, thus, for example, the control of syntax and morphology is 

considered as essential to language learning. 

There are other views about the degree of separateness or integration of these levels.  

Chomsky, on the one side, is an author that defends the idea that grammar and meaning 

work independently, but, on the other hand, Firth considers that lexis and grammar are 

interdependent.  Despite the disagreement among linguistics, it is clear that learners should 

work on their competences as a way of creating and understanding utterances in their native, 

second or foreign language.             

According to Alderson and Urquhart (1984), there have been attempts to investigate 

the process of reading which is seen by most cultures in the twentieth century as a silent and 

private activity.  It has been difficult to understand what is behind this process, that is, what 

readers do to understand a text.  Connected research processes over the world in this field 

have led researchers to keep doing studies in order to understand the mental process behind 

reading comprehension.   

Just and Carpenter (1980) contributed to the area of reading by developing a model 

of reading related to studies of eye movement.  According to these authors, all content words 

in text are fixated and longer fixations occur on uncommon words and when the reader is 

inferring at the end of a sentence (as cited in Alderson & Urquhart,1984).  But, this should 
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not be confused with efforts to improve comprehension, which has been universally 

accepted as a characteristic of poor comprehension.  

Nuttall (1982) mentions that good readers have the ability to do one fixation of their 

eyes on a chunk of text which has been transformed into logic units that involve various 

words.  They also take two or three chunks of text and fit them together to get a clear 

message.  However, this does not occur in foreign language contexts where students tend to 

read word by word.  In this case, it is important to make them practice a lot with easy texts 

that improve their reading speed and comprehension, as well.  

Research has also focused on the features of the text that cause problems to the 

readers. The area of readability has brought an interest on linguistic.  Researchers such as 

Klare and Gilliland followed typical readability studies by taking series of passages and 

defining the difficulty for a group of readers.  By using multiple choice questions or cloze 

tests and statistical means, it was tried to find the predictors of text difficulty. The results of 

these studies have proved that word difficulty and complexity of sentence structure are the 

best predictors of text difficulty (Alderson & Urquhart, 1984).   

1.1 Components of Reading 

Reading is a process that involves a reader and a text.  According to Nuttall (1982), 

reading is not only an active process, but an interactive one that requires the reader and the 

writer to share assumptions.  In this context, Antunez (2002) mentions that reading 

components at least should consider these elements for English language learners: Phonemic 

awareness, phonics, vocabulary development, reading fluency, and reading comprehension 

strategies.  Below, she describes each component: 

 Phonemic awareness refers to the ability of identifying phonemes (the smallest units 

in a spoken language) and manipulating them in spoken words.  This means that learners 

become conscious of how sounds of spoken language work together to make words.  Sounds 
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and words should be familiar for learners.  Therefore, instruction should have meaning by 

teaching vocabulary words, their meaning and pronunciation.  Also, games, songs and 

poems help to raise phonemic awareness.   

 Phonics refers to the relationship between phonemes and graphemes (the letters and 

spellings that represent those sounds in written language).  Phonics instruction focuses on 

learning how letters match to sounds and how to use this knowledge in reading and spelling.  

When comparing Spanish and English phonemes, it could bring some problems for ELL 

(English Language Learners) when spelling vowels because vowel letters in English have 

different sounds than in Spanish.  The challenge for teachers is to know about their students’ 

native languages to teach phonics in a proper way.  

 Vocabulary development denotes the information stored and related to meanings and 

pronunciation of words.  This is important for beginning reading and reading 

comprehension.  It should be part of the daily curriculum and educators must be sure of 

teaching vocabulary explicitly, show how to use dictionaries, and how to use context clues.  

Moreover, there should be a distinction between the language proficiency needed for 

everyday communication (BICS, for Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills) and the 

proficiency needed to comprehend and use language in academic settings (CALP, for 

Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency).  Teachers should help their students to make 

progress in both areas.  

 Reading fluency has to do with the ability to read words precisely and quickly.  

Teachers can guide repeated oral reading and give feedback, or they can foster independent 

silent reading with little feedback.  Teachers should provide their students with hundreds of 

books over a school year, so they can listen and see how fluency is modeled to them.  It is 
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important to recall that their accent should not be confused with their fluency, because a 

learner could read fluently in English with his/her native language accent. 

 Reading comprehension is the goal of learning to read and it is related to the other 

components of reading.  Learners should be able to comprehend texts not only in their native 

languages but also in English.  Moreover, teachers should be ready to explain literal and 

figurative meanings of expressions that appear difficult for learners by presenting authentic 

texts and developing critical thinking skills.    

1.2 First and Second Language Acquisition 

 Language in use is socially and culturally meaningful.  It is particularly important to 

recognize that language use is effective in situations that identify the social role.  That means 

that people should know how people interact within a variety of social situations and adopt 

the identities, attitudes, values, and dispositions for conveying meanings with usual 

linguistic forms.  Besides, people should learn to live in communities where diversity 

appears in their viewpoints, beliefs, values, and practices.  The way we respond to this 

diversity is called our identity, which is developed from school to schoolyard, from 

classroom to classroom, to street corner, home, shopping mall, Web and TV worlds (Lemke, 

2002).  

 Additionally, Ochs (2002) explains that there are four dimensions of the social 

context which are essential to the socialization of cultural competence: the ability to indicate 

the actions one is executing, the psychological postures one is showing, the social identities 

one presents, and the activities where one is involved.  These four contextual dimensions of 

action, stance, identity, and activity are interdependent.  Social groups connect to specific 

stances with particular actions, relate these stances and acts with identities and activities that 

can be associated to each other, as well.         
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 Social groups can enjoy of a range of linguistic forms that gives the opportunity to 

express thoughts.  Jackendoff (1993), considers that “our thoughts are built out of a finite 

set of unconscious patterns which give us the potential for thinking an infinite number of 

thoughts of indefinite complexity.  These patterns in turn are constructed from an innate 

Universal Grammar of concepts” (p. 203).  The product of this unconscious organization is 

the way we understand and learn about the world which often comes in conflict with our 

conscious sense of how we should understand the world.  

 Over the past fifty years, there have been three theoretical positions to explain how 

language development occur: constructivist, innatist, and behaviorist perspectives.  Piaget 

and Chomsky appear with two different positions in some degree.  On the one side, Piaget 

protecting constructivism, and on the other side, Chomsky assuming an innatist position.  

Nonetheless, in some way it could be probable that both were attacking empiricism.  In their 

study of sensorimotor programming, of linguistic structures, and of the reasoning process, 

they did not only record forms of thought and language but also, analyze their underlying 

structures by different resources (Piattelli-Palmarini, 1979).    

 Contrasting Universal Grammar in second language acquisition, there are some 

characteristics that children present when acquiring first language such as: Children go 

through developmental stages that are comparable across children for a specific language, 

stages are similar across languages, their language is systematic and works under rules 

different from adults, children are opposed to rectification, limit the number of rules due to 

their capacity of processing information and get back to earlier hypothesis when rules 

compete each other (Mitchell & Myles, 2004). 

 Researchers, who focus on the area of second language acquisition under the 

Universal Grammar perspective, are very interested in the language competence of advanced 

learners.  Also, they have different opinions about how formal instruction or feedback will 
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affect their knowledge of the second language.  Their work has introduced methods such as 

Grammaticality Judgements and others, as a way of understanding what learners know 

instead of understanding how they use the language in specific situations (Lightbown & 

Spada, 2006). 

 Since a child starts life, he/she is exposed to different linguistic and cultural 

environments.  The more they get exposed to these environments, the more production of 

languages and cultural behavior will appear.  In the case of language, it is the Universal 

Grammar which allows the children to understand the linguistic environment.  There is an 

interaction of Universal Grammar with environmental input.  The physical brain structures 

make possible Universal Grammar and the learning process (Jackendoff, 1993).  

 Lightbown and Spada (2006) explain that in their early weeks of life babies are able 

to hear fine differences between the sounds of human languages.  During their first year, 

they can understand some frequently repeated words.  By the age of two, most of them are 

able to produce around fifty different words and combine words in simple sentences, as well.  

By the age of four, children have the basic structures of the language or languages they have 

been exposed to.  During the pre-school, children can use language in different situations 

and they develop metalinguistic awareness.  During the school years, children acquire more 

vocabulary and different language registers.     

 There are predictable patterns in the development of many features of a language.  

For some of these features, these patterns have been portrayed as ʻstagesʼ.  These stages in 

language acquisition are associated to the child’s cognitive development.  This is evidenced 

in a report in 1973 from a longitudinal study of the language development of three children 

that was carried out by Roger Brown and his colleagues.  At the end, they found that fourteen 

grammatical morphemes were acquired in a similar sequence that went from the easier to 
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the more difficult ones, but not the reverse.  Also, children’s achievements were not at the 

same age or rate.  

 Adults, on the other hand, face similar problems as kids when trying to construct a 

grammar based on incomplete input of the second language they are learning or when 

constructing abstract representations based on limited samples of language.  But, the way 

they handle the new language is not necessarily the same as children do.  Firstly, their needs 

are very different, and secondly, second language learners are mature and witty to solve 

problems, apparently.  In this sense, controversy around this issue suggests that there is not 

a definite language module in the brain (Mitchell & Myles, 2004).       

 From experience, it is clear that knowledge needs recording of observations with a 

structuring activity by the person.  The functioning of intelligence by itself is hereditary and 

creates structures by an organization of successive actions performed on objects.  Therefore, 

the origin and development of mental functions could include a constructivism with 

continuous explanation of new structures and operations (Piattelli-Palmarini, 1979). 

 Piaget’s and Chomsky’s works were the foundation for other scientific works.  The 

founders of genetic epistemology and of generative linguistics have involved pioneers in the 

fields of cognitive anthropology, artificial intelligence, neurobiology, ethology, animal 

psychology, philosophy of mental processes, among others.  Hence, their theories have 

contributed to studies that try to understand the foundations of language and the 

development of cognitive structures.  

 Contrary to Piaget’s perspective, Vygotsky, who was another student of child 

development, defended the idea that in a supportive interactive environment, children could 

reach higher level of knowledge and performance.  He introduced the term Zone of Proximal 

Development to refer to the place in which children could do more than they would be 

competent independently.  On the one side, Piaget considered language as a symbol system 
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employed to convey knowledge through the interaction with the world, and on the other 

side, Vygotsky considered thought as internalized speech which was considered the product 

of social interaction (Lightbown & Spada, 2006).    

 In the twentieth century, there was a controversy on the nature-nurture debate 

between Skinner and Chomsky.  Opposite to Chomsky, who defended the idea of the innate 

predisposition to organize natural languages in specific ways, Skinner, under the behaviorist 

perspective, stated that language learning consists primarily by copying and memorizing 

behaviors faced in the environment.  This way, the child could learn a language by 

reproducing the speech of his/her caretaker.  The results of these debates have led to 

understand that language development occur in the interaction of innate and environmental 

factors (Mitchell & Myles, 2004).  

 Lightbown and Spada (2006) refer that Chomsky’s ideas are often related to the 

Critical Period Hypothesis that considers animals and humans as genetically programmed 

to acquire particular kinds of knowledge and skill at concrete times in life.  This hypothesis 

indicates that deafness or extreme isolation during childhood stops language acquisition if 

these difficulties remain for a long time. Despite few cases in which children have been 

deprived of language exposure, it is hard to present evidence for or against this hypothesis 

because most children are exposed to language from infancy.   

 Changes in the brain could affect language acquisition and language learning may 

not be based on biological structures in childhood, but, older learners may depend on their 

abilities to learn other skills or information.  There have been discussions around the 

effectiveness of general and specific learning abilities in the process of learning a language.  

It is defended the idea that specific learning abilities are more valuable than the general ones, 

giving advantage to children.  On the other hand, some studies reveal that older learners are 

more efficient than younger learners by using their metalinguistic knowledge, memory 
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strategies, and problem-solving skills in a second language.  In any case, this suggests 

researchers to explore different learning conditions that could affect language learning.     

 Focusing on the behaviorist perspective, Lightbown and Spada (2006) highlight the 

relation between behaviorism and the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis.  This hypothesis 

states that in situations in which the first language and the target language are comparable, 

learners should acquire structures of the target language without difficulty, and if there are 

differences, learners should face problems.  But, researchers have found that many learners’ 

mistakes are not predictable if one bases them on their first language.    

 Then, what has brought second language learning theorizing in its plenty forms?  

Regarding Universal Grammar, there are many proposals about the “Language Acquisition 

Device”.  Also, it has been used to sharpen linguistic descriptions of learner language, 

document the linguistic path used by second language learners and explain cross-linguistic 

influences.  Additionally, there is progress in the use of information processing models to 

domains complementary to the learning of grammar such as Anderson’s ACT model to the 

acquisition of learning strategies or development of fluency (Mitchell & Myles, 2004).   

 It has been also learned that pragmatics and lexis are important in interlanguage 

communication.  Furthermore, the context of second language learning and learners’ 

interactions have led to study the connections between interactional engagement and second 

language learning.  Different perspectives can be considered to analyze this issue, thus, for 

example, the sociolinguistic perspective reveals how power relations and other factors 

influence learners’ engagement in second language interaction.  Interactionist and 

sociocultural research show how second language interaction can affect learning 

opportunities.  However, there is work still to do in understanding what happens behind this 

process.  
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1.3 Implicit and Explicit Learning  

 Ellis (2015) defines language processing as “sensitive to occurrence frequency in the 

language, then there must be some cognitive mechanism that tallies the frequencies of 

occurrence of the units of language during language usage” (p.6).  This definition highlights 

the importance of frequency of forms and patterns.  Thus, a person can use his/her 

background to understand language structures that have been learned implicitly or explicitly.  

If there is no conscious experience, it is understood that knowledge was gained implicitly.  

 At this point, Grabe (2009) highlights two important learning processes involved in 

learning to read.  These are implicit and explicit learning, as well as implicit procedural 

knowledge and explicit declarative knowledge which can clarify how lower-level processing 

can appear automatically and simultaneously together with active main-idea comprehension 

and text-meaning interpretation.  Implicit learning depends on large amounts of input and 

includes learning processing skills and language knowledge without the presence of specific 

information that is learned.  

Implicit learning can get information from frequency of repetition, co-occurrence of 

items that build associations, repeated sequences that become larger units, and gradual 

generalization of comparable forms and features to create categories and prototypes (Ellis, 

2006a; Kintsch, 1998; MacDonald & Seidenberg, 2006, as cited in Grabe, 2009).  This kind 

of learning as well as its outcome, that is implicit knowledge, represent an important role in 

the use of default strategies used by skilled readers.  

On the other hand, explicit learning and knowledge requires the person to be aware 

of the specific skills or language knowledge that he/she is focusing on.  It needs to establish 

a first memory that can be used afterwards as long-term memory and to build new 

information resources for new tasks requirements.  For people who are learning to read in a 

second language, it is essential the repetition of examples because it is the foundation of 
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higher-level processes in reading.  Thus, reading abilities development support on both 

implicit and explicit learning. 

In the scientific literature, there have been given many concepts of implicit and 

explicit learning.  These different perspectives on trying to define consciousness or 

awareness have brought diverse suggestions about intentionality and automaticity.  

According to DeKeyser (2003), automaticity is difficult to define because is the result of a 

learning process but not a characteristic.  Thus, substituting awareness by intentionality or 

automaticity does not give an answer to the conceptual problems.   

Second language literature brings a combination of concepts.  In a traditional rule 

teaching, students learn deductively and explicitly.  On the other hand, learning is inductive 

and explicit when students are encouraged to go from examples to rules.  Learning is 

inductive and implicit when children acquire linguistic competence in their L1 without any 

structure.  Finally, a less frequent learning combination is deductive and implicit learning, 

and it is seen in the concept of parameter setting in Universal Grammar where it is assumed 

that learners develop characteristics of the target language from the setting of the parameter.    

Another aspect to take into account when reflecting on explicit and implicit learning, 

is that learning mechanisms should consider levels of awareness.  Reber, Allen and Reber 

(1999) mention that “in order for explicit cognitive and executive systems to develop, there 

must exist implicit information-processing systems that can provide knowledge from which 

explicit cognitive systems can be constructed and refined over an extended period of time” 

(p. 480).  Understanding implicit and explicit learning also means understanding human’s 

brain.  Explicit learning and memory look like depending on particular brain structures while 

implicit learning seems to depend on diffuse brain structures. 
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Studies on implicit and explicit learning evidence that implicit learning is not better 

than explicit learning so far.  Nonetheless, Doughty and Shook found in 1991 and 1994 

respectively, that there was no difference between implicit and explicit learning.  

Additionally, some studies suggest that explicit learning is more effective with specific 

linguistic features (Ellis, 2009).  Although evidence favors explicit learning, these areas need 

to continue being studied due to some limitations such as short duration of some studies and 

the kind of tests which favor explicit learning.       

1.4 Theories of Reading 

Nowadays, English has become a global language particularly demanded on 

educational settings.  Massive migration and relocation have brought that people read in a 

second language.  That is why many students are under the pressure of using their L2 reading 

skills to get a job, to involve in advanced studies, to travel, to communicate with others, to 

be entertained, among other reasons.  Thus, the expectations for them and future societies 

will increase electronic communication and consequently their skilled reading abilities 

(Grabe, 2009).  

It seems that second language learners should / must be learning the target language 

in schools or picking it up in workplaces or playgrounds.  The twenty-first century has 

revealed that the target language for most learners is likely to be English.  Three hundred 

seventy-five million people use English as L1 while around a billion as L2 or learning to do 

so.  There is thus evidence that the target language provides access to economic development 

and public life (Graddol, 1997 as cited in Mitchell & Myles, 2004).  

But the language students face in classrooms is different from the one used outside 

of them.  As a matter of fact, van Lier (2002) mentions that academic contexts need 

metalinguistic knowledge, concerning grammatical rules and terminology.  Although this 

kind of knowledge has not been proven to benefit the academic performance of the student, 
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the author suggests that to be successful in the academic area entails the person to understand 

the language in any subject matter classes.  This knowledge is different from everyday 

knowledge of and about a language.  In any case, teachers should connect the professional 

language knowledge and practices needed for teaching.     

In the context of teaching reading, researchers have tried to understand what is 

behind the process of reading and its implications for L2 reading instruction.  It is important 

to highlight that implications for L2 reading instruction need to be tested through 

instructional research to determine which implications work well for instruction, which 

implications can be generalized, which implications apply in certain contexts and which of 

them do not support students’ reading-comprehension abilities.   

Hence, connected research processes around the world in the field of reading have 

led researchers to maintain doing studies in order to understand the mental process behind 

reading comprehension.  The results from L2 reading research contributed to the appearance 

of three main theories in this language area: The theories of bottom-up, top-down, and meta-

cognitive. 

 The bottom-up model views reading starting with the printed stimuli going to the 

higher-level stages.  Li, Wu and Wang (2007) refer that this model starts from building 

symbols into words, words into sentences and sentences into meanings.  Thus, it is given 

great importance to lower-level processing skills in reading which help to get the meaning 

of the text through linguistic prior knowledge, that is, vocabulary, grammar and syntax.  In 

this sense, this model does not strengthen the purposefulness of reading comprehension due 

to the focus on linguistic knowledge rather than schema.   

 On the other hand, top-down models emphasize the interaction of stages at the top 

of the information-processing sequence with stages that occur before these stages.  Here, 

reading is seen as controlled by higher-order stages that foster hypotheses and predictions 
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which need to be verified with the printed stimuli.  The reader will have the opportunity to 

predict about how the text is going to be like, inferences about the motivations of the 

characters, relate events, among other strategies.  Nonetheless, there is a negative aspect of 

this model, and it is that it could limit the reader in generating predictions because of the 

poor knowledge on the topic (Samuels & Kamil, 1998).  

Researchers admit that information flows from bottom to top and vice versa when 

reading, but some teachers and teacher-trainers still debate on which is more effective.  Thus, 

there are some who defend the position of the top-down model related to the whole language 

instruction approach, and others who defend the bottom-up model related to the phonics 

approach to reading.  These views led to the appearance of a balanced approach that since 

1988 fostered the interactive nature of reading (Birch, 2015). 

 Finally, the metacognitive theory has been an area of interest for many researchers.  

Metacognition has been studied for over twenty years highlighting two mechanisms: 

Knowledge of cognition and regulation of cognition.  The first one refers to what the person 

knows about his/her cognition.  This knowledge can be declarative (knowing about things), 

procedural (knowing how to do things) and conditional (knowing when and why of aspects 

of cognition).  The second one refers to the activities that control the person’s learning.  In 

this area, there have been many studies which suggest that improving one area of regulation 

could improve others (Schraw, 2002). 

 Then, metacognition includes monitoring skills that help to control the person’s 

cognition.  Brown, Bransford, Ferrera, and Campione (1983) distinguished four historical 

roots in metacognition: The verbal reports as data, the notion of control its own operations, 

self-regulation and the transfer of control from other to self (as cited in McKeown & Beck, 

2009).  These roots are crucial for developing metacognition.  And this was reinforced by 

Hartman and Sternberg (1993) who distinguished four ways to increase metacognition in 
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classrooms: Fostering awareness of metacognition’s importance, improving knowledge of 

cognition, improving regulation of cognition, and creating environments in which 

metacognitive awareness is fostered (as cited in Schraw, 2002). 

1.5 Reading Ability  

According to Huckin and Haynes (1993), the final goal in teaching learners a second 

language is to make them skillful in certain applied linguistic skills, especially in reading.  

In second-language classrooms, learners should have a complete understanding of advanced 

academic or professional reading materials.  Therefore, they need to be able to recognize 

word-form, guess context having enough information, and support with cultural and topic 

background knowledge.  

During the last years, being able to read has become a pressure not only for 

immigrant people but for people who speak a majority language.  It is significant to 

recognize that students’ reading background could determine their success in the academic 

area.  Thus, learners who have been surrounded by attractive reading materials and 

comfortable environments for reading could become proficient readers (Grabe, 2009).  In 

cases in which students do not read efficiently in their L1, it is necessary to work on their 

reading skills in their mother tongue for developing better habits in L2, especially when 

similar writing systems are used (Nuttall, 1982).    

At this point, Mitchell and Myles (2004) refer that the language or languages that 

learners already know are going to influence their performance in a second language.  This 

phenomenon, known as language transfer, was criticized by behaviorist theorists who saw 

it as a cause of error and interference in SLL due to L1 habits were deep-rooted.  On the 

other hand, the interlanguage theorists attributed these errors to the discovering patterns and 

developmental sequences on these creative processes.  The fact is that there is still work for 
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researchers in this area due to different points of view on the extent and nature of these 

influences.        

Related to the phenomenon previously explained, there are different studies in trying 

to understand how reading skills can be maximized.  This has included the analysis of 

individual differences among learners in their reading abilities and skills (Bell, 2012; Ellett, 

2014; Tong, 2015 as cited in Alharbi, 2015).  Likewise, although there are different 

techniques used in first and foreign reading classes, there is no conclusive research which 

indicates that one method or strategy works better than others for fostering learners’ reading 

comprehension (Alharbi, 2015). 

Developing reading skills does not always take place as expected.  For example, 

students do not always read outside the classroom to acquire language expertise.  This 

picture is highlighted by Nuttall (1982) who mentions: “It is perfectly true that reading 

widely is an effective means of extending our command of a language, whether the first 

language (L1) or the FL: but outside the classroom most of our reading is not done with this 

purpose, and it is certainly not the purpose for which most writers are writing” (p.19).  This 

view of reading reveals that in some cases students do not need to use the FL outside the 

classroom and they view it as to learn to read it.    

Students’ low motivation is not the only difficulty that could appear in the process 

of learning to read.  Some people could face problems in connecting sounds and symbols to 

create words and paragraphs, while others could decode words but misunderstand the whole 

message.  In order to reinforce the ability of reading requires that educators present strategies 

to facilitate learners’ understanding of reading materials. But, also teachers should monitor 

learners’ progress, encourage, give reinforcement and feedback in ʻinterdependentʼ or 

ʻinteractiveʼ teaching modes (Aiken, 2000; Woloshyn, Elliott & Kacho, 2001 as cited in 

Alharbi, 2015). 
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From the previous paragraphs, it can be added that reading supposes understanding 

the message and evaluating it to check its validity.  The person needs to be aware of his/her 

own learning to draw conclusions from the text and use critical thinking skills.  This is a 

process that starts from childhood and reinforces through time with practice.  But at this 

point, there have been debates on what aspect of reading should be emphasized at the 

beginning, the meaning or the decoding feature.  Chall (1973) highlights that research 

evidence from the United States and England shows that programs which emphasized the 

coding component formed advanced readers in both components.  And also, there is no doubt 

that the teacher plays an important role in this process.       

1.6 Code-Related and Oral Language Precursors to Reading 

 Being able to read implies the notion of emergent literacy.  This term refers to the 

activities and behaviors related to literacy in the preschool.  From this stage, there are code-

related skills that include having notions of the conventions of print (directions of writing 

across a page), beginning forms of writing (one’s name), awareness of graphemes (naming 

letters of the alphabet), knowledge of grapheme-phoneme correspondence (matching the 

letter with its sound), and phonological awareness (the sounds of the graphemes in a word).  

Research has revealed positive correlations between individual differences in these skills 

and future differences in reading (Storch & Whitehurst, 2002).  

 Research has also shown that oral language skills in preschool contribute to reading.  

Thus, semantic knowledge (word knowledge, expressive and receptive vocabulary), 

syntactic knowledge (word order knowledge and grammatical rules), conceptual knowledge, 

and narrative discourse (write an original story and retell a story) are important for 

developing the reading ability.  Storch & Whitehurst (2002) highlight that code-related skills 

and oral language skills should be understood under the coordination and interaction of 
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different reading skills that go from recognition of letters to the comprehension of the 

complete text.   

 Working with children from this basic stage will prevent reading problems in the 

future.  Studies also show that semantic knowledge becomes important while children try to 

understand larger texts.  But, there is still a debate in the relationship between oral language 

skills and reading achievement which Storch & Whitehurst attribute to the absence of two 

studies assessing the same emergent literacy skills and to the variation in outcome measures 

when evaluating reading achievement.  Additionally, this area needs of more research 

because some relationships do not appear until later elementary school scores, as it happens 

with syntactic and semantic abilities and reading comprehension. 

 Research on early literacy indicates that language skills such as vocabulary, syntax, 

and discourse, as well as phonemic awareness are essential in early and long-term literacy 

success (Ramírez-Verdugo, 2013; Ramírez Verdugo & Sotomayor, 2012).  For long-term 

literacy, there is a need of social and affective-behavioral self-regulatory skills which will 

lead the learner to become independent.  This goes beyond linguistic and cognitive skills 

(Dickinson, McCabe & Essex, 2006).  It is a scaffolding that starts from childhood by 

acquiring oral language skills, developing phonological awareness skills and code-related 

skills. 

1.7 Factors Related to Students’ Academic Performance 

 Measuring students’ academic performance is not an easy task.  It is important that 

teachers be able to understand all the factors affecting this performance to plan the strategies 

to use to increase their students’ potential in academic areas.  There are different factors 

which affect performance, such as socio-economic, psychological and environmental factors 

(Hijazi & Naqvi, 2006).  In addition to these factors, Mushtaq and Khan (2012) refer that 
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personal factors could influence students’ performance.  According to them, these factors 

fluctuate from person to person and country to country.  Hence, the measurement of 

students’ performance in academic settings has played an important role for researchers due 

to its connection to social and economic development of countries. 

 It is essential to comprehend how the factors mentioned above relate to students’ 

academic performance.  They can come from inside or outside the classroom (Farooq, 

Chaudhry, Shafiq & Berhanu, 2011).  According to these researchers, the socioeconomic 

status of the learner has an impact on their academic performance.  This is one of the most 

studied and debated factors among researchers.  It is often estimate it taking into 

consideration parents’ education, occupation, income, and facilities employed by the person 

individually or together.  Students with high level of socioeconomic status perform better 

than students with lower level of socioeconomic status (Garzon, 2006; Kahlenberg, 2006; 

Kirkup, 2008, as cited in Farooq, Chaudhry, Shafiq & Berhanu, 2011).   

 Parents’ education also affects students’ academic performance.  Educated parents 

could give better guidance to their offspring from early years of schooling. Researchers such 

as Barnard (2004), Henderson (1988), Shumox and Lomax (2001), found that students’ 

academic performance depended largely on their parents’ participation in their academic 

activities (as cited in Farooq, Chaudhry, Shafiq & Berhanu, 2011).  Thus, parents’ education 

plays an important role in students’ academic performance and contributes to their children’s 

background knowledge making it a more challenging variable to study.  

 School environment and teachers’ expectations from their students also affect 

students’ academic performance (Sparkles, 1999, as cited in Alos, Caranto & David, 2015).  

Similarly, Alos, Caranto and David (2015) found that accessibility of school programs, 

library references, comfortable classrooms and fast internet access were considered by 
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student nurses as having a great repercussion on their academic performance.  Another 

aspect associated to this area was revealed in Bangbade’ findings (2004) which showed a 

significant relationship between teachers’ attribute (teachers’ knowledge of the subject 

matter, communication ability, emotional stability, good human relationship and interest in 

the job) and students’ academic performance (as cited in Alos, Caranto & David, 2015).           

 According to Ali, Haider, Munir, Khan and Ahmed (2013) there are different factors 

that affect the students’ academic performance at school, college and even at university 

level.  These factors include students’ effort, previous schooling, parent’s educational 

background, family income, student’s self-motivation, student’s age, learning preferences 

and entry qualification of students.  Analyzing the factors that affect students’ academic 

performance could contribute to improve education.  As a matter of fact, these studies are 

the guide for taking corrective measures that help improve students’ academic performance. 

1.8 Assessment in Reading  

 Reading assessment requires a clear view of the reading construct, awareness of 

reading abilities development, and an effort to reproduce the construct in assessment tasks.  

Different assessment practices will involve different theories of reading and reading 

development, but also the feedback provided by reading assessments should focus on the 

skills, processes, and knowledge resources that embody reading abilities (Grabe, 2009).   

 Afflerbach (2016) puts special attention to the aim of reading assessment.  He says 

that this assessment can come in different ways to diverse audiences and for multiple 

purposes.  In any case, assessment should support students in being better readers.  Under 

this idea, it is easier to determine the value of reading assessments and evaluate them 

critically.  We can make sure if assessment is considering significant parts of reading 

development and sustain our inferences through triangulation.  All this leads to understand 
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that summative and formative assessment must work in the same direction to improve 

students’ reading development. 

 But the previously explained could lead us to conclude that this task starts and ends 

with the teacher.  This is completely wrong since one of the aims of reading assessment is 

to transform students into independent readers.  This implies that once they are independent, 

they could also be able to self-assess.  This is accomplished by having in mind the goals of 

the different stages of reading and using strategies such as detecting problems, 

comprehension monitoring, solving problems and going back to the track.  Students who are 

aware of the benefits of self-assessment strategies will benefit from positive motivation to 

read and will contribute to the cognitive and affective elements of reading.    

 Assessing reading implies taking into consideration the time a teacher gives his 

students for improving reading skills.  There is a difference between assessing reading with 

computer programs and assessing it with interventions from teachers.  Computer programs 

cannot observe reading behavior, design instructional interventions with leveled materials 

or include teacher’s modeling.  Reading assessment should help students who struggle in 

this area providing support from their teachers.  In this sense, it is very important to offer 

teachers with professional development in working with this kind of students to raise their 

reading achievements (Allington & Gabriel, 2012).  

 An important aspect in reading assessment is planning.  The teacher should be clear 

of the goals of the assessment.  Planning the way students will be assessed will help to reflect 

on practices which will provide a feedback on strategies that worked well and areas that still 

need of improvement.  Reading assessment should include a varied range of strategies to 

show reliable students’ learning progress and achievements.  It should also take into 

consideration formal and informal scenarios with formative and summative assessments.  In 
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addition, students’ background and their abilities provide information for planning an 

assessment (Wu, Wu & Lu, 2014). 

 This leads us to consider the interactive view of reading and reading comprehension 

that Wixson, Lipson, and Valencia (2014), and Wixson and Valencia (2011) associate to 

assessment systems intended for different aims such as screening, diagnostics, formative 

progress monitoring, benchmark progress monitoring, and summative outcome assessments 

(as cited in Wixson, 2017).  The design of this kind of assessment systems will provide a 

better understanding of the factors that could affect students’ performance in the assessment.  

The intention is that through these types of assessments one can get as much information as 

possible regarding students’ reading abilities. 

 Screening assessments are designed to assess which students will need further 

assessment.  This type of assessment should be easy to provide to large number of students.  

At the end, it will give an approximate of students’ performance.  Benchmark progress 

monitoring collects data from predetermined times of the year to make sure if students are 

progressing according to their age and aims of the level course.  They do not give enough 

information for planning instruction because they are broad.  Summative outcome 

assessments collect data from the end of the year to see if the instruction and student’s 

performance have been effective comparing them to the expectations of the course.   

 Contrary to the broad information that provide the assessments mentioned above, 

diagnostic and formative assessments give more information for planning instruction.  

Diagnostic assessments help to identify students’ strengths and weaknesses to design 

suitable interventions.  They are usually administered individually by using spelling 

inventories, oral language assessments, among others.  Because they take time, some 

institutions prefer to use screening assessments and diagnostic assessments later with those 
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who need special attention.  Formative progress monitoring refers to the information 

collected from daily instruction which helps to establish the suitability of an instruction and 

how the teacher can go over it if necessary.  

 Research and experience from teachers show that summative, formative, and 

performance-based assessments are not the heart of the matter for improving teaching and 

learning.  They can help to meet the needs of policymakers, teachers, and students.  But, it 

is required more than this, it is required that teachers understand the complex and dynamic 

nature of reading and set it up in instruction and all assessments to give students sufficient 

basis for their academic and professional future.  They should have theoretical and empirical 

validity to be useful as diagnostic tools (Pearson, Valencia & Wixson, 2014).        
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Chapter II: Reading Comprehension 

 Changes in education has brought new terminology in literacy.  Thus, a new term 

introduced has been ʻcritical literacyʼ.  This new form of literacy requires students to be 

independent readers by using metacognitive strategies.  Language teachers should pay 

attention to the teaching of reading comprehension strategies to assure a deep 

comprehension of texts.  But also it is important to involve students in reading for long 

periods.  There is evidence from research that reveal a strong and positive correlation 

between reading engagement and higher reading comprehension achievement.  Reading 

engagement is not only motivation, but it includes attitudes, interests, self-regulation and the 

ability to use cognitive strategies (Abdelhalim, 2017). 

 Researchers have found that students struggle with academic reading texts revealing 

that these students need strong reading skills.  One of these examples is shown in Malaysian 

students who revealed problems in handling their academic texts because they did not 

understand what they read and were unable to link the ideas of the readings to the given 

tasks (Ahmad Mazli, 2007; Isarji, Ainol Madziah, Mohd Sahari & Mohd Azmi, 2008; 

Jamaliah & Faridah Noor, 2001; Samsiah, 2011; Wallace, 2007, as cited in Puteri Rohani 

Megat Abdul, Yusuf, & Dzulkafly, 2017).  For students of English as a second or foreign 

language, reading is vital and that is why the Malaysian Ministry of Education has put 

especial attention on this area. 

 Reading comprehension implicitly involves evaluating this skill.  Bachman (1990) 

mentions three aspects that could produce changes in test output: Differences in testing 

methods and tasks; individual differences in language abilities, processing strategies and 

personal characteristics; and unplanned factors such as mental alertness, testing 

environment, among others (as cited in Shanian, Pishghadam & Khajavy, 2017).  Here, it is 
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worth highlighting a theory related to individual differences which is known as schema 

theory (Rumelhart, 1980, as cited in Li, Wu & Wang, 2007).  This theory has to do with 

background knowledge and has been studied together with reading comprehension.  It is 

important to take into account this theory to design tests free of biased items.   

 The area of reading comprehension is in addition linked to language learning from 

early years of schooling.  “Acquiring reading comprehension skills seems to be even more 

important and functional especially in elementary school that is the first period of children's 

school years. Students use these skills in all their courses, and their academic life is directly 

affected by such skills” (Papatga & Ersoy, 2016, p. 125).  Also, Uslu and Çubukçu (2017) 

contribute in this area by stating the following: “Comprehensible input revealed using 

authentic materials will contribute to development of reading and listening skills. In this 

process, knowing and using the reading strategies will be beneficial to language acquisition” 

(p. 2).     

 From the review above, it is clear that different factors could affect reading 

comprehension.  Teachers play an essential role in this process.  They need to understand 

what is behind reading to engage students and make them succeed in the process of 

becoming independent readers.  Students need a strong basis to develop reading strategies 

which led to understand texts.  Successful readers learn to construct meaning from very 

young while they are gradually exposed to different textual genres.  At this point, it is valid 

to mention news articles as one kind of text used to teach reading comprehension.  In fact, 

this has been highlighted by Zalaznick (2017) who encourages using this type of material to 

generate learners’ curiosity, build critical thinking and organize writing.      
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2.1 Learning Styles and Reading Comprehension 

 The term learning style was used to define different processing styles by Dunn and 

Dunn researchers in the 1960’s.  Later, there were several researchers such as Coop and 

Brown; Hill, Witkin; among others, who were interested in understanding how the mind 

processed information or was influenced by people’s perception (Dunn, 1984).  After 

analyzing historical and current learning styles research, Dunn and Griggs (1988) confirmed 

Dunn & Dunn’s definition: “Learning style is a biologically and developmentally imposed 

set of characteristics that make the same teaching method wonderful for some and terrible 

for others” (as cited in Kutay, 2006, p. 11). 

There are questions that still arise about how learning styles interact positively with 

language learning.  It is not determined if they reproduce unchallengeable differences or if 

they develop through experience (Lightbown & Spada, 2006).  Despite the need of more 

research in this area, researchers Dunn, Griggs, Gorman, Olson and Beasley (1995), 

presented a learning style model that has been implemented in urban, suburban, and rural 

schools contributing to education by more than 100 institutions.  The above-mentioned 

model is based on the following theories:  

1. A learning style may be operationally defined as an attribute of an individual which 

interacts with instructional circumstances in such a way as to produce differential 

learning achievement as a function of these circumstances (Tallmadge & Shearer, 

1969). 

2. Most people have learning-style preferences, but individuals’ learning-style 

preferences differ significantly.  

3. Individual instructional preferences exist and the impact of accommodating these 

preferences can be measured reliably.  
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4. The stronger the preference, the more important it is to provide compatible 

instructional strategies. 

5. Accommodating individual learning-style preferences through complementary 

instructional and counseling interventions results in increased academic achievement 

and improved student attitudes toward learning. 

6. Given responsive (matched leaning-style) environments, resources, and approaches, 

students attain statistically higher achievement and attitude test scores than students 

with dissonant (mismatched) treatments.  

7. Most teachers can learn to use learning styles as a cornerstone of their instruction. 

8. Most students can learn to capitalize on their learning-style strengths when 

concentrating on new or difficult academic material. 

9. The less academically successful the individual, the more important it is to 

accommodate learning-style preferences.  

 But in addition to the Dunns, there were other researchers working on learning style 

constructs during the 70’s.  For example, Canfield and Lafferty, Gregorc, Hunt, Kolb, among 

others, who contributed with definitions, models, instruments and techniques for assessing 

participants that were similar and supportive to each other (Dunn, 1984).  

 It is relevant to understand that teachers should adapt their instructions to 

individuals’ learning rather than groups’ learning.  Dunn (1990) states “Some believe in 

ʻmatchingʼ to learning style characteristics all the time; others believe in matching some of 

the time. Still others believe in changing the child’s characteristics” (p. 15). 

 Kolb also contributed to this field by designing an Experiential Learning Cycle 

which included four phases: Concrete experience (feeling), reflective observation 

(watching), abstract conceptualization (thinking), and active experimentation (doing).  
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Figure 1 shows the Learning Styles Inventory with its four directions to learning to depend 

on the Experiential Learning Cycle one selects.  

 

Figure 1.  Learning Styles Inventory 

 

Figure 1. Kolb’s Learning Styles. Copyright 2000 by Donald Clark. Reprinted with permission. 

 

 According to Mobbs (2003), Honey and Mumford also cooperated with this research 

field.  Their work was based on Kolb’s and suggested each learner to understand his/her 

learning style and find opportunities to learn how to use that style to get better benefits from 

his/her personal learning.  They identified four learning styles: Activist, theorist, pragmatist 

and reflector.  Activist people learn by doing, theorist people need models, concepts and 

facts to engage in the learning process, pragmatist people are experimenters who need to put 
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the learning into practice in the real world, and finally reflector people prefer to observe and 

think before getting to a conclusion.   

 In addition of recognizing students’ learning styles, it is important to mention 

comprehension.  Rice (2009) defines reading comprehension as a process in which the reader 

interacts with the text in order to get meaning.  This complex process includes problem-

solving skills that engage the reader with the text.  Moreover, reading comprehension can 

be taught explicitly and help learners to apply different learning strategies by observing the 

teacher as a model (Alharbi, 2015). 

Grabe (2009) highlights the role played by lower-level and higher-level processes in 

reading.  Lower-level processes embrace word recognition, syntactic parsing (using 

grammatical information), and semantic-proposition encoding (building clause-level 

meaning from word meanings and grammatical information) which are essential for 

comprehension.  

 On the other hand, higher-level processes include a text model of reader 

comprehension (combination of information from formed proposition with the active 

meaning elements that have already been integrated into a network of ideas activated from 

textual input), a situation model of reader interpretation (related to the way we understand 

how discourse is structured, knowledge about reading experiences and our attitudes toward 

the text, the author, emerging situation and genre), a set of reading skills and resources under 

the command of the executive control mechanism in working memory (strategies, goals, 

inferences, background knowledge and comprehension monitoring).     

Being aware of what happens and affects the comprehension process has been of 

interest for foreign language teachers and theorists.  Although they are aware that students’ 

background knowledge is brought to the comprehension process, the same does not occur 

with pedagogical methods and materials which do not reproduce this insight.  This could be 
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attributed to the insignificance given to the power and scope of this effect, but also to the 

remark on oral skills in language teaching and the complexity of teaching features of culture 

(Steffensen and Joag-Dev, 1984).  

Another concept that helps to understand the central role of cognition in reading 

comprehension is the role of context in reading.  It contributes to both the text model of 

comprehension and the situation model of reading interpretation, but especially it reinforces 

reading interpretation using prior knowledge from long-term memory.  Likewise, it 

influences reader attitudes, shifts in goal setting, monitoring of comprehension and 

evaluation of the author’s goals (Grabe, 2009).  Additionally, two primary theories have 

been proposed in fluency’s contribution to comprehension; one reinforces the contribution 

of automaticity to fluent reading and the other one emphasizes the role of prosody in 

inducing comprehension, depending on factors such as genre of texts, type of learners and 

the reading situations (Kuhn & Stahl, 2003 as cited in Alharbi, 2015). 

2.2 Reading Comprehension Difficulties  

 Reading is considered as important for life success.  Although many people read 

well, there are others who fail.  Researchers have been interested on understanding this 

problem that increases every day with the gaps of a competitive and technological society 

that demands literacy.  The problem of reading comprehension is one that appears in every 

classroom.  Snow, Burns, and Griffin (1998) have studied groups of children and have 

discovered that demographic characteristics make the difference in reading comprehension.  

But other sources of this problem have been detected as being related to biological deficits 

or poor reading instruction.   

 Neuroscience has been helpful in reading research.  The findings suggest there are 

biological factors that participate in the process of reading.  Genetic features have been 
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related to reading difficulties.  From previous studies, reading difficulties have been 

associated to brain function and behavior.  The cause of this could be genetic and 

environmental factors.  Science has also found a link between reading disability and the 

short arm of chromosome 6.  In the case of environmental factors, these can give more or 

less experiences to differentiate sound-symbol relationships.  

 An effective reading program could help to overcome this situation.  Snow, Burns, 

and Griffin (1998) suggest that at the first stages of reading, children should be exposed to 

spelling-sound relationships and understand the nature of the alphabetic writing system as 

well as the structure of spoken words.  After this, the person should be able to comprehend 

how sounds are represented alphabetically, practice reading with different genres of text, 

monitor comprehension, increase background knowledge and vocabulary, and keep 

motivated to read.   

 Taking into consideration these suggestions will prevent of reading comprehension 

problems at any stage or reinforcing these difficulties.  Because of the social nature of 

reading, schools should foster practicing this activity independently.  They can encourage 

members of the community and parents to help students succeed in the process.  Working 

as a team will help researchers to include valuable reading programs with an effective 

curriculum which includes the largest number of students with higher risk of developing 

reading comprehension difficulties.                     

 In the study of reading comprehension problems, it is important to mention the 

program Reading to Learn that was developed in Australia and extended to countries such 

as Afghanistan, Kenya, Uganda, China, and others.  David Rose, Brian Gray and Wendy 

Cowey started the project Scaffolding Reading and Writing for Indigenous Children in 

School to address the fact of no literacy in English in the Pitjantjatjara communities.  This 
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was a work with his colleagues and teachers of the community to improve the use of reading 

strategies.  At the end of the first year of the project, the results were positive.  Almost all 

secondary school students finished reading at age-appropriate levels (Rose & Martin, 2012).    

2.3 Knowledge of Reading Strategies on Reading Comprehension 

 One of the characteristics of being analytic when reading is the critical literacy of a 

person.  According to Molden (2007), critical literacy fosters an active participation in the 

reading process as questioning, disputing and examining power relations.  This way, the 

reader develops independent standpoints from the writer’s position which not only help to 

answer comprehension questions but also to find out meanings and agendas.  Therefore, the 

reader needs to understand the text to be able to discuss it critically.   

 This process can be supported by reading strategies which will allow the reader to 

comprehend the text and analyze it from a critical perspective.  These strategies can be 

modeled to be applied and reflect how they worked.  The use of problem-posing questions 

is another strategy that can help to understand a text by activating students’ background 

knowledge.  The questions lead students to find missing information and study the 

perspective.  The use of bookmarks is also helpful to organize information and make 

decisions which will assist for discussions.  For visual learners, the use of story mapping is 

an alternative instead of bookmarks. 

 One important strategy related to detecting bias in a text is switching.  McLaughlin 

and DeVoogd (2004), present some switches: Gender switch, theme switch, setting switch, 

body-style switch, clothing switch, emotion switch, ethnic/race switch, language switch, and 

relationship/organization switch.  This strategy is intended to make readers aware of the 

writer’s intention.  Other strategies developed by the authors mentioned before are: 

Alternative texts in which students can replace characters or reorient facts of the story, 
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juxtapositioning which contrasts two texts or two pictures to make this contrast visible, mind 

and alternative mind portraits in which there is an analysis of one visible point of view and 

the missing one (as cited in Molden, 2007).  

 Proficient readers can use both cognitive and metacognitive strategies.  Cognitive 

strategies such as rereading, activating background knowledge, or regulating reading speed, 

will facilitate text comprehension.  On the other hand, metacognitive strategies will include 

the reader’s ability to judge when and how to use a cognitive strategy.  Although there are 

teachers who teach explicitly strategies to foster comprehension, there is still a barrier which 

make schools focus on comprehension testing rather than in training students for strategy 

selection, use, and evaluation (Van Keer, 2004).      

 Regulating and monitoring one’s reading comprehension process means using 

metacognitive knowledge about reading.  There is evidence from cross-sectional and 

longitudinal studies that relate the knowledge and use of reading strategies to reading 

comprehension in primary and secondary school.  But studies from Muijselaar and de Jong 

(2015); Samuelstuen and Bråten (2005), reveal that the correlation between these variables 

are inclined to change across studies from small to medium (as cited in Muijselaar, Swart, 

Steenbeek-Planting, Droop, Verhoeven, & de Jong, 2017). 

 Studies on teaching reading comprehension strategies in the last 25 years are not 

conclusive, but they suggest that reading strategies do not build reading skill, but can 

improve comprehension if students already know how to decode easily.  It is important to 

relate sentences to one another to understand a text.  Readers can do this by relying on a 

textbase or a situation model.  A textbase is a web of related ideas originated in what has 

been read, and a situation model includes both the text and the reader’s background 

knowledge (Willingham, 2006).   
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 Willingham (2006), also highlights three important aspects in reading 

comprehension: monitoring comprehension, relating sentences to one another, and relating 

sentences to background knowledge.  These three cognitive processes have been included 

in findings of the National Reading Panel’ studies carried out between the periods of 1980-

1998 and have shown that the purpose of a strategy depends on how reading comprehension 

is evaluated.   These studies used comprehension tests designer by the researchers and 

standardized tests.  Because standardized tests show more unpredictable and diverse texts, 

reading strategy effectiveness seem to favor researcher’s tests.    

 What is visible is that the reader needs to understand the cognitive process implied 

in reading comprehension and use strategies according to the situation.  Because students 

receive scarce direction in the use of strategies that could help them to interpret a text 

(Ramírez Verdugo, 2004), this process should be guided by a teacher especially for those 

students who need assistance until they get independence.  It is important to add that 

knowing how to use reading strategies to improve comprehension is not enough.  As 

mentioned before, it is necessary that the reader decodes easily, but also work on increasing 

vocabulary and having an extensive background knowledge.    
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Chapter III: Critical Thinking Skills 

 According to Sternberg and Spear-Swerling (1996) there are different ways of being 

smart but tests only measure part of these intelligences.  The system of education reflects 

that intelligence is recognized in tests and in the classroom.  This system has pushed students 

to believe that they should be test-smart to be recognized in school and get remarkable 

college admissions.  People trust on quantitative data and tend to see themselves as smart 

and make comparisons with others regarding their high scores.  Thus, the system creates an 

environment in which scores are published, then, schools with high scores foster high real 

estates.   

 Having detected these failures in the system of education, Sternberg’s triarchic 

theory of human intelligence proposes three kinds of thinking: critical-analytic, creative, and 

practical.  Critical analytic thinking is the result of students who like school and are liked by 

teachers.  They get high grades and high-test scores.  They are natural critic and often prefer 

to be given directions.  On the other hand, creative thinking shows students feel limited by 

school and are often a pain for teachers.  They usually get moderate to lower grades and 

moderate test scores.  They reflect natural ideas and like to direct by themselves.  Finally, 

practical thinking shows students bored by school and their teachers considered them as 

disconnected.  They get moderate to low grades and moderate to low test scores.  They have 

a natural common sense and like to find self in practical situations.   

 In this study, the emphasis will be on critical thinking, which is a cognitive activity 

that includes mental processes such as attention, categorization, selection, and judgement.  

The focus of critical thinking is on the argument which is the message expressed through 

different channels, that is, writing, speech, performance, or any other media.  In this sense, 
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critical thinking allows the person to identify the visible and hidden messages of the sender 

as well as to understand the process under which the argument is created (Cottrell, 2011). 

 Critical thinking is also associated to the term skepticism since Robert Ennis 

identified two abilities related to critical thinking: the ability to reflect skeptically and the 

ability to think in a reasoned way.  Being skeptical means that doubt is used to analyze the 

information presented to us in a way that allow us to take the best decisions of its validity 

and productivity.  People who are skeptical could need an approach that makes them believe 

in the probability of the results while confident people could require an approach to use 

doubt productively (Cottrell, 2011). 

 Likewise, critical thinking is connected to reasoning which is supported on our 

consciousness of the reasons we have for what we believe and do, the evaluation of our 

beliefs and actions, as well as the demonstration of these reasons to other people.  Reasoning 

requires the analysis of evidence and getting conclusions from it.  The evidence, which is 

presented as reasons, should support the conclusion.  But also, it is necessary to give a 

reliable argument using language effectively.  That is why examining our way of reasoning 

is important to start any critical analysis.    

 The benefit of thinking critically is that the person will become more precise in 

separating important information from the useless one.  Thus, some skills will be reinforced 

such as observation, reasoning, decision-making, analysis, judgement and persuasion.  In 

reading, thinking critically implies being well informed of an issue and judging if the 

argument is well founded.  In this process it could be possible that a person mixes emotional 

issues, attitudes or beliefs with the material being read.  This means a barrier that impede to 

think reasonably or argue to defend a point of view.      
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3.1 What is Critical Thinking? 

 From the literature, there are a variety of definitions regarding critical thinking.  

These definitions match when covering the use of skills and abilities in a reflective way.  

Authors such as Fischer and Spiker noted that this term was related to reasoning or logic, 

judgement, metacognition, reflection, questioning, and mental processes.  Additionally, 

Paul, Wilson, and Binker focused on the nature of the problem, generalizations, evidence, 

and conclusions.  Thus, Halpern (2007) defines this term as the use of cognitive skills or 

strategies that will bring desirable outcomes.  This thinking appears in solving problems, 

formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods, and making decisions. 

 Critical thinking skills are related to higher order cognitive skills in which complex 

tasks are required such as those who need of judgment, analysis, synthesis and self-

monitoring.  Critical thinking can be taught explicitly, but for success, they need of practice.  

Indeed, some authors have found that critical thinking is a transferable skill.  Thus, when 

being transferred to other contexts with correct instruction, the person could succeed in the 

process.  Moreover, students can learn how to improve their thinking going beyond 

academic domains.  This implies that they will have a deep knowledge of a content area and 

the metacognitive skill of knowing their abilities and deficiencies.          

 During the 1960s, some philosophers demonstrated interest in studying all possible 

forms of reasoning.  In this context appears the field of informal logic to study both deductive 

and inductive reasoning.  From the beginning, philosophers, professionals in education and 

psychologists focused on informal reasoning, that later was known as practical reasoning 

and which gives the pillars to the field of critical thinking.  Thus, educators such as David 

Perkins and Lauren Resnick place especial attention on developing procedures and 

techniques to improve cognitive skills in education (Saiz & Nieto, 2002). 
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 Critical thinking is essential in education for allowing students to understand, reflect 

and solve problems efficiently.  Saiz and Nieto propose to focus on three basic abilities of 

critical thinking: Reasoning, problem solving and decision making.  Regarding reasoning, 

they mention two categories as being considered: Deduction and induction.  There are two 

important kinds of reasoning in deduction: Categorical reasoning and propositional 

reasoning.  Because inductive reasoning is too broad, these authors suggest analyzing the 

areas of inductive generalizations, causal reasoning, analogical reasoning and hypothetical 

reasoning.  All these kinds of reasoning are used in everyday reasoning or what is also known 

as practical reasoning.           

 Practical reasoning is used in everyday situation.  That is the reason for including 

argumentation as a way of inferring in different contexts.  Researchers have used Toulmin’s 

scheme to analyze and assess deductive and inductive arguments.  For the first ones, it is 

required to be valid.  For the second ones, it is required to be solid.  Thus, a conclusion will 

be valid when it follows from the premises, independently of the veracity of the argument’s 

propositions.  On the other hand, it will be solid when there are good arguments (Saiz, 2002).   

 To make sure that reasoning is solid, Saiz informs there are three skills of reasoning 

that should be developed: analysis, representation and evaluation.  Representation refers to 

the depiction of arguments’ structures using for example hierarchical diagrams to understand 

reasoning in a better way.  Analysis and evaluation of reasoning comprise identification of 

reasoning’s elements, establishment of their relationship to each other, representation of 

these elements and their relationships, application of solidity’s criteria, and the evaluation 

of this solidity. 

 As explained before, reasoning is one of the basic abilities of critical thinking.  

Categorical and propositional reasoning are included in the category of deduction.  The first 
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one requires the identification of categorical propositions, which two or more affirmative 

statements are belonging to a category, group or class.  These propositions can come in the 

form of conclusions or reasons.  Besides, it is necessary to represent the structure of an 

argument which comes from the number of reasons and conclusions and their relationships.  

These abilities are the bases for evaluating an argument.  The same pattern follows a 

propositional reasoning (Saiz, 2002).            

 In the case of inductive reasoning, truths seem as probable and not as necessary as 

in deduction.  This makes that an inductive argument changes its validity while more 

propositions are added.  Inductive reasoning includes basic abilities used in everyday 

reasoning.  These are inductive generalizations, causal reasoning, analogical reasoning and 

hypothetical reasoning.  The first one is based on observations of events that allow to predict 

different situations.  The second one seeks to explain the reality.  The third one uses 

analogies to improve comprehension and the last one verifies an idea, thesis or hypothesis.            

3.2 Personal Strategies for Critical Thinking 

 Being reasoning one of the basic abilities of critical thinking, it is important to 

analyze if it can be taught.  In the nineteenth century, people thought that training on difficult 

rule systems made people smarter.  In this time, teachers gave great relevance to the process 

of acquiring a language and at this point Latin was considered as a teaching instrument that 

was hard to learn.  In the early twentieth century, scientists started to find a way of collecting 

scientific evidence on reasoning and how to raise it.  Edward Thorndike, Herbert Simon, 

Allen Newell, and others worked on abstract rules for reasoning but did not provide enough 

evidence on how people became smarter (Nisbett, 2015). 

 Nonetheless, one who was in opposition to the idea of abstract rules for reasoning 

was Jean Piaget.  He really thought that people had these rules, but also logical rules and 
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“schemas” that could not be taught.  He referred that once a child is exposed to more 

problems, then these rules could be caused by using specific rules discovered by himself.  

Nisbett (2015) refers that Piaget was right using abstract concepts and rule systems, but he 

failed in not declaring that reasoning can be taught also.  According to Nisbett, the muscles 

of the mind edify depending on the nature of the concepts and rules one person is trying to 

learn.  

 Many psychologists and educators have also spent their time understanding the 

nature of thinking styles.  Thus, a focus of interest has been related to students’ academic 

achievement beyond their abilities.  Different theories of thinking styles have appeared and 

one that is interesting is the theory of mental self-government developed by Sternberg.  In 

his theory, he mentions that people need to control their daily activities and that they have 

different styles to do it.  His theory presents 13 thinking styles distributed in five dimensions 

of mental self-government: functions, forms, levels, scopes, and leanings of government as 

applied to individuals (Zhang & Sternberg, 2001). 

 Regarding the functions in mental self-government, Sternberg mentions three: 

legislative, executive, and judicial.  In a legislative style, people will tend to participate in 

activities that require creative strategies.  An executive style will require the implementation 

of tasks with set guidelines.  The judicial style will need of skills on evaluating the products 

of people’s activities.  Concerning the forms in mental self-government, Sternberg present 

four forms: monarchic, hierarchic, oligarchic, and anarchic.  The monarchic form focuses 

on a thing at a time.  The hierarchic form gives attention to different important activities.  

The oligarchic style pays attention to different activities without giving priorities, and the 

anarchic style focuses on flexible activities. 
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 Continuing with the dimensions of human beings’ mental self-government, there are 

two levels in this theory: local and global.  The first one emphasizes a style in which tasks 

pay attention to specific details.  The second one pays attention to abstract ideas.  Regarding 

the scope, this can be internal and external.  An internal style allows the person to work 

independently while the external style fosters interpersonal relationships.  Finally, Sternberg 

proposes two leanings in human beings’ mental self-government: liberal and conservative.  

A liberal style prefers innovation and uncertainty, whereas a conservative style follows rules 

and procedures.    

 Having a picture of different viewpoints behind reasoning and the nature of thinking 

styles, it is necessary to understand that developing critical thinking skills requires time.  

Practice and support are needed to develop as critical thinkers.  According to Paul and Elder 

(2001), it is important to accept we have problems in our thinking to continue with regular 

practice.  They suggest 9 strategies a person can use to become a critical thinker: Use 

“wasted” time, a problem a day, internalize intellectual standards, keep an intellectual 

journal, reshape your character, deal with your ego, redefine the way you see things, get in 

touch with your emotions, and analyze group influences on your life (as cited in The 

Foundation for Critical Thinking, 2015).   

 The first strategy, use “wasted” time, refers to making good use of our time.  For 

example, here one can reflect on his/her own thinking, evaluate strengths and weaknesses, 

record observations to see patterns in one’s thinking.  The second strategy, a problem a day, 

has to do with managing problems one by one.  The person needs to understand the problem, 

find out information that will be analyzed and interpreted.  Inferences can be derived from 

here.  Also, one can monitor the actions to revise the problem, change strategy or the analysis 

of the problem.  The third strategy, internalize intellectual standards, refers to being aware 

of the universal intellectual standards (clarity, precision, accuracy, relevance, depth, breath, 
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logicalness, and significance).  Here, the person will state, elaborate, illustrate, and 

exemplify points.      

 The fourth strategy, keep an intellectual journal, suggests using a journal to describe 

a situation, the response to that situation, analysis of the events, and assessment of the 

implications of this analysis.  The fifth strategy, reshape your character, refers to focusing 

on an intellectual trait for a period to continue reshaping another after this.  These intellectual 

traits could be autonomy, humility, empathy, perseverance etc.  The sixth strategy, deal with 

your egocentrism, explains replacing egocentric thoughts with rational ones through self-

reflection.  The person should be aware of not involving in self-deception by justifying 

others should behave as oneself.        

 The seventh strategy, redefine the way you see things, requires of guidelines to 

change mistakes into opportunities.  It helps listing situations that cause negative emotions 

and thinking how can be redefined to see the positive side of them.  The eighth strategy, get 

in touch with your emotions, highlights the importance of being aware of the kind of thinking 

that leads us to specific emotions.  Finally, the ninth strategy, analyze group influences on 

your life, refers to understanding how groups can be a pressure in our lives.  This is an 

analysis of our behavior regarding groups we belong to.  It helps to accept or eliminate this 

pressure.      

 Discovering the strategy that best suits a person contributes to stimulate critical 

thinking.  Also, an important aspect of this process is that teachers foster conceptual 

knowledge and general culture in their students.  The absence of these knowledge in students 

suggests another problem to their poor critical thinking skills.  This reveals an urgent call 

for changes in Education.  Changes involving all stakeholders, especially teachers, as 

mentioned in the following statement by Gutiérrez (2017): “It seems that the present 
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education requires teachers that are leaders with complex and critical thinking skills, broad 

knowledge of general culture and a noticeable emotional intelligence” (p. 719).   

3.3 Barriers for Critical Thinking 

 Developing critical thinking skills is a process that takes time.  It needs of practice 

for being able to understand a subject deeply and check if elements of argumentation are 

well presented.  People who think critically take time to make judgements.  They analyze 

and evaluate evidence to verify if it supports the conclusions and the argument.  But 

sometimes, people could face some barriers for thinking critically.  Some factors such as 

their backgrounds, motivations, interests, prejudices and others could influence in having a 

clear picture of a topic and being able to produce a value judgement.  

 In academic contexts, critical thinking would lie on practice and experimentation, 

but also on the work of others who analyze critically.  In this process, some students could 

face difficulties.  According to Cottrell (2011), some barriers that affect critical thinking are 

associated to misunderstanding of what is meant by criticism, over-estimating our own 

reasoning abilities, lacking methods and strategies, lacking practice, being reluctant to 

criticize experts, affective reasons, mistaking information for understanding, and 

insufficient focus and attention to detail.       

 First, regarding criticism, it is possible that some people confuse it with giving only 

negative comments about an issue, but the reality is that criticizing others’ work means 

identifying positive and negative aspects.  Being clear with the dynamic of criticism would 

suppose the person can participate of a productive feedback.  Second, concerning the over-

estimation of our own reasoning abilities can impede being able of developing mental 

abilities because the person focuses on his own thinking and not on the others.  Third, the 
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lack of methods, strategies or practice could prevent people of following steps to improve 

their critical thinking skills.     

 Fourth, some people could be reluctant to criticize experts because they feel respect 

or know little about the topic.  Becoming unconfident of critical analysis is a barrier for 

developing critical thinking skills.  Fifth, some people let their emotions affect judgement.  

There are sensitive issues that should be left aside to recognize other viewpoints and evaluate 

the evidence that supports an argument.  Sixth, regarding mistaking information for 

understanding makes students to prefer facts and answers rather than learning how to 

develop critical thinking skills.  Finally, giving insufficient focus and attention to details can 

bring difficulties in making judgements.  Therefore, it is important to pay attention to details 

for preventing this problem.          

3.4 Assessing Thinking Skills 

 Definitions of critical thinking include evaluation which comprises the examination 

of the validity and reliability of information.  Most experts in critical thinking highlight its 

value considering that it should be used in all fields of learning (Terry, 2012).  Also, most 

universities consider it as one of the main learning outcomes of their students (Chouari & 

Nachit, 2016).  There have been many debates on the definition for critical thinking and 

despite the lack of consensus in a definition, a committee of qualified faculty concluded in 

2002 that it is an insightful thinking linked to deciding what to do or believe (Ennis, 1993, 

as cited in Gustafson & Bochner, 2009).    

 The great interest in critical thinking shown by researchers in the fields of 

Psychology, Education, and Philosophy has led to contribute to further definitions.  Thus, 

Halpern (2003) adds components such as problem-solving, inference-making, using the 

context, dealing with tasks that need thinking, making decisions, among others.  Hunter 
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(2014) links critical thinking to citizens’ freedom, decision-making, and personal autonomy.  

In addition, Emerson (2013) mentions 4 approaches that are closely linked to the assessment 

of critical thinking: “mixed approach” which considers critical thinking as separate from a 

course of other content, “immersion approach” that views it as a derivative of instruction, 

“general approach” which depends on its explicit teaching, and “infusion approach” that 

attaches it to a course content explicitly (as cited in Chouari & Nachit, 2016).      

 Like the debates in definitions of critical thinking, there have also been discussions 

in the approaches used in teaching practices and the way critical thinking is assessed.  

Chouari and Nachit (2016) mention two main movements led by Robert Ennis and McPeck.  

On the one side, Ennis views critical thinking as an independent subject that looks for 

providing learners with a design of critical thinking and abilities.  On the other side, McPeck 

views critical thinking as a specific discipline which is directly linked to the improvement 

of other disciplines.  These debates have led to think that the quality of teaching affects the 

quality of the objectives that will be assessed.                 

 Although from the literature there is evidence that tests in critical thinking have lost 

their effectiveness, it is important to consider the weaknesses of these tests to improve their 

quality.  Thus, for example, it is required to analyze the kind of questions and its diversity.  

Also, teachers should be competent in this area and work in collaboration with experts and 

other institutions.  It is important to include an evaluation of our critical thinking skills 

because from this point one can recognize weaknesses and strengths.  Awareness when using 

strategies in critical thinking will make a difference for developing these skills effectively 

and adapting them to different settings.  There will be advantages that range from improving 

attention to analyzing elements of argumentation or influencing others.   
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3.5 Developing Thinking Skills 

 This section refers to how a person can develop thinking skills for academic or 

professional purposes.  As explained before, critical thinking will help to be more aware of 

what is important in something that has been reported verbally or in writing.  There are some 

activities that can be used to increase the level of critical thinking.  These activities will have 

an impact on our attention and indeed in the whole process of developing these skills.  Below 

there are some of these activities suggested by Cottrell (2011) which were used with the 

experimental group of the present study.      

3.5.1 Close Reading 

 Close reading is a regular procedure used with students to foster a deep examination 

of texts through repeated readings.  This means an analysis of text organization, vocabulary 

usage in complex concepts, arguments, inferential meanings, the author’s position, 

connection to other texts, and the reader’s opinions based on the text.  Through close reading, 

learners can connect what they are reading to their background knowledge and experiences.  

In addition, close reading prepares students to deal with complex texts by exercising their 

mental effort.  In addition, close reading can include interactive read-alouds and shared 

readings, teacher modeling and think-alouds, guided reading with graded texts, cooperative 

reading and discussion, and autonomous reading and writing (Fisher & Frey, 2012). 

 Close reading is used to increase critical thinking skills.  Reading accurately is 

necessary to pay attention to details and therefore interpret information correctly.  Practice 

plays an important role for achieving the goals mentioned before.  The more a person 

practice reading, the more he/she will interpret precisely.  Through close reading, a person 

could be able to analyze information and verify if questions or statements follow a logic 

from the material presented to them (Cottrell, 2011).  This means this activity is used in texts 
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that require of using critical thinking skills or in other cases depend on the reader’s purpose 

for reading, but for sure it is not needed in easy texts.      

 The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (2011), 

suggests some important points for teaching with Common Core standards: Close reading 

engages the reader with texts of certain level of complexity to examine them deeply and 

systematically.  This activity fosters reading comprehension by rereading intentionally.  

Students become aware of the meaning of words, sentence structure, and the unfolding of 

ideas in a text (as cited in Boyles, 2013).  But for Boyles (2013), who has been university 

professor, literacy consultant to districts, and author of reading comprehension books; close 

reading also works aspects such as monitoring and assessing our own thinking.  She believes 

that the practice of this activity should start from kindergarten to create reading habits.      

 On the other hand, an interesting contribution in close reading is given by Beer 

(2013) who makes us aware of accepting not knowing.  She concludes that some texts have 

the effect of creating uncertainty.  This way, students are encouraged to interpret reading 

materials (as cited in Loads, 2013).  Besides, Gogan (2013) and Pearlman (2013) encourage 

the use of disciplinary texts in close reading which have revealed improvement in students’ 

reading and writing.  Hence, academic reading problems associated to a partial 

understanding of given texts should be handled correctly so as not to contribute to poor 

writing (as cited in Freedman, 2015).  

3.5.2 Capturing Author's Position 

 The intention of the writer has been of interest in different disciplines.  Thus, 

linguistics emphasizes the intention of texts in causing effects on audiences.  Through a text, 

the writer shares ideas, experience, and feelings with an audience.  The understanding of 

texts requires the reader to analyze beyond the information explicitly given or to interpret 

indeterminacies that appear in the text.  Consequently, text comprehension includes the 
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reader’s ability, the characteristics of the text, the structural, syntactic, and semantic signals.  

Also, the reader’s world knowledge will help to detect significant information and omit 

insignificant sections that the writer presents in a text (Abu-Shihab, 2011).     

 It is important to understand how texts are constructed to differentiate between 

information available in them and hidden information.  Moreover, readers should be aware 

of the different subject positions they can adopt regarding texts (Huang, 2013).  Writers’ 

actions and readers’ actions are connected along the text.  Writers and readers go forward 

depending on the assumptions they make about the other.  Thus, the reader assumes writing 

as a one-way process that starts with an encoded message sent by the writer and finishes 

with decoding the text on behalf of the reader (Nystrand, 1990). 

 This interaction places special attention on the author’s position which should be 

presented clearly in a text.  This way the reader can track an argument to the end.  The 

author’s position can appear in introductory sentences, final sentences, the conclusion, the 

overall line of reasoning, the overall summary of the argument or through a careful selection 

of facts.  If there is not a consistent argument, then it will not be clear the intention of the 

author, that is, what he is trying to make us believe.  Therefore, it is important that the 

reasons support the conclusion to give logical reliability to the argument (Cottrell, 2011).   

3.5.3 Identifying Simple Arguments 

 Argumentation has been an area of interest for many researchers.  Nowadays, 

argumentation is used in proof elaboration, commonsense reasoning, legal reasoning, 

decision making, and other areas.  Different models have been developed around 

argumentation.  Thus, monological models highlight the relationship between the 

components of an argument and how a conclusion is connected to a group of premises.  An 

example of this model occurs when producing arguments.  On the other hand, dialogical 
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models stress the relationships between arguments, leaving aside their internal structures.  

This occurs in the process of arguing, for example (Bentahar, Moulin & Bélanger, 2010). 

 Also, there is distinction between the process and the product of argument.  Bentahar, 

Moulin and Bélanger (2010) mention that informal logic focuses on the product while 

dialogue logic focuses on the process of arguing.  The models mentioned above are closely 

related because to identify an argument as required in informal logic, it is necessary to 

identify the conclusion which can be rejected or confronted as done in dialogue logic.  

Another model that needs to be mentioned is the rhetorical model that focuses on rhetorical 

patterns or schemas.  It examines the way of using arguments as a medium of persuasion 

and considers the audience’s perception of arguments.          

 The construction of arguments relates to the beliefs of the target audience.  

Arguments should be built carefully in terms of the relations between premises and 

conclusions, but also between other arguments formed before.  In this point, Lin (2013) 

highlights that news reports are sometimes presented with a language difficult to understand.  

Even worse, they are biased with weak evidence for their claims.  With this background, 

readers should be aware of being misinformed.  They require of critical thinking skills to 

identify and analyze information that could influence their decisions.  Argumentation skills 

imply the person can identify and evaluate an argument.  In this sense, critical thinking skills 

should lead us to evaluate the solid structuring and reliability of arguments. 

 Through reading it will be possible to identify arguments.  This way people will be 

able to focus on the most important points of information.  As part of this ability, readers 

will show their skill to assess the quality of the reasons that support the argument.  

Sometimes, this task becomes hard because the person has to deal with his own opinions 

which can contrast good arguments.  Then, it is important to be clear on how an argument 
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becomes valid, that is, through supportive reasons which are related to a conclusion that is 

closely linked to the author’s main position (Cottrell, 2011).    

3.5.4 Reasons and Conclusions 

 Definitions for argument and argumentation appear in the literature with common 

features.  Eskin and Ogan-Bekiroglu (2013) conclude that these features reflect that an 

argument generates an idea with the reason or the evidence to support that idea while 

argumentation is the process of arguing.  By introducing terms such as reasons and 

conclusions, it is referred to arguments.  Thus, Martens (2007) emphasizes that an argument 

is compound of reasons that support a conclusion for different goals.  In philosophical 

discussions, arguments are used to understand the nature of concepts related to beauty, 

justice, or truth.  In debates, arguments help to prove a point of view and persuade to assume 

certain position.   

 In any of the cases mentioned above, arguments imply the process of reasoning and 

the use of reasons to confirm conclusions.  Referring to its structure, an argument starts with 

a statement that appeals something is true without providing evidence.  This starting point 

is called the assertion.  Then, the process of reasoning elaborates the argument.  The reason 

should be connected to the assertion so that it brings about an inference that validate or 

justify the assertion.  The reasoning process puts reasons together to infer a conclusion.  

Evidences are necessary to support reasons.  They can appear as expert opinions, facts, or 

statistics to fortify the inferences which make authentic the reasons (Martens, 2007).        

 In conclusion, the author needs to give reasons to support a conclusion.  These 

reasons can appear as connected to each other, but in other cases they can look as 

independent reasons which mean they do not strengthen each other although they were valid.  

When independent reasons appear, it is important that at least one of the reasons support the 

conclusion.  That is why it is recommended to group similar reasons that assist intermediate 
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conclusions.  An intermediate conclusion can act in different parts of a message by clarifying 

the argument in controllable parts, and it could also serve as a reason to support an overall 

conclusion (Cottrell, 2011).   

3.5.5 Argument and Disagreement 

 Argumentation is essential in communication.  Eemeren, Grootendorst and Snoeck 

(2002) refer that argumentation is a social activity in which a point of view is defended to 

be accepted.  In this process, the person needs to present one or more propositions to validate 

the point of view.  Argumentation needs to be analyzed, therefore, it should be detected the 

difference of opinion and what type of difference of opinion it is.  If a person’s standpoint 

reflects doubt from the other, then, the difference of opinion is elementary, that is single and 

non-mixed because there is only one standpoint called into doubt and one party to defend it.  

But if the standpoint reveals doubt and opposition from the other, the difference of opinion 

is mixed.  The difference of opinion will be multiple if there is included more than one 

proposition.   

 The authors mentioned above also refer that a way to get resolution of a difference 

is through an argumentative discussion.  This discussion follows four stages: The 

confrontation stage, the opening stage, the argumentation stage and the concluding stage.  

The confrontation stage reveals there is a difference of opinion.  The opening stage presents 

the decision of both parties to resolve the difference of opinion.  The argumentation stage 

shows a protagonist defending a standpoint.  Finally, the concluding stage presents how the 

parties have resolved their differences. 

 Argumentative discussion leads to an agreement that sometimes takes time to be 

evaluated by the analyst.  In this case, the analyst should identify the standpoints and the 

propositions.  The last one refers to description of facts or events, a judgement, or advice, 

and they are related to the standpoints.  The analyst should also be able to differentiate a 
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negative standpoint from doubts and the kind of difference of opinion.  In this sense, using 

background information, analyzing the context or making use of some expressions that 

function as clues could be helpful for deciding the validity of a standpoint. 

 At the end, the difference of opinion could be settled or resolved.  It is settled when 

it is left aside because of intimidation, the use of force or the intervention of a third person 

as a judge.  On the other hand, the difference of opinion is resolved when both parties take 

the same position or question the standpoint.  In any of the cases mentioned previously, the 

important aspect to take into consideration is that an argumentative discussion will help to 

analyze the discussion and evaluate it in the resolution process. Thus, it is essential to 

identify the standpoint and all elements, implicit or explicit, for resolving the difference of 

opinion.  Also, it is important to detect fallacies in the discourse.  Fallacies are 

violations of the discussion rules that can occur at any stage of argumentation.  They only 

appear if the discourse is argumentative, but not informative or for entertainment (Eemeren, 

Grootendorst and Snoeck, 2002).  According to Eemeren and Grootendorst (1992), there 

should be a theory of fallacies that show rules for differentiating reasonable and 

unreasonable moves in argumentative discourse, criteria to decide when a norm is violated, 

and interpretation procedures to check if the utterance has satisfied the criteria.  

3.5.6 False Premises 

 The process of arguing, known as argumentation, is connected to the establishment 

of hypothesis.  Propositions include hypotheses which can be true or false.  Two methods 

are used to prove the veracity or falsity of the hypothesis.  In the deductive method, 

hypotheses are proved as true by deducing the hypothesis from premises known as true.  

Contrary to the deductive method is the hypothetic-deductive method in which hypotheses 

are proved as false by deducing a proposition known as false from the hypothesis or in other 

cases from the hypothesis and propositions known as true (Corcoran, 1989).  
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 Therefore, the use of the deductive method needs three elements: The hypothesis, 

true premises and the assumption of a true hypothesis.  On the other hand, the elements 

required in the hypothetic-deductive method are: The hypothesis, true premises, a false 

proposition, and the assumption of a false hypothesis.  Deductions that come from true 

premises have true conclusions and deductions in which conclusions are false, have at least 

a false premise (Corcoran, 1989).   

 In logical reasoning, deductions are made on premises considered as true.  When 

premises are considered as false, reasoning goes to an advanced level which is known as 

counterfactual reasoning.  This reasoning has effects in different contexts such as 

understanding of causality and individual belief.  Dealing with a variety of contexts brings 

many conclusions about the difficulty of this and ideas about elements included in this 

reasoning (Spellman & Mandel, 1999; as cited in Simoneau & Markovits, 2003).   

 It has been stated before that an argument needs of valid reasons to support the 

conclusion.  In addition, an argument includes beliefs, theories and assumptions, which are 

known as premises.  It is essential to establish clear premises because otherwise the 

argument will not be valid.  False premises could appear if we are not aware of data or the 

outcomes of an event, then they will emerge as not well-founded and affect the argument 

(Cottrell, 2011).   

3.5.7 False Analogies 

 The term analogy comes from the Greek and means proportion.  In this sense, two 

items are analogous only if there is a mutual equivalence between the elements of the items 

(Juthe, 2005).  Brown (1989) remarks that the ideologies of the term analogy differ from 

one discipline to another.  He sorts out this common concept of comparing two objects and 

two or more of their characteristics as “predictive analogy”, but he also adds another 

description for what he has called “proportional analogy.”  This description includes four 
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objects related in such a way that two of them have similar connection to each other that the 

other two have to each other.  In this case, relationships can occur with simple 

characteristics, complex characteristics, or well-organized pair of characteristics. 

 These two forms of analogy are different in reasoning or discourse.  In the case of 

predictive analogy, prediction is based on the idea that an object will have certain attributes.  

This kind of analogy highlights the aim of making the prediction, regarding the objects being 

compared.  In the case of proportional analogy, there is a familiar principle lying behind 

diverse cases.  Here, the importance is given to the principle.  According to definitions, the 

predictive analogy is an argument while the proportional analogy is not quite an argument.  

In any case, both have directionality (Brown, 1989). 

 Writers can use comparisons to indicate similarities between two things, in some 

cases with the idea of persuading readers.  This comparison is known as an analogy.  In 

scientific terms, an analogy is valid if it contributes to an exact understanding of the context.  

Deciding if an analogy is valid for the context needs of critical evaluation and judgement.  

There are situations in which analogies are false: the two things compared are not alike 

enough, the comparison is confusing, and the description of the item being compared is not 

clear.  One should be aware of false analogies because sometimes one half of an analogy 

could be easy to probe but the other not and this could mislead the reader and convince there 

is a good argument (Cottrell, 2011).   

3.5.8 Accurate Interpretation when Reading 

 According to Durant (2010), the meaning of an utterance or text could place between 

the act of selecting a form of discourse and the effects for the person who receives it.  Thus, 

the meaning of a message could contain some degree of predictability associated to a 

linguistic or symbolic form, or the interpreter can use inference to take out the meaning from 
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context. The communicative effects are not the same between the members of an audience 

and are stimulated not only by the discourse itself but by other things.  

 At this point, van Dijk (2008) mentions that sociocultural and socioeconomic 

differences among people will make a difference in how they interpret, represent and 

evaluate news reports.  This makes people create a variety of opinions, attitudes and 

ideologies.  Only in cases where there is one source to inform, then, there is direct influence 

from news media, as shown in studies conducted by van Dijk in 1985 and 1987 in which he 

found how media manipulated information making look minorities, refugees, squatters, and 

Third World countries as less credible sources because they were a problem who needed 

help to adapt to norms and an ideology of what was considered as correct.     

 It is important to reflect that in some cases, meaning and effect act as independent 

variables.  For example, in a newspaper article one can agree with others about the meaning 

of an utterance or text, while the effects could be different depending on the person’s broader 

beliefs or personal situations.  On the other side, readers could create destructive meanings 

based on conventions of sign systems and on social conventions of use of these sign systems 

that lead to damaging effects such as unwarranted anguish, loss of money, self-esteem, 

among others.       

 Durant portrays examples of aspects of meaning and effect to understand these 

variables.  In the case of a message that breaks confidence and denounces it in media law, 

seems part of discourse ʻuseʼ in which features of meaning and effect take a role in argument 

over what was done but not on the main reasons of an action.  On the other hand, 

misrepresentation is related to ʻmeaningʼ because an imprecise representation leads to no 

sense of meaning of the message.  In the case of offensiveness, it is related to ̒ effectʼ because 

once it is determined the effects of a message, it could be established the causes.   
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 Questions of meaning often move around untrue situations, and in this sense, Durant 

refers that lying includes a combination of four elements:  a speakers tries to create the effect 

of confusing  showing lack of honesty; the utterance plays the role of a verbal smokescreen 

presenting the possibilities in which a person could understand a situation; the facts of that 

situation do not reflect in the meaning of the utterance, and the hearer perceives an implied 

meaning but not the purpose to mislead behind what is depicted.      
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Chapter IV: Media Bias  

 The word propaganda refers to biased information supplied by a powerful 

organization such as a government or church to benefit those who spread that information.  

This word emerged from the document ‘Sacra Congegratio de Propaganda Fide’, that is, ‘A 

Holy Meeting about the Furthering of the Faith.’  The document appeared in the sixteenth 

century as part of the ‘Counter Reformation’ against protestant movements that appeared in 

Europe.  Also, this phenomenon was active during the cold war between the USA and the 

Soviet Union (Rosengren, 2000).  

 Propaganda can appear under names such as ‘international information’ or the US 

‘Voice of America’.  This shows that it is widespread and sometimes could be related to a 

kind of indoctrination.  Indeed, informational mass media content can show indoctrination, 

a kind of propaganda that indirectly appear in economic, political, religious, fictional, 

entertainment and educational matters.  In any of these cases, there is an interest behind the 

information spread in society making evident that both, propaganda and indoctrination, are 

particular types of socialization and re-socialization. 

 The power of words, propagated by the mass media, is used to bring advantage over 

others.  The use of suitable language for persuading the masses is often the antecedent of 

acts of war.  Groups on the side of power will use these words to keep a state of war.  For 

example, the use of propaganda, during the First World War, put in evidence that England 

used a more competent propaganda comparing it to the German Reich.  The British 

government presented clear war objectives to its public in reports from the front.  On the 

other hand, German military bureaucracy make difficult the communication of war 

objectives.  Due to the stronger sense of nationalism, both countries used censorship and 

manipulated information about the victory of one’s own country (Brekle, 1989).     
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 Facing this “war with words”, it is expected our interest in protecting our society.  

This could be possible if people understand the mechanisms of this war.  People should be 

aware of the ideologies and interests of powerful groups.  Involving themselves in what 

happens in their society will contribute to live with dignity.  Language used by the mass 

media could contain stereotyped expressions (verbal expressions of a certain type of belief) 

or prejudices (attitudes towards social groups and matching stereotypical beliefs) that try to 

influence public based on the government’s intentions.  Then, it depends on each one to be 

victims of this mechanism or be free men of these control forces.   

 Sornig (1989) refers that there is no “pure”, unbiased statement.  This sounds real 

when the act of conveying ideas carries the sense of introducing aims and desires with the 

message.  In this context, the way things are said could make the difference in the impact of 

a message over the audience.  Thus, the speaker can use devices to manipulate the listener, 

for example, persuasion, on the one hand, is used to convince someone, and on the other 

hand, seduction tries to get someone to see oneself and to look at situations from a more 

agreeable perspective.                

 According to McGuire (1973), the communication process has to do with persuasion.  

In this interaction, the first one acts like the independent variable and the second one as the 

dependent variable.  Thus, in the side of the communication process are variables such as 

source, message, channel, receiver, and destination.  Contrary, on the side of persuasion 

there are some steps a person must follow to take a new action or attitude after persuaded: 

the persuasive communication must be presented to the person, the person needs to attend 

and comprehend to it, the person must yield to it having a new position, this new attitude 

should be kept for acting on it according to the aim of the persuasive material. 
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 The variables from the communication-persuasion process are analyzed and 

evaluated, which means that their efficiency is estimated to make sure the information acts 

upon people in the expected way.  This analysis is important to recall that attention and 

comprehension play a significant role in the persuasion process.  But also, there have been 

studies that include other variables in this process, thus for example: fear, personality, self-

esteem of the listener, and others that could affect attention and comprehension making 

persuasion the final goal of the sender.    

 Briñol, Tormala and Petty (2013) highlight that “persuasive appeals that elicit 

thoughts that are primarily favorable toward a particular recommendation, produce 

agreement whereas appeals that elicit unfavorable thoughts toward the recommendation do 

not, regardless of whether the message content can be learned and recalled” (p.102).  This 

viewpoint reflects that a person can generate thoughts toward a matter.  These thoughts 

depend on external messages that could persuade oneself and others by changing attitudes.  

This shows that persuasion not only come from other people like advertisers, but also by 

messages that come from oneself.  

 Nowadays, it is evident that mass media send us images of the world that sometimes 

are not real.  This truth may be slanted or presented as true as possible by news programs.  

At this point, there are two sets of data to study mass media news about the world.  These 

are data about news and data about the world.  The first one is considered intra media data 

and the second one has been called extra media data.  Both are essential for evaluating the 

news, explaining and understanding characteristics of the world presented by mass media.       

 In educational settings, where students use information and communication 

technologies, information could also appear as biased and influence the way they learn.  

Furthermore, Grabe (2009) claims that the family unit, the school settings and the interaction 
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with specific people influence the way people learn.  Likewise, people are influenced by the 

wider social and cultural expectations of political, religious, ethnic, economic, and social 

institutions.  These factors are different for L2 readers who face social and cultural 

influences from L1 and L2 contexts.  

 In this context, a negative aspect of media is that it sends information that could 

influence audience in a negative way.  Regarding this point, Silverstone (2007) mentions 

that it is necessary media regulation that includes the intervention of governments to control 

markets and competition and thus allows the minority to be heard.  This is what they call 

media justice that includes rules of engagement, of process and of discrimination.  And in 

this sense, there should be a commitment from national and international laws as a way of 

being responsible of one’s production in the media system.  This is probably one problem 

difficult to deal with because of interests of powerful groups.  Therefore, more research is 

needed to understand the underpinnings of media and give solution to bias information.   

 On the other hand, there should be more L2 studies paying attention to social and 

cultural stimuli that L2 students can receive from educational contexts.  For example, the 

literature shows limited research in the U.S. about social factors that influence L2 reading 

and reading development, and much less studies on social factors influencing immigrant 

students who get in the U.S. system later.  Nonetheless, there is a great amount of L1 studies 

in the United States and other countries that explore socioeconomic factors, home 

environment factors, ethnic and community factors, and factors related to opportunities for 

reading (Dickinson & Neuman, 2006; Goldenberg, Rueda & August, 2006a; Lonigan, 2004; 

Phillips & Lonigan, 2005; Sirin, 2005; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998; Snow et al., 2007; 

Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001; as cited in Grabe, 2009).   
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4.1 Evolution of Communication 

 Since the Australopithecus started the journey to North Africa, Asia and Europe, 

evolution appeared in different species.  These humans, registered as first evolved, created 

a style of communication.  Evolution contributed to develop social abilities in different 

species such as the Sapiens and Neanderthals.  Sapiens drove other species from the Middle 

East to Europe and East Asia.  Many researchers consider that this achievement was due to 

Sapiens’ cognitive abilities that allowed them to think and communicate.  Behind this fact, 

there is a theory that explains that accidental genetic mutations changed Sapiens’ brains.  

These changes allowed them to connect sounds and signs to produce an infinite number of 

sentences (Harari, 2014).  

 Nowadays, communication in society is understood under the notion of system, 

which is considered as a number of units or elements.  When examining these elements, it 

appears that they are related to each other in a more or less permanent structure that governs 

processes working in the system. Thus, the processes and the structure change 

simultaneously.  An example of a formalized group is the human family which is governed 

by the value system (Rosengren, 2000).  

 The value system is related to three systems: The cultural system of ideas, the social 

system of actions and the material system of physical artefacts.  The cultural system of ideas 

is expressed in terms of the social system of actions and the material system of physical 

artefacts.  In other words, these three systems are necessary for a society to survive, but also 

its main structure, the value system, should be part of any human group (Rosengren, 2000).  

 Another component in society is its culture.  It is considered the ideational system of 

society which contemplates cognitive, normative, expressive and instrumental value 

orientations. These are explained as values of truth and righteousness, beauty and usefulness, 
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respectively.  Within these relations, it appears an incessant mutual interaction between 

religion and politics; politics and science; science and technology; technology and religion, 

and so on.  These relations are expressed by an action known as communication (Rosengren, 

2000). 

 Since the 50s, decade in which modern scholars got interested in group 

communication, this system has been represented by face-to-face interactions but also has 

turned in a mediated interpersonal communication and mass communication due to new 

services that have appeared with globalization.  It could occur that in the relation of societal 

systems one area controls other areas.  This is what happens with areas such as politics, 

religion and economy. In this context, different societal systems should relate to culture and 

the two basic systems of action and artefacts to try to keep the balance in them according to 

the changes on time.  

 As seen, human societal culture brings meaningful communication.  Through 

meaning people can react by analyzing and understanding situations that other beings are 

not capable to do.  During the last decades, there have been social and behavioral researchers 

who have studied the area of cognition to understand meaning of phenomena.  That is the 

case of Charles R. Osgood who tried to analyze the dimensions of meaning applying factor 

analysis to the results of the ʻOsgood scaleʼ and found three dimensions: evaluation 

(ʻgood/badʼ), strength (ʻstrong/weakʼ) and activity (ʻactive/passiveʼ).  Although there have 

been added other dimensions in human meaning, the ones described above are sufficient for 

many practical purposes (Rosengren, 2000). 

 Regarding meaning in the media, Davis and Walton (1983), refer that “the act of 

media ‘decoding’ has to be seen not as a single transformation of ‘message’ into meaning 

but as a set of transformative productive practices” (p. 278).  This turns the attention to a 
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theory of symbolic power related to the social relations of signification.  Thus, power has to 

do with the practices of production given by media policies and by the professional and 

medium-related conventions of language and image use (encoding phase), the product of 

media, and the consumption phase in which the audience decodes the message.    

 It is worth noting that the way we communicate changes with our social relations.  

Schramm (1973) highlights communication as a central social process associated to social 

change.  Communication has helped to improve the level of living by fostering education in 

many countries.  Mass media has been essential for the development of countries.  As a 

matter of fact, this is the Age of Information that gives power to the possession of 

knowledge.  It is at this point that more attention should be given to the receivers of 

information because with too much information it is difficult to classify what is important 

for them.   

 Since that time, Schramm already suggested that the computer and other devices 

would help to handle information in the future, but this would require developing new media 

organizations.  Also, Durant (2010) asserts that communicative formats, such as e-mails, 

face-to-face, letters, and others change with communication technologies and reshapes 

social relations which produce changes in society.  He adds that defending interpretations 

against disagreement in formal contexts, as in tribunals, requires being able to talk about 

meaning in a changing media milieu.  Therefore, negotiation of meaning needs 

understanding these changing processes and their protagonists.    

4.2 Media Discourse   

 One of the areas of research related to mass media has to do with media discourse.  

After the 1970s, this was a field with many limitations.  Linguistic grammars did not rely on 

the different scopes of whole texts and there were restrictions with disciplines such as 
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stylistics, rhetoric or semiotics.  Another difficulty in this area was the origin of mass media 

research.  Coming from the social sciences, mainly from political science and sociology, 

mass media research gave less attention to the study of institutions, the audience, or the roles 

of media in society.  In addition, analysis of message data depended especially on 

quantitative methods (van Dijk, 1985). 

 Despite the absence of an efficient discourse analysis in media research, there was 

an interest in content analysis.  There were researchers who contributed in this area, like 

Holsti who in 1969 impacted with the introduction to content analysis in the social sciences 

and the humanities.  This way, what seemed to be a theoretical approach of mass 

communication research turned into a flexible method for describing texts in a quantitative 

and repetitive manner.  This meant that poetry, dreams or psychiatric discourse could be 

studied under this method.   

 Additionally, van Dijk did contributions for understanding the relationships between 

texts, production processes and comprehension processes.  He analyzed structures of news 

by distinguishing between ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ structures.  The first one related to the 

content and form of the text, while the second one related to semantic relations between 

propositions, syntactic and lexical characteristic of newspaper style, and so on.  In terms of 

news production and comprehension, the focus will be put on the schematic structures of the 

text, that is, the parts it is made of (Fairclough, 1995).  

 According to Bell (1991), a news text will normally include an abstract, attribution 

and the story.  Regarding the attribution, sometimes, the source is not explicit and 

information such as agency credit, the writer of the article, place and time could appear or 

not.  The abstract will contain essentially the most important event, viz., information on 

actors and setting of the news.  Also, it would include attribution and evaluation.  Events 
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can also include follow-up, commentary and background.  Other lower categories that can 

appear in news stories are consequences, expectations, and history.       

 There is no doubt all these elements are important, but one that should be considered 

as essential is the headline.  This is what Kleinke (2000) refers to when mentioning that 

headlines become indispensable in a top-down structure of texts.  She indicates that news 

headlines are important for understanding news articles.  This has been also highlighted by 

van Dijk who describes them as indicators that observe attention, perception and the reading 

process.  As a matter of fact, they give the main topics of the text and help to memorize 

newspaper content.  

 Sometimes, some elements could seem they relate to an event mentioned in a 

previous paragraph, but it occurs they are part of the whole story.  This is a confusion that 

appears in the structure of news writing, which was introduced by American journalism in 

the late nineteenth century.  Non-chronological order of news discourse elements leads to 

this kind of problem.  An event appears more than once in different paragraphs of the news 

and can be mixed with information about actors and setting – orientation.  This news’ 

characteristic was found in other languages than English by van Dijk.  But between quality 

and popular papers as in the case of West Germany and the United Kingdom, there were 

significant differences in news structure.           

 Content analysis can provide different insights from media discourse.  As to mention, 

it can include perceptions on frequent topics of the news, advertisements, style in the 

headlines, among other properties.  Suggestions for a more efficient explanation of media 

discourse led to a new trend in media research that was rooted in Britain.  Thus, the Glasgow 

University Media Group published several bad news studies in 1976 and 1980.  They 

concluded industrial news were biased in favor of the government or factory’s leaders.  This 
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was followed by studies from the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at Birmingham 

that focused on the production of ideologies in the media.  

 Early studies have revealed the slanted information from mass communication and 

at this point arises the issue of how political discourse influences people’s lives.  Fairclough 

(1995) shows his interest on knowing to what extent people use their critical abilities to 

decompose this kind of discourse.  In this sense, this is a complex field that needs the analysis 

of different kinds of media, differences between means of expression in each category of 

media and variety in specific means of expression.         

 Having as background the studies mentioned above and others that reflect the 

directions of media discourse, van Dijk (1985) states that discourse should be studied not 

only as an ‘intervening variable’ between media organizations and an audience, but as 

cultural and social manifestations in which meanings and ideologies are (re-) formed.  It is 

very important to analyze the relation between media texts and contexts for a better approach 

to media discourse.  Also, it is vital to recognize that the press or TV presents news as the 

product of text processing that comes from reports, interviews, police records, and so on. 

 Media discourse should also consider patterns of ownership.  At this point, it is 

important to mention Fairclough (1995) who states, “ownership is increasingly in the hands 

of large conglomerates whose business is the culture industry, so that the media become 

more fully integrated with ownership interests in the national and international economy, 

intensifying their association with capitalist class interests” (p.43).  This evidence the big 

business of the press and commercial broadcasting who sell audiences to advertisers through 

getting high ratings of audiences with the fewer resources as possible.    
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 4.3 The Bias of Language in Writing 

 Early ways of printing appeared when humans started to carve pictures or letters on 

wooden blocks that were covered with ink and pressed against paper or cloth.  Paper 

appeared in China about 2000 years ago.  During the twelfth century, paper came to Europe. 

It was Gutenberg, who in the mid-fifteenth century developed an improved printing press 

that was used to print the bible.  During four centuries, this was the only true mass medium 

that later was classified into the book media and the periodic media. 

 In the mid-fifteenth century, news was spread in printed material.  During the 

seventeenth century information was presented in gazettes, news-books and almanacs.  

Thus, to cite some examples, the Leipziger Zeitung was the first daily newspaper published 

in Europe in 1660, the London Gazette appeared as the first English newspaper in 1665 and 

Publick Occurrences in 1690 in Boston.  The emergence of newspapers caused that 

governments limit publications to radical or revolutionary sentiments of the nation.  Later, 

social and economic changes introduced newspapers of wider circulation that were 

controlled by governments, as well (Gorman & McLean, 2003).  

 In 1844 Morse sent the first telegraph message, a way of giving messages quickly.  

Other changes to mention were the first transatlantic cable laid between Europe and North 

America during the 1850s, telephone communication in the 1870s and Guglielmo Marconi’s 

experiments with wireless telegraphy and radio signals transmissions in the 1890s.  

Regarding papermaking techniques, wood pulp was introduced in the 1850s and soon, the 

cylinder press made printing faster.  Later, there were other improvements in printing as the 

appearance of the typewriter after the 1860s and the linotype machine.  These changes as 

well as changes in policy created incentives to advertisers and led to newspapers’ growth 

(Gorman & McLean, 2003).  
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 The role of advertisers shifted its intention from just providing information to 

persuading buyers.  They used slogans as methods of persuasion, mainly in the United 

States.  Thus, their aim was to convince people (especially women) that mass-produced 

goods would provide them health, social success, sex appeal, and marital happiness.  Even 

during the Depression in 1929, advertisers were visible in radio programs to get the 

consumer’s attention.  With women’s participation in elections in 1920, advertising focused 

consumption as female freedom and autonomy (Gorman & McLean, 2003). 

 Liberal critics attacked advertising in two aspects: on the one side, they stated that 

advertising raises the prices of products.  Thus, consumers get products based on 

persuasiveness of advertisements.  On the other hand, they condemned advertisement 

because of creating “false needs,” on products that they could not need.  Marxist critics have 

also accused advertising as a mechanism for executing control of the working class by the 

capitalist class.  But, some scholars believe that advertising did not create consumer culture, 

and that it should be studied its interaction with other developments (Gorman & McLean, 

2003). 

 During the nineteenth century, printing technology inventions became very 

important for spreading information.  Thus, literacy levels in schools increased because it 

was compulsory to attend classes.  In the 1940s, the development of the electronic computer 

changed the way information was managed; its physical, intellectual and artistic 

productions; reproduction and distribution.  Also, the apparition of the Xerox type 

photocopies, the computerized telephone switchboard, the personal word processor, among 

others, changed all media of communication (Rosengren, 2000).  

 As a matter of fact, the nineteenth century was the century in which the north-western 

of Europe and the USA called for literacy due to the big processes of industrialization.  
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Reforms in elementary schooling and the invention of kerosene lamp make that public 

become more interested in reading.  Although it took long time for Europe and North 

America to reach high standards of literacy, there is evidence of the gaps in the level of 

literacy in some countries around the world.  But contrary to this fact, the complexity of 

modern society makes literacy still indispensable.      

4.4 Types of Media Bias 

 Before introducing types of media bias that could appear in communication, it is 

important to familiarize with the term ʻaudienceʼ.  According to Gillespie (2005), audiences 

appear around particular media technologies and texts at specific social and historical 

moments.  The study of audiences is relevant for understanding the power of media and its 

role in society.  Debates about audiences present the emergence of two wide traditions of 

research: one focuses on the media effects and the other on the media uses and 

interpretations.  

 But also, studying audiences help to understand the conjectures around the power of 

media in society.  Thus, different theories of audiences lie on different models of 

communication which state, on the one side, that communication encompasses a simple 

diffusion of messages between few senders and many passive receivers, and on the other 

hand, some consider that media includes a complex communication system in which 

audiences make significant social worlds. 

 Media research has also included different perspectives of audiences from many 

disciplines.  Thus, Bell (1991) highlights that social psychology has focused on the way 

audiences are affected by media content and the use of that content.  Cultural studies have 

analyzed people’s cultural background and the way these people get meaning from media 

content.  After decades of focusing on what the effects of media on people are, this approach 
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turned into going around what people do with media.  This new dimension led to understand 

audiences from a different perspective.  

 Media effects research has evidenced that audiences select what they want to hear 

and interpret information from their own perspective.  Sometimes, news can be 

miscomprehended but in other cases, there is no comprehension from the media message.  

Comprehension can be considered as a bottom-up or top-down process.  If we consider the 

top-down process, cognitive and formal schemata play an important role.  The first one 

giving information about the world and the second one providing knowledge of news stories’ 

structures.  Thus, formal schema is essential for readers when decoding information.  

 From Paul Lazarsfeld and his students, it was evidenced that the social groups to 

which a person belonged to and the interpersonal relations were important for determining 

why some people accept some information from the media and why others do not.  On the 

other hand, Carl Hovland and his associates discovered that some personal variables and the 

way of presenting a message were related to the effects of mass media.  Other researchers 

focused on how a message was spread, that is, monopolized or giving options.  Raymond 

Bauer and colleagues showed that the audience is capable of selecting information base on 

their needs and predispositions, but also change their mind because of mass persuasion 

(Schramm, 1973). 

 All this makes us rethink that the scope of media is broad.  It shapes the forms of 

knowledge and ignorance, values and beliefs that disseminate in society.  This makes evident 

that studying audiences will reflect not only that audiences are different but that the effects 

of media are not constant, as well.  Therefore, it is relevant to understand how technologies 

give power to audiences and change the nature of their media experiences.  Social and 
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technological changes shape audiences’ ideas and ways of studying media.  The ideas about 

power, media and audiences will have impact on the way values and beliefs are understood.      

    There are myths around the media that could shape our ideas.  The globalization 

myth focuses on big enterprises from Hollywood that will dominate the world due to the 

power as engines of media production, but this is not so evident as in 2001 parts of Greenland 

and Antarctica kept outside the scope of Cable Network News.  Another myth is that English 

will be the leading language on the internet and everywhere.  Although in 2000 half the 

people who used the internet were American, there is evidence that there are other dominant 

languages such as Mandarin, Spanish and Hindi.  This reaffirms the fact that people will 

stay loyal to their indigenous channels in their own languages, dropping the myth of a 

homogenized and simple media (Snoddy, 2003).     

 The area of media studies is vast.  Couldry (2006) suggests that media should be 

explored in how they are produced, circulated, received and ignored, nowadays.  Thus, he 

determines two important moments in media research: knowledge, agency and a third one 

implied in the process that is ethics.  Knowledge refers to the relationship between media 

and the social distribution of knowledge about the world.  Agency involves different aspects 

of media such as how people exercise their agency in relation to media flows, how media 

connect to belief, etc.  And ethics considers the role of media production/consumption, in 

preponderant circumstances, to the good life of people.     

 From the previous information, it can be stated that the role of the audience is 

important in media studies, but another player that needs to be considered is the reporter or 

editor who should produce nonaligned news on reliable sources.  If the reader wants to detect 

if information from media is slanted, then it is significant to revise the types of bias that 
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Baker (1994), of the Media Research Center, suggests in his book How to Identify, Expose, 

and Correct Liberal Media Bias.  

• Bias by commission.  Passing along errors or false assumptions that support a 

particular viewpoint.  Example: Reporting that the first Bush administration cut 

funding for social programs when in fact social spending rose dramatically.  

•Bias by omission.  Ignoring facts that tend to disprove one side of the argument or 

support the other side.  Example: Not mentioning former South African President 

Nelson Mandela’s Communist past.  

• Bias by story selection.  Highlighting news stories that coincide with one side’s 

agenda while ignoring stories that coincide with the opposite side’s agenda.  

Example: Highlighting studies that show that the rich got tax breaks during the 

Reagan administration while not reporting studies that show that the rich paid more 

taxes during that time.  

• Bias by placement.  Giving prominent placement to stories that support one point 

of view while “burying” stories that support the opposite one.  Example: Placing a 

story about an abortion-rights rally on page one while placing a story about an 

equally large pro-life rally in the back pages.  

• Bias by selection of sources.  Quoting more sources that support one viewpoint 

over another or using phrases such as “experts” (as cited in Ruschmann, 2006, p. 50).  

 An extra element involved in media studies is the user.  Print, recording and 

broadcasting were at the beginning the main categories of media.  Then, the appearance of 

telecommunications included users of media.  Cubitt (2013) points out that the end of the 

2000s showed a great amount of game users and e-readers.  Digital cinema and 

telecommunications opened new scenarios for interaction.  Debates on content and 
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economic sources for advertising make us conclude that neither being a new kind of 

economy nor presenting it as capitalist exploitation, media will create the conditions of 

intellectual property in favor of big corporations.  

 The contrast between users and audience in media studies reveal that on the one side, 

audience could read texts and users operate objects.  But, on the other side, both are exposed 

to information that requires their interpretation.  Although they have differences, both are 

sources of information for media.  At this point, Livingstone and Das (2013) refer that the 

processes of meaning-making in media and communications have reduced to standardizing 

claims about people’s understanding of new media.  This is an area that will continue being 

in debate considering the short history of media research. 

4.5 How to Detect Media Bias and Propaganda? 

 Modern societies spend great amount of their time reading, listening or watching 

different types of mass media content.  Different techniques have been used to measure 

individual’s use of mass media.  These techniques are classified under three dimensions: 

what is being measured, the general type of data collection and the specific technique used 

for the data collection.  This is how commercial agencies work to get the opinion of 

representative samples of population in the political, commercial, educational areas and 

others (Rosengren, 2000).  

 From a study of the Media Panel Program (MPP) carried on at the University of Lund 

in Sweden since 1975, it was evident that during childhood and adolescence there were 

variations in media use related to participants’ needs, tastes, wishes, gender, and social class, 

among others.  In addition, the results from 1980-90 were that during the early teenage years, 

television viewing decreased but listening to music increased.  And although their parents 
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complemented their interest in culture, the television generation did not seem to follow this 

model.  

 Furthermore, Rosengren states that the type of content preferred and consumed like 

sports, fiction or information programs is likely to influence the type of content preferred 

and consumed in the future.  Also, something interesting appears in Johnsson-Smaragdi and 

Jönsson’ s study when in 1994 found that self-esteem among boys and girls was related to 

TV viewing during childhood and adolescence and that this affects their self-esteem in the 

future.  But the difference between boys and girls is that boys with high self-esteem during 

childhood tend to increase TV viewing of teenage boys while in teenage girls declines.  And 

high TV viewing in teenage boys causes high self-esteem as young men but in teenage girls 

decreases their self-esteem as young women.  

 It is palpable that media exerts power over audience.  As a matter of fact, the press 

uses strategies to get an answer.  Partington (2003) mentions five strategies used by the 

press: (1) simple belligerence, (2) negative and sarcastic reformulation, (3) devil’s advocacy 

including the agent provocateur tactic, (4) embedding (hiding) the accusation, (5) dogged 

insistence.  These strategies could have effect on the audience depending on their choice of 

discriminating or in willing what is the best as Mill (1859) describes it in the following 

paragraph: 

  The human faculties of perception, judgment, discriminative feeling, mental 

  activity, and even moral preference, are exercised only in making a choice. 

  He who does anything because it is the custom, makes no choice. He gains 

  no practice either in discerning or in desiring what is best. The mental and 

  moral, like the muscular powers, are improved only by being used. The  

  faculties are called into no exercise by doing a thing merely because others 
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  do it, no more  than by believing a thing only because others believe it. If the 

  grounds of an  opinion are not conclusive to the person’s own reason, his  

  reason cannot be strengthened, but is likely to be weakened by his adopting 

  it (as cited in Schank, 2004, p.31). 

 The term “media” also adopted for decades the label of “new media”.  Hartley, 

Burgess and Bruns (2013) refer to the word “new” as real things.  They state that although 

everything is changing with inventions, there are incomplete things that appear with media 

involved or not over time.  In the 1900s and 2000s, the Internet and World Wide Web 

appeared.  They changed people’s view of media.  Broadcast media (radio, television, film) 

and publishing (newspapers, magazines, books) were the models from which new things 

evolved.  In this context, “new media studies” should focus on this dynamic of changes as 

well as revise disciplinary approaches and the collaboration of different disciplines.      

4.6 Media Bias and Power 

 Mass media are agents of socialization that spread culture from the society to the 

individual.  According to Rosengren (2000), mass media act in virtually all homes, offer a 

lot of entertainment and information, establish the agenda of discussion in different areas, 

give educationally-oriented socialization and help to preserve structures of power.  These 

functions have caught attention of researchers who have carried out uses and gratifications 

research, and effects research.  The first one refers to the way a person uses mass media and 

the second one to the effects of these uses.     

 Thus, the field of international media studies have been ruled by three models of 

communication: Media imperialism thesis, media and development, and global/local.  The 

media imperialism thesis appeared in the 1970s.  It considered the media, the education 

systems, museums and libraries, and the cultural values transmitted in different countries.  
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This thesis defends the idea that the US media empire is creating inequalities from the North 

to the South.  This is to benefit US foreign policy and commercial interests, but much more 

capitalist and consumerist values.  Nonetheless, this model of communication has been 

criticized because of the narrow-minded view of audiences as passive in a one-way 

dissemination of messages from sender to receiver (Gillespie, 2005).  

 As mentioned above, another model of communication is media and development.  

This model appeared in the 1950s considering media as a tool of social, economic and 

political development.  It was criticized for fostering dependency on the west, although it 

reflects the pro-social development in which audiences become active, thoughtful and 

obedient.  Finally, the global/local model came out in the 1980s and 1990s.  This model 

highlights the multidirectional streams of media around the world and sees audience 

empowerment in the resistance to commanding meanings.     

 Along history, there have been examples of how power has been used in society to 

disseminate political and ideological messages.  In this respect, Chomsky (2016), refers that 

a country that has exerted this power is the United States that at the end of World War II led 

the terms of the global discourse on issues such as Israel-Palestine, Iran, Latin America, the 

war against terrorism, economic organization, nuclear war, environmental destruction, 

among others. In 1945, this power was shared with the G7 countries controlling institutions 

such as the International Monetary Fund and trade-regulating organizations. 

 In another scenario, once the Bolshevik Party took possession of power in Russia in 

1917, they used new symbols, rituals and images to change soviets’ attitudes and beliefs.  

During the civil war from 1917 to 1922, the Bolsheviks triumphed but were still vulnerable.  

Propaganda was used to persuade especially peasants.  Stalin used not only propaganda to 

spread the state-controlled agricultural order, but also violence to create terror over all who 

conspire against the Soviet state, including the Nazi (Gorman & McLean, 2003). 
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 The use of radio was limited due to the poor economy, but Soviets made use of 

loudspeakers to reach audience.  Posters and films were also used to transmit the Bolshevik 

slogan of peace, land and bread.  After the transgression of the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression 

Pact, the soviets responded by using propaganda to describe Nazis as the enemy.  On the 

other side, Hitler, as a skillful public speaker, organized mass meetings and used propaganda 

to spread the values of the party. Goebbels, Minister for Popular Enlightenment and 

Propaganda, controlled all media to give support to Nazi priorities.  

 Another case of the power of media is exemplified in the post-colonial era.  In the 

1960s, media imperialism disseminated ideas and values that depicts newly independent 

countries as victims of cultural colonialism (Gorman & McLean, 2003).  One more example 

is depicted by Herb Schiller, a North American political economist, that refers in his book 

Mass Communication and American Empire, that the United States has dominated media 

since the 1920s when the potential of Hollywood was used to foster US products abroad 

(Morley, 2006).   

 From the examples depicted above, it appears that these groups were powerful.  As 

a matter of fact, this is a characteristic of governments, parliaments, state agencies, the 

police, the mass media, the military, big business corporations, doctors, professors and 

parents.  But what happens with individual reporters?  In this case, power should be 

considered as a social position that takes part of the power of an organization.  The analysis 

of public discourse is in fact difficult to examine because some restrictions of discursive 

interaction at the top, that is, the editorial meeting at a newspaper or the discussions at the 

board of a company (van Dijk, 2008).      

 Van Dijk introduces critical discourse studies (CDS) as a discipline to understand 

the social relations from a micro to a macro perspective of power relations.  This allows the 
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comprehension of interactions between politicians and journalists, the distribution of news, 

the way conferences are led, and so on.  A clear picture of these relations will give a better 

appreciation of power abuse, how power is unfairly distributed and how this is reproduced 

over time.  This way, CDS focus on domination, in how media misinforms, manipulate or 

indoctrinate, or how professionals abuse their positions to persecute others.     

 These inequities have extended due to globalization and technological changes, 

which introduced the concept of “new media” to reach wider audiences.  Computer-based 

media, high-definition television, digital radio broadcasting, laser discs, videotext networks, 

among others, were innovations that contributed to diffuse information.  Also, the Internet 

and the World Wide Web introduced organizational principles and practices to facilitate 

communication through groups such as educational institutions, commercial enterprises, and 

military forces.  It is a powerful tool used by governments for psychological operations and 

by terrorist groups to disseminate radical messages (Gorman & McLean, 2003). 

 Access to information has exposed people to cultural information.  At this point, Lull 

(2006) mentions the ʻpush and pullʼ of culture to refer to the cultural influences that turn out 

to be part of our lives but not necessarily with our consent.  The push of culture is revealed 

in primary languages, religious orientations, basic social values, types of food, among 

others.  The product of these influences is seen in the accultured individual and the society 

where they live.  Contrary to the push of culture is the pull of culture.  It highlights the person 

as an active agent of cultural construction.  This fosters individual creativity and choice.  

 As everything in life that has a positive or negative aspect, the push of culture could 

be used in a negative way.  In examples above, it has been exemplified how powerful cultural 

systems can teach discordant values to benefit some groups.  In the case of the pull 

tendencies of culture, the availability of resources has given cultural freedom and it will 

depend on the person to create new cultural norms and social practices that benefit society.  
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Thus, mass media will play an important role by intensifying individualism or making the 

person an active and reflexive participant in society.       

 And in this context, it is important to mention mass media policies as a way to create 

consciousness with industrial power, structure and control.  At this respect, Gerbner (1985) 

mentions that “mass media policies reflect and cultivate not only the general structure of 

social relations but also specific types of institutional and industrial organization and 

control” (p.16).  He adds that policy considerations shape their public functions which 

influence their relationships to other institutions.  In other words, these policies rule their 

actions.  
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Methodological Framework 

Chapter V: Research Methodology 

 Critical thinking is considered an activity which involves cognitive processes.  This 

is a process that requires attention, categorization, selection, and judgement.  In general 

terms, human beings have the innate ability to develop critical thinking skills, however, 

sometimes there are emotional factors that affect this development.  Critical thinking focuses 

especially in the argument, which is the message that is intended to convey.  Thus, through 

this process, the person learns to identify the message and to understand how the argument 

is created (Cottrell, 2011). 

 In the process of reading, it is important to consider critical thinking skills, because 

they lead us to analyze and evaluate the reasoning of the writer.  A text should contain 

evidence to support a conclusion, because if not, it will turn into a fallacy.  In academic 

writing, for example, when asked to write an essay, we are required to use critical thinking 

skills because we use reasons to support a conclusion, we are supposed to present a steady 

argument and a clear language. 

 Using critical thinking skills implies not wasting time on unimportant information.  

It allows to explore a text fast and accurately.  Also, it shows us to reflect on our interests, 

emotions, knowledge and gaps of information.  At some point, we could be faced with 

evidence that contradicts our emotions, interests or prejudices.  It is the start of a conscious 

state of things we were not aware before or the beginning of new questions for our own 

beliefs and others’.  In other words, our world starts to analyze, question and evaluate the 

information presented to us as truth. 

 But also, developing critical thinking skills suppose a positive influence on reading 

comprehension.  Being able to use skills such as observation, reasoning, decision-making, 
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analysis, judgement and persuasion, will help the reader understand texts.  Critical thinking 

skills reflect our ability to find the argument, even if it does not agree with ours.  In this 

sense, we will also be aware of missing information or information that is slanted.  

Nowadays, we are bombarded with information from media that lead us to use our critical 

thinking skills to make judgements of relevant facts.    

 As mentioned in the introduction, the main objective of this study was to determine 

English language learners’ critical ability to identify media bias in written press.  The 

specific objectives were:  

1) To determine the degree in which critical thinking skills affect English language learners’ 

reading comprehension. 

2) To test out if training in critical thinking skills favors English language learners’ ability 

to identify media bias in written press.   

 To achieve the first specific objective, we intended to raise English language 

learners’ awareness of using critical thinking skills when reading.  The second specific 

objective also contributed to get the overall objective by getting quantitative and qualitative 

data of students that are aware of the use of critical thinking skills to identify biased 

information.  These objectives were related to the following research questions that guided 

the current study: RQ1: To what extent do critical thinking skills affect English language 

learners’ reading comprehension? RQ2: Does training in critical thinking skills favor 

English language learners’ reading comprehension?    

 In the design of this study, it is important to mention the philosophical worldview 

that led to use mixed methods.  This was the pragmatism worldview that gave the option to 

choose the methods, techniques, and procedures to meet the purposes and needs of the study.  

Another element in the framework of this research relates to the strategies of inquiry which 
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included mixed method strategies following the procedure of concurrent mixed methods, in 

other words, collecting qualitative and quantitative data at the same time to interpret the 

results.  The third element in this research was the research methods that helped to collect 

data: Open and closed-ended questions, data collection, data analysis, interpretation, write-

up, and validation (Creswell, 2009). 

 Also, it is important to mention that this was an applied, empirical, field, and quasi-

experimental research. It was an applied research because it searched the solution for a 

practical problem in a given context.  It was an empirical investigation, because it took as a 

basis both observation and experimentation.  This study can be considered as a field 

investigation because it took place in a real educational context (Creswell, 2009).  Finally, 

it was a quasi-experimental investigation, since there was no random assignment of 

participants to groups (Creswell, 2012).   

 This mixed method research design combined qualitative and quantitative methods 

in a single study to better understand and examine the problem.  Creswell (2012) refers that 

this type of research design gives a better comprehension of the problem under study than 

each type of method by itself.  The procedures require an understanding of both kind of 

methods to enclose closely the two elements.  Thus, a convergent parallel design helped to 

compare the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data to interpret the results.         

 Regarding the strategy of inquiry, quantitative and qualitative methods were used to 

provide a comprehensive analysis of the research problem (Creswell, 2012).  A participant 

consent form was given to the students to confirm their voluntary participation in the study.  

Taking into account the qualitative and quantitative information, a quasi-experimental 

research design (pre-test and post-test by Browne and Keeley, 2004; Creswell, 2012) was 

used to evaluate participants’ critical thinking skills to identify media bias.  In addition, other 
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tests including a self-evaluation by Cottrell (2011), and Watson-Glaser test were used for 

the same purpose.  Statistical tests such as T-test for independent samples, Pearson 

correlation and two-factor ANOVA were also used in this study. 

 The use of qualitative and quantitative data has been recognized to validate 

information, although there are some researchers who consider these two sources of 

information as incompatible.  From the three traditions for triangulated research: 

Constructivism, Empiricism, and Realism, it appears that triangulation is the path to 

understand and improve the knowledge of the world through insights across informants.  The 

current study validated information by using quantitative and qualitative research methods.  

Along the history, researchers have recognized the value of methodological pluralism.  For 

example, we can mention Carter (2003), Danemark (2002), Sayer (2000), Crompton (1998), 

among others (as cited in Olsen, 2004).       

 Campbell and Fisk introduced the concept of mixing methods in 1959.  At the 

beginning, this research design was used to validate psychological behaviors.  Afterwards, 

they invited others to use it to examine multiple methods in gathering information.  Thus, 

researchers triangulated data sources, as a way of looking for a point in which qualitative 

and quantitative methods come together.  In the 1990s, the idea of finding a point of joint 

between qualitative and quantitative methods shifted to integrating these two types of data.  

Nowadays, the literature presents terms such as multimethod, convergence, integrated, and 

combined, to refer to procedures for mixed methods strategies of inquiry (Creswell, 2009).   

5.1 Participants 

 The current study included sixty participants from a language department of an 

Ecuadorian university.  Thirty students participated as the control group and the remaining 

ones were the experimental group.  There was no random assignment of participants to 
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groups, keeping the characteristic of a quasi-experimental design (Creswell, 2012).  

Participants had to attend two-hour meetings during ten sessions.  These students, whose 

ages ranged from 20 to 34, were EFL learners who learned English in their native country 

(Ecuador).  They were taking a fourth-level English course in a language department that 

offers six levels of English that should be passed to allow them to continue their university 

majors.  They came from rural and urban areas of Manabí, which is a province located in 

the center-northwest of Ecuador.   

 Before going through this study, they signed consent forms (See Appendix A), as 

requested by the UAM Ethics Committee.  This form referred to the purpose of the research, 

the research study methods, the requirements and benefits of the participants, risks, 

discomforts, and students’ voluntary participation.  Also, a letter was sent to the coordinator 

of the department with the aim of getting permission to start this research process.  

5.2 Instruments   

 This study used different instruments to determine the influence of media bias on 

university students’ reading comprehension.  In order to determine the prevailing critical 

thinking skills and how they affect English language learners’ reading comprehension, a test 

was given to the participants (Watson-Glaser, 2002).  This test contained five items and each 

item was related to a type of question, that is, inference, recognition of assumptions, 

deduction, interpretation and evaluation of arguments (See Appendix B). 

 Another research instrument used in this study was a questionnaire by Browne and 

Keeley (2004).  This instrument was taken as pretest and posttest by both groups and it was 

used after reading a newspaper article (El Diario Manabita, 2016).   The aim of using this 

instrument was to test out if training in critical thinking skills favors English language 

learners’ ability to identify media bias in written press (See Appendix C).  After the pretest, 
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a self-evaluation was taken by the participants (See Appendix D).  This activity was intended 

to raise their awareness on critical thinking (Cottrell, 2011).  During the study, both groups 

were explained the new terminology (See Appendix E) and allowed to use dictionaries.  

Only the experimental group participated of the treatment sessions with activities taken from 

Cottrell (2011).   

 It is important to clarify that the news article used in this study was the only material 

that participants had to read in their mother tongue, Spanish.  All instruments and treatment 

sessions were presented in English and answered in English, as well.  Research in the past 

have advised that students who use their L1 in writing protocols have a better understanding 

of L2 materials.  For example, J. F. Lee (1986) studied a group of foreign language students 

of Spanish at university-level and they showed more understanding of Spanish texts when 

allowed to write in their L1, English.  Another example is illustrated by Sweetnam Evans 

and H-R. Lee (2014) who found that learners used more their L1 in free written recalls of 

L2 texts and in tasks that required cognition such as commenting on texts but using their L2 

for tasks demanding less cognition such as recalling textual information (as cited in Turnbull 

& Evans, 2017).  On the other hand, because there is no concluding research which specifies 

that one method or strategy works better than others for fostering learners’ reading 

comprehension (Alharbi, 2015), this study experimented using material in L1 to assess 

critical thinking skills in reading a news article.  

 Furthermore, functional illiteracy is part of the background in Ecuadorian education 

that remains (Viteri, n.d.).  Then, having students who are unable to understand what they 

read or are not able to be understood by others when they write, the decision was to engage 

them with a material of the local town to make them feel confident and therefore understand 

most of the content of the news’ article.  Another reason to take this decision was based on 
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the fact they were students from majors different from Languages, who were taking English 

as a mandatory subject.   

 This lack of quality in most Ecuadorian universities which Varea and Coral (2017) 

propose to discuss again regarding the different parameters imposed by CEAACES (Consejo 

de Evaluación, Acreditación y Aseguramiento de la Calidad de la Educación Superior del 

Ecuador) is an area that needs of further support.  As mentioned in the introduction, although 

there have been many changes in education in the last ten years, it is visible that a lot of 

work is still to do in reading comprehension and critical thinking.  The current study is 

intended to help teachers in their role as a guide in the areas mentioned before, and for 

students to overcome functional illiteracy.  

5.3 Data Collection Sources 

 Data was collected from a self-evaluation, a test and a questionnaire.  These 

instruments were useful to give answer to the research questions: To what extent critical 

thinking skills affect English language learners’ reading comprehension? and, does training 

in critical thinking skills favor English language learners’ reading comprehension?  It was 

very important that participants got in contact with new terminology, because it was an area 

a little confusing for them as expressed verbally by some of them.  They were also allowed 

to use dictionaries.  The results gave a first glance about students’ awareness of their critical 

thinking skills.  Also, it gave a better understanding of how their critical thinking skills could 

affect their reading comprehension by using the test of Watson and Glaser, and Browne-

Keeley’s questionnaire.   The questionnaire by Browne and Keeley, which was used as 

pretest and posttest in both groups, was useful for comparing participants’ progress and also 

to test out if training in critical thinking skills favors the ability to identify media bias in 
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written press.  Treatment sessions were given to the experimental group and this information 

was transcribed and used to analyze data. 

5.4 Procedures  

 The study started collecting data from a self-evaluation.  In this evaluation, students 

gave information about their awareness of using critical thinking skills.  Next, a 

questionnaire by Browne and Keeley was given to them.  This questionnaire was used after 

reading a newspaper article that was the only material in their mother tongue, that is, 

Spanish.  In addition, participants were given some vocabulary related to the questionnaire 

and other activities used in the process.   

 The questionnaire was used as pretest and posttest by the control and experimental 

groups.  Their answers were compared and validated according to the answers of 10 experts 

that took the test, as well.  The experts, who validated the answers of the present study, were 

professionals with postgraduate studies in different branches such as economics, education, 

technology and administration.  This contributed to get different perspectives with 

objectivity because they came from different disciplines.  They functioned as the source of 

interpretive authority (Durant, 2010).  The outcomes were used to test out if training in 

critical thinking skills favors the ability to identify media bias in written press. 

 Afterwards, a test by Watson and Glaser was responded by both groups.  This test 

and Browne- Keeley’s questionnaire were useful to understand how they employ their 

critical thinking skills to process information, in other words, it was a key for evaluating 

their reading comprehension.  The test by Watson and Glaser tested their inference, 

recognition of assumptions, deduction, interpretation and evaluation of arguments.  From 

the beginning to the end of the study, they were allowed to use the dictionary and ask for 

any question they could have.   
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 Once finished this activity, the treatment sessions were implemented with the 

experimental group.  These sessions included activities related to close reading, capturing 

author’s position, identifying simple arguments, reasons and conclusions, argument and 

disagreement, false premises, false analogies and accurate interpretation when reading.  The 

researcher modeled the activities taken from Cottrell (2011).  First, the participants were 

given the photocopy of the activity and followed the researcher in the explanation of each 

one.  Then, they had to practice for a while and asked questions that arose during the practice 

sessions.  Once they understood the idea of what they were expected to do in each activity, 

they got started.    

5.5 Data Analysis 

 Coding data was significant for analyzing information collected in this study.  

Researchers such as Lofland (1971) and Bogdan and Bilken (1982) refer to the elementary 

procedures of manual coding by using cut-and-paste and note cards methods (as cited in 

Basit, 2003).  Thus, qualitative data was coded manually.  A first step in this process was to 

arrange students’ answers from Browne-Keeley’s questionnaire.  This step included 

decoding information to interpret main meanings.  Then, data was condensed by finding 

similar answers to become patterns.  Thus, the coding process followed two characteristics 

that Hatch (2002) suggests for a pattern, that is, similarity and frequency (as cited in Saldaña, 

2009).  Three similar responses were considered as a pattern.  The same process was used 

for coding the treatment sessions’ answers, that is, arranging participants’ answers to find 

similar responses. 

 Through gathered data, it was possible to analyze and grade students’ answers given 

in the Watson-Glaser’s test and Browne-Keeley’s questionnaire.  Their scores in the 

Watson-Glaser’s test and in the pretest of Browne-Keeley’s questionnaire were helpful to 
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detect how their critical thinking skills affected their reading comprehension.  On the other 

hand, the self-evaluation gave information about their awareness on using critical thinking 

skills.  Also, the questionnaire by Browne and Keeley displayed important information for 

testing out if training in critical thinking skills favors the ability to identify media bias in 

written press.  From the treatment sessions, there was useful information for this study, as 

well.          
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Analysis and Interpretation of Results 

Chapter VI: Results 

 The aim of this study was to determine English language learners’ critical ability to 

identify media bias in written press.  Thus, it was necessary to determine the degree in which 

critical thinking skills affect English language learners’ reading comprehension and test out 

if training in critical thinking skills favors English language learners’ ability to identify 

media bias in written press.  Qualitative data was gathered from the test by Browne and 

Keeley as well as from the treatment sessions, while quantitative data was collected from 

the self-evaluation, Watson-Glaser test, Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire. 

6.1 Quantitative Data Results 

 The outcomes from the self-evaluation (Cottrell, 2011) revealed that there were no 

significant differences between the control and experimental groups.  On the one hand, the 

results from the control group showed that eleven participants got a score under 45 which 

means that they need to root out the difficulty.  On the other hand, nineteen participants got 

a score between 46 and 74 which reveals that they still need improvement, as summarized 

in Table 1. 

 This table shows the number of participants under their corresponding scores, the 

percentage and cumulative percentage for each rank.  As seen, there were several 

participants who were not completely aware of their critical thinking skills.  This suggests 

they need to work out on these skills.  Additionally, the remaining number of participants, 

who are under the rank 46-74, demonstrated that have some consciousness when using their 

critical thinking skills although they still need to reinforce them.   
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Table 1. 

Results from the Control Group in Self-evaluation  

Answers 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Confident but needs improvement 

(score 46-74) 

19 63,3 63,3 63,3 

Diffident (score under 45) 11 36,7 36,7 100,0 

Total 30 100,0 100,0  

 

 Regarding data from the experimental group, sixteen participants got a score under 

45 which means that they need to root out the difficulty.  On the other hand, thirteen 

participants got a score between 46 and 74 which reveals that they still need to shape their 

critical thinking skills.  Only one student got 84, which is a score that reveals confidence 

about his/her critical thinking ability.  This information is displayed in Table 2.  

 As in Table 1, Table 2 also demonstrates the number of participants under their 

corresponding scores, the percentage and cumulative percentage for each rank.  In this case, 

there is a great number of participants who felt diffident in using their critical thinking skills, 

and another percentage of them who needed guidance in developing these skills.  Just one 

of the students demonstrated awareness when using critical thinking skills. 

Table 2. 

Results from the Experimental group in Self-evaluation  

Answers 

 
Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Very confident (score over 75) 1 3,3 3,3 3,3 

Confident but needs improvement 

(score 46-74) 

13 43,3 43,3 46,7 

Diffident (score under 45) 16 53,3 53,3 100,0 

Total 30 100,0 100,0  
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 Information in Table 3 displays a comparison of the results in both groups.  Here we 

focus on Levene's test for equality of variances that indicates equal variances assumed 

(,219).  It is visible that there was no significant difference between the groups regarding 

their awareness using critical thinking skills.  The bilateral significance indicates that the 

groups (control and experimental) function similarly in this evaluation and consequently 

there is no significant difference between the groups because ,310 ˃ ,05.  

Table 3. 

Comparison of Control and Experimental Group’s Results in Self-evaluation  

Independent Samples Test 

 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Score Equal 

variances 

assumed 

,219 ,642 1,025 58 ,310 3,133 3,057 -2,986 9,253 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

1,025 57,9

87 

,310 3,133 3,057 -2,986 9,253 

       

 Another source of quantitative data which helped to answer the first research 

question [To what extent critical thinking skills affect learners' reading comprehension?], 

was the test by Watson-Glaser and the pretest from the Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire.  

It was applied the Pearson correlation coefficient to determine a correlation between 

students’ critical thinking skills and their reading comprehension.  The results in Table 4 

show that Pearson correlation is negative and low (-,012).  Also, there is no significative 

relationship between the variables mentioned before because ,930 ˃ ,05.        
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Table 4.  

Correlations  

 

 Score  BK_PreTest 

Score  Pearson Correlation 1 -,012 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,930 

N 60 60 

BK_PreTest Pearson Correlation -,012 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,930  

N 60 60 

  

 Quantitative information was also retrieved from Browne and Keeley’s 

questionnaire.  This questionnaire was taken by the two groups in a pretest and then as a 

posttest.  The statistical measure used to answer the second research question [Does training 

in critical thinking skills favors reading comprehension?] was a two-factor ANOVA with 

repeated measures in 1.  But previously, the assumptions of independence, normality, 

homoscedasticity and sphericity of multiple samples were considered.  The results shown in 

Table 5 reveal that the mean in both groups changed slightly with little improvement in 

them.  

Table 5. 

Results from the Pretests and Posttests in the Control and Experimental Groups 

 

 
Group Mean Std. Deviation N 

BK_PreTest Control 5,47 1,502 30 

Experimental 5,43 ,971 30 

Total 5,45 1,254 60 

BK_PostTest Control 5,90 1,322 30 

Experimental 5,80 1,270 30 

Total 5,85 1,287 60 
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 From the results of Table 6, it is assumed the sphericity of multiple samples because 

,137˃,05.  This means that because there is no significant difference between the groups, it 

allows us to conclude that the matrix is spherical. 

Table 6. 

Box’s Test of Covariance Equality Matrix 

 

Box's M 5,748 

F 1,844 

df1 3 

dfⁱ  605520,000 

Sig. ,137 

 

 

 

 The first row of Table 7 reveals the main effect of the variable “time”.  The value of 

the significance for this variable (,081) is greater than ,05 which means that there has been 

no significant improvement in students’ ability to identify media bias referred to the variable 

“time”.  The second arrow displays the interaction effect of the variables “time” and “group”.  

The significance value (,883) which is greater than ,05 shows there is no significance in the 

interaction of these variables.  This also means that it does not matter which group one 

belongs because there will be no difference in the outcomes.     
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Table 7. 

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 

 

Source 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares Df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial 

Eta 

Squared 

Noncent. 

Parameter 

Observed 

Powera 

TIME Sphericity 

Assumed 

4,800 1 4,800 3,158 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

4,800 1,000 4,800 3,158 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

Huynh-Feldt 4,800 1,000 4,800 3,158 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

Lower-bound 4,800 1,000 4,800 3,158 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

TIME * 

Group 

Sphericity 

Assumed 

,033 1 ,033 ,022 ,883 ,000 ,022 ,052 

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

,033 1,000 ,033 ,022 ,883 ,000 ,022 ,052 

Huynh-Feldt ,033 1,000 ,033 ,022 ,883 ,000 ,022 ,052 

Lower-bound ,033 1,000 ,033 ,022 ,883 ,000 ,022 ,052 

Error(TIME) Sphericity 

Assumed 

88,167 58 1,520 
     

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

88,167 58,000 1,520 
     

Huynh-Feldt 88,167 58,000 1,520      

Lower-bound 88,167 58,000 1,520      

a. Computed using alpha = ,05 

 

 

 Table 8 reveals the main effect of the variable “group”.  The value of the significance 

for this variable (,784) is greater than ,05 which means that there is no difference between 

the control group and experimental group. 
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Table 8. 

Test of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares Df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 

Squared 

Noncent. 

Parameter 

Observed 

Powera 

Intercept 1915,350 1 1915,350 2174,688 ,000 ,974 2174,688 1,000 

Group ,067 1 ,067 ,076 ,784 ,001 ,076 ,058 

Error 51,083 58 ,881      

a. Computed using alpha = ,05 

 

  

 In table 9 we can find that the equality of variance is assumed because the 

significance values in the pretest (,059) and posttest (,721) are higher than ,05.  

Table 9. 

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances 

 F df1 dfⁱ  Sig. 

BK_PreTest 3,696 1 58 ,059 

BK_PostTest ,129 1 58 ,721 

Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across groups. 

a. Design: Intercept + Group  

 Within Subjects Design: TIME 

 

  

 The last column of Table 10 displays the observed power which in this study is lower 

than ,8.  This means that there is not enough sample to find the effect and there is no solution.  

Also, from the column partial eta squared which explains the size of the effect, that is, how 

much of the dependent variable can be explained, predicted, or controlled by the independent 

variable, we can observe that this factor explains 5,2% of the variance of students’ ability to 

identify media bias.  
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Table 10. 

Multivariate Tests Regarding the Variable Group 

 
Value F 

Hypothesis 

df Error df Sig. 

Partial Eta 

Squared 

Noncent. 

Parameter 

Observed 

Powerb 

Pillai's trace ,052 3,158a 1,000 58,000 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

Wilks' lambda ,948 3,158a 1,000 58,000 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

Hotelling's 

trace 

,054 3,158a 1,000 58,000 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

Roy's largest 

root 

,054 3,158a 1,000 58,000 ,081 ,052 3,158 ,416 

Each F tests the multivariate effect of TIME. These tests are based on the linearly independent pairwise 

comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 

a. Exact statistic 

b. Computed using alpha = ,05 

 

 

 Tables 11 and 12 also present the observed power and the partial eta squared with 

the same interpretations of the outcomes as in Table 10. 

Table 11. 

Univariate Tests Regarding the Variable Group 

 
Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 

Squared 

Noncent. 

Parameter 

Observed 

Powera 

Contrast ,067 1 ,067 ,076 ,784 ,001 ,076 ,058 

Error 51,083 58 ,881      

The F tests the effect of Group. This test is based on the linearly independent pairwise comparisons among 

the estimated marginal means. 

a. Computed using alpha = ,05 
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Table 12. 

Univariate Tests Regarding the Variable Group 

TIME 

Sum of 

Squares Df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 

Squared 

Noncent. 

Parameter 

Observed 

Powera 

1 Contrast ,017 1 ,017 ,010 ,919 ,000 ,010 ,051 

Error 92,833 58 1,601      

2 Contrast ,150 1 ,150 ,089 ,766 ,002 ,089 ,060 

Error 97,500 58 1,681      

Each F tests the simple effects of Group within each level combination of the other effects shown. These tests 

are based on the linearly independent pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 

a. Computed using alpha = ,05 

 

 

 Table 13 displays information related to the simple effect, that is, a comparison of 

both groups in the pretest as well as in the posttest.  The results from the significance values 

(,919 and ,766) in the pretest and posttest demonstrate that there was a minimal difference 

in the groups, as also represented in Figure 2. 

Table 13. 

Pairwise Comparisons Regarding the Variable Group 

TIME (I) Group (J) Group 

Mean 

Difference (I-J) 

Std. 

Error Sig.a 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 

Lower Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

1 Control Experimental ,033 ,327 ,919 -,621 ,687 

Experimental Control -,033 ,327 ,919 -,687 ,621 

2 Control Experimental ,100 ,335 ,766 -,570 ,770 

Experimental Control -,100 ,335 ,766 -,770 ,570 

Based on estimated marginal means 

a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
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Figure 2. Estimated Marginal Means in the Pretest and Posttest for the Control and 

Experimental Groups 

 
 

 Table 14 shows information related to the simple effect of the variable time.  This is 

a contrast of the pretest and posttest in both groups.  The significance values (,179 and ,254) 

in the control and experimental groups reveal that there was a slight difference in the two 

times the test was taken by both groups. 
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Table 14. 

Pairwise Comparisons Regarding the Variable Time 

Group (I) TIME (J) TIME 

Mean 

Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.a 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Differencea 

Lower Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Control 1 2 -,433 ,318 ,179 -1,071 ,204 

2 1 ,433 ,318 ,179 -,204 1,071 

Experimental 1 2 -,367 ,318 ,254 -1,004 ,271 

2 1 ,367 ,318 ,254 -,271 1,004 

Based on estimated marginal means 

a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 

 

 

 Table 15 gives information about the observed power which is lower than ,8.  These 

outcomes demonstrates again that there is not enough sample to find the effect and there is 

no solution.  The column partial eta squared which explains the size of the effect, that is, 

how much of the dependent variable can be explained, predicted, or controlled by the 

independent variable, presents this factor as 3,1% and 2,2 % of the variance of the ability to 

identify media bias in the control group and experimental group, respectively.  
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Table 15. 

Multivariate Tests Regarding the Variable Time 

Group Value F 

Hypothesis 

df 

Error 

df Sig. 

Partial 

Eta 

Squared 

Noncent. 

Parameter 

Observed 

Powerb 

Control Pillai's trace ,031 1,853a 1,000 58,000 ,179 ,031 1,853 ,268 

Wilks' 

lambda 

,969 1,853a 1,000 58,000 ,179 ,031 1,853 ,268 

Hotelling's 

trace 

,032 1,853a 1,000 58,000 ,179 ,031 1,853 ,268 

Roy's 

largest root 

,032 1,853a 1,000 58,000 ,179 ,031 1,853 ,268 

Experimental Pillai's trace ,022 1,327a 1,000 58,000 ,254 ,022 1,327 ,205 

Wilks' 

lambda 

,978 1,327a 1,000 58,000 ,254 ,022 1,327 ,205 

Hotelling's 

trace 

,023 1,327a 1,000 58,000 ,254 ,022 1,327 ,205 

Roy's 

largest root 

,023 1,327a 1,000 58,000 ,254 ,022 1,327 ,205 

Each F tests the multivariate simple effects of TIME within each level combination of the other effects shown. 

These tests are based on the linearly independent pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means. 

a. Exact statistic 

b. Computed using alpha = ,05 

 

Tables 14 and 15 provide information to answer research question 2.  The outcomes 

show that there were no significant differences in the two times the test was taken by the 

control and experimental group.  Thus, we can state that training in critical thinking skills 

do not influence the ability to identify media bias in the written press.   

6.2 Qualitative Data Results 

 The results from qualitative data came from Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire and 

from the treatment sessions.  This information provided some patterns that made visible the 

strategies as well as critical thinking skills they used when reading.  Participants’ answers 

were coded and analyzed to triangulate information.  Some of the patterns from Browne and 
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Keeley’s questionnaire that emerged in the control group revealed their usage of reading 

strategies and ancillary skills in critical thinking.  Experts’ answers were used to code and 

analyze students’ responses.  

6.2.1 Results in the Pretest for the Control Group  

  As explained before, the control and experimental groups had to read a newspaper’s 

article to answer the questionnaire by Browne and Keeley (2004).  This instrument was taken 

as pretest and posttest by both groups.  The purpose of using this instrument was to test out 

if training in critical thinking skills favors English language learners’ ability to identify 

media bias in written press.  Below the news article is shown in full text (as published in El 

Diario Manabita, 2016): 

El gobierno turco “limpia la casa” 

 Unos 8.777 funcionarios del Ministerio del Interior, entre ellos agentes, oficiales y 

altos mandos de la Policía y la Gendarmería, han sido destituidos de sus cargos luego del 

golpe de estado fallido que inició el pasado viernes en Turquía.  Otros 1.500 han sido 

apartados de sus cargos en otros ministerios. 

 Un total de 2.745 jueces y fiscales han sido suspendidos, entre ellos cinco miembros 

del Consejo Supremo de Jueces y Fiscales, el cuerpo que decide sobre los nombramientos 

en la Judicatura. 

 Un gobernador provincial, 29 exgobernadores, 52 responsables de distritos, 

registradores de la propiedad, asesores judiciales e incluso 12 conserjes en edificios públicos 

han caído en esta depuración. 
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 En esa lista no se cuentan los 7.543 detenidos, entre policías, soldados, jueces, 

fiscales y civiles. Entre los arrestados hay 112 generales, casi un tercio de los 356 generales 

y almirantes que componen la cúpula de las Fuerzas Armadas turcas. 

 Algunas de las personas que desempeñan estos cargos fueron acusadas de participar 

en el fallido golpe de Estado o de seguir a Fethullah Gülen, el predicador al que el Gobierno 

y el presidente, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, acusan de orquestar la asonada. 

 “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, anunció el primer ministro, Binali Yildirim, 

continuando la retórica iniciada por Erdogan la misma noche del golpe, cuando se refirió a 

la asonada como un “regalo de Dios” que permitiría limpiar el Ejército de elementos 

gülenistas. 

 Pena de muerte. Aparte de las masivas destituciones y encarcelamientos, la resaca 

del intento de derrocar al Gobierno ha abierto el debate sobre la restauración de la pena de 

muerte, abolida definitivamente en 2004. 

 Ayer, de nuevo, dijo que si el Parlamento se pronuncia en ese sentido, él aceptará la 

reintroducción de la pena capital. 

 Sobre este tema el presidente de Estados Unidos, Barack Obama, instó al Gobierno 

turco a respetar el debido proceso contra los implicados en el intento de golpe mientras que 

el Gobierno turco solicitó la extradición a EE.UU. de Gülen. 

 The results in the pretest for the control group are presented as follows.  In the first 

question that refers to what the issue is, students answered focusing on one of the reasons 

presented in the newspaper’s article.  The following points below illustrate this pattern: 

 Luis: “Intento de golpe de Estado.” 

 Manuel: “Intent of blow of state in Turkey.” 

 Carla: “The issue is blow of state in Turquia.” 
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 Cinthia: “The issue is attempted coup.” 

 Roger: “The issue is fallido golpe de estado en Turquia.”  

 Jesus: “Hit of state.” 

 Another group of participants focused on the title of the newspaper’s article.  Most 

of them wrote the title exactly as in the newspaper, but others translate it.  They showed 

more awareness of what the issue was as it is exemplified below:     

 Adrián: “The issue is the Turkish government ‘Clean house.’” 

 Andy: “The issue is ‘El gobierno turco limpia la casa.’” 

 Sophia: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Romina: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Negda: “The turkish government ‘cleans house.’” 

 Milagro: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Jéssica: “The turkish government ‘cleans house.’” 

 Jorge: “The issue is the turkish government ‘cleans house.’” 

 Angela: “The turkish government ‘cleans house.’” 

 Luis: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Dolores: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Jacqueline: “El gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Carlos: “The government Turkey ‘clean the house.’” 

 Narcisa: “El gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 
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 Sandra: “El gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Mónica: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Javier: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Ana: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Génesis: “The turkish government ‘clean house.’” 

 Aminta: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Jessenia: “The issue is el gobierno turco ‘limpia la casa.’” 

 Their answers in the second question about what the conclusion is, revealed they 

detected the conclusion as shown below by the comments of this group of students: 

 Romina: “Militaries, polices, judges, and officials has been arrested by a failed hit of 

 state.” 

 Negda: “Military, police, judges, and officials has been arrested for a failed coup in 

 Turkey.” 

 Roger: “The conclusion is that 8777 public employee, and the military, police, judges 

 and officials have arrested for a frustrated hit of state in Turkey.” 

 Angela: “The conclusion is that the military, police, judges and officials have been 

 arrested for a failed coup in Turkey.” 

 Ana: “An approximate of 4543 public officials were arrested for an attempted coup 

 the Turkish government.” 

 Génesis: “The conclusion is that the military, judges, police and officials have been 

 arrested for a failed coup in Turkey.” 
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 Aminta: “4543 officials were deposed because an overthrow intent.” 

 Adrián: “The Turkish government clean their ranks of elements opponents after 

 failed hit of state.” 

 Ever: “The government turk ‘clean the house’, for a possible blow of state failed.” 

 Andy: “The conclusion is that there detained in Turkey for the attempted coup, 

 decided to remove the official and element involved in it.” 

 Milagro: “Based on the article I read I concluded that thanks to the failed coup he 

 suffered the Turkish government, the bad elements were eliminated.” 

 Félix: “The conclusion is the Turkish government decided to clean the people that 

 aren’t with the government.” 

 Jesús: “Destitute of people in Turquia, the people follow Gulen allow clean the army 

 and public officials.” 

 Julio: “Cleaning positions in the Turkish ministries.” 

 Jessenia: “The conclusion is allow the army to clean gulenistas elements.”  

 In the third question about the reasons of the situation, there were common answers 

that showed their awareness to recognize the reasons that supported the conclusion:  

 Luis: “Due to a failed coup, a large number of public servants were dismissed.” 

 Sophia: “The reason is because officials, agents officers, judges, prosecutors, 

 members of the supreme council, governors provincials, and others were dismissed 

 from the post they held for participating in the failed coup.” 
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 Negda: “The reasons for the Turkish government to clean the house is to vote all 

 those officials who participated the failed coup in the government of president Recep 

 Tayyip.” 

 Milagro: “The reason of el gobierno turco “limpia la casa”, because some officials 

 of the interior ministry, police, generals, admirals, among others participated in the 

 failed coup.” 

 Angela: “After the coup, they begun to dismiss Interior Ministry officials, judges, 

 governors and former governors, policemen, soldiers, prosecutors and civil.” 

 Andy: “The reason was because some of these people who hold these offices were 

 accused of involvement in the failed coup or follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Jorge: “The reasons are: Blow of state unsuccessful and follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Luis: “Some people in their jobs were accused of participating in the blow of state.” 

 Mónica: “People accused of participate in the sentence strike.” 

 Aminta: “The officials were accused of participating in the overthrow intent and 

 follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Cinthia: “Because of the attempted coup that took place in Turquia, police, judges, 

 soldiers and officers have been arrested and has begun to clean house.” 

 Some students demonstrated lack of understanding that made impossible to identify 

the reasons of the situation.  Here are some examples: 

 Ever: “Officials have been dismissed and dismissed in it’s charge for the government 

 turk.” 
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 Carla: “The reason is because the magnate was the main accused of the failed attack 

 in Turquia.” 

 Romina: “The government wants to “clean the house” to end the corruption.” 

 Sandra: “The reasons were being cleaned by failures of government officials for 

 violating the state.” 

 In the fourth question, about the words or phrases they found ambiguous, the 

following common answers showed that a group of participants did not understand some 

phrases as it is exemplified below:  

 Ever: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Andy: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Félix: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Jessenia: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, and “regalo de Dios” 

 In the fifth question, the value conflict identified by many students was the following: 

 Luis: “The causes of attempting to overthrow the government wanted the restoration

 of the death penalty, forced definitely in 2004.” 

 Adrián: “Is opened a discussion on the restoration of the death penalty abolished in 

 2004.” 

 Ever: “The figures of 4543 arrested there is in Turkey for the intent of blow of state 

 failed.  The government turk abolished definitely the penalty of death in the country.” 

 Romina: “The conflict is the restore death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Jonathan: “The conflicts are the hit of state is bad that it may take the country to 

 worse and the other conflict is a death penalty.” 
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 Negda: “In the wake of the failed coup, the debate on the restoration of the death 

 penalty, abolished in 2004 definitely opens.” 

 Milagro: “Conflict between the values that I find in the article highlighted the 

 reintroduction of the death penalty, definitely abolished by the Turkish government 

 in 2004.” 

 Félix: “The hangover of hit of state of topple to the government, opened the debate 

 of restauration of the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Cinthia: “In an attempt to overthrow the government a debate about the restoration 

 of the death penalty is opened.” 

 Roger: “Restoration the death penalty.” 

 Jesús: “The death penalty in the country, attempt to overthrow the government.” 

 Jorge: “The Turkish government finally abolished the death penalty in the country.” 

 Angela: “Those who wanted to overthrow the government, calling for the restoration

 of the death penalty which had been definitely abolished in the 2004.” 

 Jacqueline: “A bad government brought the debate on the restoration of death 

 penalty.” 

 Mónica: “The conflicts and assumptions are now the death penalty in the nation.” 

 Julio: “Acceptance and reintroduction of the death penalty.” 

 Ana: “Surf attempted to overthrow the government opened on the restoration of the 

 death penalty.” 

 Génesis: “Those who wanted to overthrow the government, calling for the restoration 

 of the death penalty which had been definitely in 2004.” 
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 Aminta: “On 2004, the Turkish government removed definitely of death penalty, but 

 now, they could reintroduce it. At EEUU, Barack Obama insisted about respect the 

 lawsuit right in Turkey.” 

 In the sixth question about the fallacies they encountered in the text, some 

participants showed a lack of understanding.  The following examples revealed they were 

not aware of the lack of sufficient elements of judgement and the reliability of the source:  

 Luis: “The government has opened the debate on the restoration of the death 

 penalty.” 

 Ever: “The hangover of intent of the government has open the debate on the 

 restoration of the penalty of death, abolished definitely in 2004.” 

 Cinthia: “The government said that if parliament is pronounced in another coup, the

 accept the reintroduction of the death penalty.” 

 Jesús: “We have begun to clean it.  Introduction of the death penalty.” 

 Angela: “The government said that if parliament is pronounced, in another coup, 

 they accept the introduction of the death penalty.” 

 Génesis: The government said that if parliament is pronounced in another coup, they 

 accept the reintroduction of the death penalty.” 

 On the other hand, another group of participants revealed judging the text and finding 

some inconsistencies in it.  Below are some examples: 

 Adrián: “The number of detainees don’t match because the article reports that are

 7543 data and the figures recorded 4543.” 
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 Luis: “The fallacies is the reasoning is said 4543 detainees but in the publiced exist 

 7543 detainees.” 

 Mónica: “The fallacies is not count with the number exact of prisoner.” 

 Another group of students mentioned there was a fallacy because of the lack of 

evidence for arresting people.  Below are some exemplifications:  

 Negda: “The Turkish government has no evidence of the involvement of the military,

 police, judges, and officials.” 

 Milagro: “The fallacy that I found was that they should not accuse some people 

 involved in the failed coup without arguing incriminating evidence.” 

 Carla: “I found certain fallacies in evidence presented by the government to blame 

 some people of the armed forces in the coup attempt.  But these tests were not 

 presented in the article published by the newspaper.” 

 Dolores: “The people accused or that suspected although not shown, without have 

 evidence.” 

 Carlos: “Many people were arrested and other only dismissed without make an 

 investigation.” 

 Javier: “The fallacies in the topic is that there is not evidence of data about people 

 farewells.” 

 Ana: “There is no evidence that some defendants are guilty of the failed attack.” 

 Regarding the seventh question about how good the evidence is, their answers 

showed a complete lack of analysis of the source of this text.  The following are some 

examples:  
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 Luis: “Taking as evidence by the number of dismissed officials would be a very 

 serious evidence.” 

 Adrián: “The Turkish government didn’t present sufficient evidence to have 

 removed about 8777 government officials after the hit of state.” 

 Ever: “This evidence is very good, because give us to know that in Turkey have been

 destitute many officials, and arrested police, soldiers, judges, tax and civil, in the 

 possible intent of blow of state, that it turned failed.” 

 Jonathan: “It is a nice evidence that in the text enlist a lot of person are dismissed in

 Turkey.” 

 Cinthia: “The evidence is good because shows the numbers of staff dismissed.” 

 Angela: “Yes, the evidence is good because it gives us the numbers of staff 

 dismissed.” 

 Julio: “Yes, the evidence is good because it gives us the numbers of staff dismissed.” 

 Génesis: “The evidence is good because it gives us the numbers of staff dismissed.” 

 Contrary to the group of participants mentioned before, there was another group that 

considered there was no evidence.  Here are some excerpts that show this: 

 Andy: “In the article published by the newspaper was no evidence that would prove 

 the accusations you made these people showed up.”  

 Sophia: “In my opinion in this article show no evidence because officials were 

 accused of participating in the coup.” 

 Negda: “This article is not an evidence of the case.” 

 Milagro: “Article read I do not see conclusive evidence.” 
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 Carla: “In the article published by the newspaper was no evidence that would prove 

 the accusations you made these people showed up.” 

 Roger: “No evidence.” 

 Jesús: “No, because there is not evidence.” 

 Jorge: “I find not evidence in this article.” 

 Luis: “There is no evidence.” 

 Dolores: “Believe that no have good evidence because not have evidence of this 

 suspected.” 

 Javier: “There is not evidence of the article.” 

 Jessenia: “Because it is my opinion any evidence of any kind is good.” 

 A few students concluded there were evidences, but not sufficient to support the 

reasons.  Although it was a small number of participants who concluded this, they 

demonstrated a deep understanding of the text. 

 Narcisa: “The evidence is not clear on the information.” 

 Mónica: “The Turkish government didn’t present sufficient evidence.” 

 Aminta: “The evidence is clouded.” 

 In the eighth question, asking about if they found rival causes in the text, the answers 

showed a lack of interpretation.  The following patterns revealed this problem:  

 Luis: “They were disputing the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Sophia: “In my opinion there is rival causes one of which is the death penalty, I think

 that nowadays in this society if there are crimes that deserve punishment.” 
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 Milagro: “Yes, for example: The reintroduction of the death penalty, I think that from 

 a legal point of view there are stronger crime and punishment is much milder.” 

 Jacqueline: “The restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Carlos: “Yes, because USA disagree that the government Turkey reuse the death 

 penalty and the government Turkey agrees.” 

 On the other hand, a group of participants identified a rival cause that is presented 

below: 

 Adrián: “Some are in favor of the government and others against Erdogan.” 

 Ever: “The 8777 officials that were destitute of its charge participated in the blow of 

 state, because were in against of government.” 

 Romina: “The public officials are against of the Russia government.” 

 Jonathan: “The rival causes are the people and officials who were against the 

 government lived in this time.” 

 Félix: “The rival cause are all the officials that participated in the blow of state are

 against of the government.” 

 Jéssica: “Causes rival are opposing government who want to overthrow the 

 government.” 

 Jorge: “Because the officials were against the turkish government.” 

 Dolores: “Yes, are government opposing who want win force.” 

 Javier: “The rival causes are that civil servant are not in favour of the government.” 

 Besides, it was evident that some participants were unable to identify rival causes as 

it is presented below: 
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 Cinthia: “No rival causes.” 

 Roger: “No rival causes.” 

 Angela: “No rival causes.” 

 Julio: “No rival causes in the text.” 

 Génesis: “No rival causes in the text.” 

 In the ninth question that asked if the statistics was deceptive, their answers revealed 

they evaluated the evidence.  Here are some examples:  

 Luis: “Yes, since no data are accurate.” 

 Adrián: “Yes, because there are many data without good arguments.” 

 Andy: “I think the information is not as reliable does not have many foundations.” 

 Negda: “From my point of view the statistics seems a bit misleading.” 

 Milagro: “Yes, because not all are argued with evidence and others are assumptions.”  

 Carla: “In my opinion the information presented is not as reliable because besides 

 did not present enough evidence.” 

 Roger: “Yes, the list of arrested not coincide with apocope paragraph.” 

 Jorge: “Yes, because the statistics in the article is the ciphers of under arrest.  They 

 do not agree on several paragraphs in the text.” 

 Dolores: “The statistics are deceptive because are not presenting evidence with 

 brightness.” 

 Jacqueline: “The statistics do not match the numbers of detainees.” 
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 Javier: “Yes, because the statistics in the article is the ciphers of under arrest.  They 

 do not agree on several paragraphs in the article.” 

 Aminta: “Yes, the statistics numbers no coincide with the additions.” 

 Sophia: “In my opinion the information the statistics of the article is not reliable 

 because the article does not show the evidence in the case.” 

 Ana: “There’s not, no existing real number of public officials deprives.” 

 Romina: “Yes, because there is many data without good arguments, represents just 

 data and no statistics.” 

 Félix: “Yes, because many values without good arguments, represents just values 

 and no statistics.” 

 In the tenth question related to significant information omitted, some answers did not 

agree with the experts’ answers, but showed they recognized important points in the article.  

Below are some examples:  

 Ever: “There is no evidence of people that participated in the intent of blow of state.” 

 Sophia: “In my opinion the significant information that has been omitted is about 

 evidence involving people who were indicted by the coup.” 

 Milagro: “There is no evidence of people participation of the failed coup.” 

 Andy: “Information that is been given about people who have been involved in the 

 coup.” 

 A group of participants coincided with the experts.  Here are some excerpts that show 

they analyzed the text:  

 Romina: “The reason of the intent of blow of state.” 
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 Jonathan: “The reasons that people started a hit of state.” 

 Félix: “The reasons of the intent of blow of state.” 

 Roger: “The reason why it started or wanted to give the coup.” 

 Jacqueline: “The real reasons for the coup.” 

 Carlos: “The causes of why there was a blow of state in Turkey, and why the 

 opposition overthrow the government to the direction of Gulen.” 

 Narcisa: “I believe that the reasons are not clear so the coup originated.” 

 On the other hand, there was a group of participants who seemed not using critical 

thinking skills.  The following answers show this pattern: 

 Jorge: “From my point of view, there is no information omitted.” 

 Luis: “There is no information omitted.” 

 Jessenia: “Anyone.” 

 In the last question about reasonable conclusions, some participants showed 

emotional reaction to the text which did not match the experts’ answers.  The following are 

some examples:  

 Sophia: “A reasonable conclusion is that you can avoid some corruption because 

 they can go to jail and could be sentenced to death.” 

 Jesús: “There are innocent people and guilty.  Not approve the death penalty.” 

 Jacqueline: “The conclusion is that the government of Turkey are corrupt so given 

 as the effects on restoration back the death penalty.” 
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 Another group of participants who did not agree with the experts’ responses were the 

following: 

 Jorge: “I think there are guilty people and innocent people in that failed coup.” 

 Dolores: “There is too much corruption in the world but also exist people decent and 

 this theme exist people innocent that were accused.” 

 Mónica: “The conclusion of the article that many people are guilty as well as also 

 there innocent.” 

 Javier: “The conclusion we can get of the article they are: That many people are 

 guilty as well as also they are innocent.” 

 Génesis: “The conclusion we can get of the article they are that many people are 

 guilty as well as also there innocent.” 

 A small number of participants agreed with the experts.  Below are some examples: 

 Adrián: “The government had many opponents because the ideals were different. 

 The turkish government achievement clean a lot of opponents.” 

 Narcisa: “Although the information is not clear the reasons for the coup even so 

 logically the government to defend its position, this every right to retaliate with 

 promoters, thereof.” 

 Roger: “The coup gave misunderstanding between the Turkish government and non-

 supporters of the president, which caused the military and police try to give the 

 coup.” 
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6.2.2 Results in the Pretest for the Experimental Group 

 In order to answer the second research question [Does training in critical thinking 

skills favor English language learners’ reading comprehension?], the experimental group 

read a local newspaper article and took Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire (2004).  The 

results in the pretest are presented as follows.  In the first question that refers to what the 

issue is, outcomes revealed that participants focused on the title of the newspaper’s article.  

They showed awareness about the issue of the text as shown below:   

 Jhorman: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Benji: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jhon: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Valeria: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Hecny: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Roger: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 María: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Zuleyka: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Juleana: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Nathaly: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Karla: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Erema: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Alexandra: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jean Carlos: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 
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 Stephanie: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Leandro: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Lucía: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Raiza: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Fernanda: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Paulo: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Pamela: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 José: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Gisella: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Dannes: “The issue is El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Kevin: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Fernando: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Karol: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Their answers in the second question about what the conclusion is, revealed they 

noticed the conclusion as it is presented in the following comments:  

 Jhorman: “All the generals, civils, policemen who participate in the fail blow of state 

 are in jail and the possible extradition.” 

 Hecny: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed blow of 

 state in Turquia.” 

 Héctor: “Military, judges and policemen have been arrested for failed coup in 

 Turkey.” 
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 Roger: “4543 people were arrested for planning a blow of state.” 

 Jean Carlos: “Military, judges and policemen have been arrested for failed coup in 

 Turkey.” 

 Stephanie: “The president of Turkey took of prevention and arrested the participants 

 of the blow of state.” 

 Aarón: “Afterwards of the massive dismiss and arrest of blow of state.” 

 Gisella: “Military, police, judges and public employees have been arrested for a 

 frustrated blow of state in Turquia.” 

 Fernando: “Dismissal and imprison of official in hit of state.” 

 Another group of participants used translation to identify ideas similar to the 

conclusion.  Here are some excerpts from this pattern:  

 Benji: “We have begun to clean”, announces Prime Minister, Binali Yildrim, 

 continuing the rhetoric initiated by Erdogan the same night of the coup, when he 

 referred to the coup as a “gift of God” that would allow the army to clean Gulenistas 

 elements.” 

 José: “Cleaning the house from gulenistas elements.” 

 Kevin: “After of the failed blow the state was followed with initiative to clean up the 

 state.” 

 On the other hand, some participants did not identify the conclusion, but a conflict 

value related to death penalty: 

 Jhon: “Arrested in Turkey by the attempt to hit of state causing a debate on the death

 penalty between the turkish state and The United States.” 
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 María: “The turkish government by the intent of the coup dismissed and imprisoned

  different high-ranking officials which results in a debate on the death penalty 

 between the turkish state and the U.S.” 

 Karla: “The president of Turkia Recep Tayyin Erdogan took measure to civil servant 

 public on reason attempt blow of state, and to cause the government attempt restore 

 punishment to death.” 

 Erema: “The conclusion of editing is insolvent blow of state on part greater the public 

 officials against the turkish government which generated layoffs and dismissals and 

 possible death penalty.” 

 Raiza: “Surf attempt to overthrow the government it has opened the debate or the 

 restoration of the death penalty definitive abolished in 2004.” 

 Dannes: “Interior Ministry officials have been removed from their positions after the

 coup and has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Far away from the conclusion, this group of students lacked understanding and 

presented the conclusion as follows: 

 Valeria: “On this subject the president of United States Barack Obama, urge the 

 Turkish government to respect the due process against those involved in the blow of 

 state.” 

 Zuleyka: “The U.S. president Barack Obama urged the turkish government to respect 

 the due process against those involved in the coup attempt while the turkish 

 government requested the extradition to the U.S. of Gulen.” 
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 Juleana: “The U.S. president Barack Obama urged to the turkish government to 

 respect due process against those involved in the coup attempt while the turkish 

 government request the extradition to EEUU of Gulen.” 

 Nathaly: “The U.S. president Barack Obama urged the turkish government to respect 

 the due process against involved in the attempt to blow while the turkish government 

 I request extradition to United States of Gulen.” 

 Alexandra: “The U.S. president Barack Obama urge to the turkish government to 

 respect due process against those involved in the coup attempt while the turkish 

 government request the extradition to EEUU of Gulen.” 

 Karol: “The president U.S.A. Barack Obama to insist on the government turkish in 

 to respect just process the pro and to implicate in the intent the blow of state.” 

 In the third question about the reasons of the situation, there were common answers 

that revealed they were able to identify one of the reasons of this situation.  Here are some 

examples:  

 Benji: “Coup d’etat.” 

 Valeria: “The reasons is the hit of state.” 

 Hecny: “Blow of state.” 

 Roger: “Blow of state.” 

 Stephanie: “Blow of state in Turkey.” 

 Leandro: “Hit of state.” 

 Lucía: “Coup who suffered Turquia.” 

 Wilmer: “Coup who suffered Turquia.” 
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 Raiza: “The reasons in the hit of state.” 

 Fernanda: “Failed coup in Turquia.” 

 Paulo: “Hit of state.” 

 Pamela: “Failed coup in Turquia.” 

 José: “Hit of state.” 

 Gisella: “Blow of state.” 

 Dannes: “Coup d’etat.” 

 In the fourth question, about the words or phrases they found ambiguous, their 

answers showed lack of understanding in the following phrases and words: 

 Benji: “La resaca del intento de derrocar al gobierno, acusan de orquestrar la 

 sonada.”  

 Valeria: “Acusan de orquestrar la asonada, la resaca del intento de derrocar al 

 gobierno.” 

 Raiza: “Acusan de orquestrar la asonada, la resaca del intento de derrocar al 

 gobierno.” 

 Gisella: “Acusan de orquestrar la asonada, resaca.” 

 In the fifth question, the value conflict identified by some participants was the 

following:  

 Jhorman: “The reinsertion of the maximum capital law (of death).” 

 Benji: “It has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty definitively 

 abolished in 2004.” 
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 Valeria: “I think a value conflict is death penalty.” 

 Hecny: “Death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Héctor: “The reinsertion of the maximum capital law (of death).” 

 Roger: “Death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Zuleyka: “The government has opened the debate on the restoration of the death 

 penalty, abolished definitively in 2004.” 

 Juleana: “The government has opened the debate on the restoration of the death 

 penalty, abolished definitively in 2004.” 

 Nathaly: “The government has opened the debate on the restoration of the death 

 penalty, abolished definitively in 2004.” 

 Alexandra: “The government has opened the debate on the restoration of the death 

 penalty, abolished definitively in 2004.” 

 Jean Carlos: “The reinsertion of the maximum capital.” 

 Stephanie: “The value conflicts is application of punishment to death.” 

 Aarón: “Reintroducing the death penalty would be one decision much questioned 

 because doing so there will be agreements and disagreements so arrive approve or 

 not would be a great controversy.” 

 Leandro: “The restoration of the pain death.” 

 Lucía: “Reintroducing the death penalty would be one decision much questioned 

 because doing so there will be agreements and disagreements to approve or not 

 would be a great controversy, and if reapplication in this nation should be 

 democratically.” 
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 Raiza: “Death penalty definitive abolished in 2004.” 

 José: “Death penalty.” 

 Dannes: “Death penalty.” 

 Fernando: “Dead sentence.” 

 Karol: “The death penalty.” 

 In the sixth question, participants found fallacies which mismatched with experts’ 

answers who did not found enough elements of judgement to answer this question.  Here are 

some examples of participants’ responses:  

 Benji: “Fethullah Gulen follow the preacher to the government and Recep Tayyip 

 president, accused of orchestrating the coup.” 

 Raiza: “Fethullah Gulen follow the preacher to the government and Recep Tayyip 

 Erdogan president, accused of orchestrating the coup.” 

 Kevin: “Some of the people were accused of following Fethullah Gulen accused of 

 orchestrating the blow of state.” 

 Karol: “Fethullah Gulen could be accused of participating in the failed coup.” 

 Here is another group of participants who lacked analysis to answer this question: 

 Valeria: “Some people who hold these offices were charged to participate in the 

 failed hit of state or follow Fethullah Gulen.”  

 María: “Some people played these charges were accused to participate in the coup 

 and follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Karla: “The persons implicate in the blow of state, are accused for follow to Fethullah 

 Gulen preacher.” 
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 Stephanie: “Some people are accused of participating the fault blow of state or of 

 follow to Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Gisella: “Any people to perform were accused to participate in the frustrated blow 

 of state or follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Dannes: “Follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Fernando: “To follow Fethullah Gulen , the predicator’s of the hit of state.” 

 The following are also examples that mismatched with the experts’ answers: 

 Zuleyka: “Military, cops, judges and officials have been detained by a failed coup.” 

 Nathaly: “Military, cops, judges and officials have been detained by a failed coup.” 

 Alexandra: “Military, cops, judges and officials have been detained by a failed 

 coup.” 

 Another group of students answered there was no fallacy.  Below are some examples: 

 Juleana: “There are no fallacies.” 

 Jean Carlos: “No.” 

 Fernanda: “There are not fallacies.” 

 Regarding the seventh question about how good the evidence was, the answers 

showed lack of analysis of the article’s source.  The following answers display this pattern:  

 Benji: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup in 

 Turkey.” 

 Valeria: “The evidence is the military, police, judges and officials have been arrested 

 for a failed hit of state in turkish.” 
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 Karla: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup in 

 Turkia.” 

 Stephanie: “The evidence is the cleanliness, announcement the first Ministry Binali

 Yildirim, for the arrest the militaries, polices, judges and public servant.” 

 Lucía: “Police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup in Turkey.” 

 Raiza: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup in 

 Turquia.” 

 José: “Military, police, judges and servant were arrested for a fail hit of state.” 

 Karol: “It’s good, they said the numbers of persons arrested.” 

 A few participants were aware the evidence was poor.  Below are some excerpts that 

exemplify this pattern: 

 Zuleyka: “There is not enough evidence.” 

 Cynthia: “There is not enough evidence.” 

 Jean Carlos: “There is not enough evidence.” 

 Leandro: “There is not enough evidence.” 

 Besides, a group of students did not recognize evidence as it is shown in the 

following examples: 

 Juleana: “There is no evidence.” 

 Nathaly: “There is no evidence.” 

 Aarón: “There is no evidence.” 

 Paulo: “There is no evidence.” 
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 In the eighth question, asking about if they found rival causes in the text, the answers 

revealed a lack of interpretation.  Below are some examples that illustrate this pattern: 

 Jhorman: “The opposition of the government is the cause of this fail blow of state.” 

 Benji: “Yes, because the opposition of the government is the cause of this fail blow 

 of state.” 

 Valeria: “Yes, the rival cause is the opposition of the government is the cause of this 

 fail hit of state.” 

 Héctor: “Yes, because the opposition of the government is the cause of this fail blow 

 of state.” 

 Jean Carlos: “Yes, because the opposition of the government is the cause of the fail 

 blow of state.” 

 Aarón: “The group of opposition of the government generate this.”  

 Lucía: “The opposition of the government is the cause of this.” 

 José: “Yes, because the opposition of the government is the cause of this fail hit of 

 state.” 

 On the other hand, some participants did not analyze deeply the text and did not find 

rival causes.  Below are some examples: 

 Hecny: “No.” 

 Roger: “No rival causes.” 

 María: “No, because the information is not clear.” 

 Zuleyka: “No, because there are no different interpretations.” 

 Nathaly: “No, rival causes because there are no different interpretations.” 
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 Leandro: “There are not rival causes.” 

 Wilmer: “No, rival causes.” 

 Fernanda: “No rival causes.” 

 Paulo: “There are no rival causes.” 

 Gisella: “Don’t have a rival causes.” 

 Dannes: “Don’t have rival causes.” 

 In the ninth question that asked if the statistics was deceptive, the answers revealed 

lack of analysis.  Evidence was not evaluated correctly for alternative points of view.  Below 

are some examples that represent this pattern:  

 Jhorman: “No, they aren’t.” 

 Héctor: “No, they aren’t.” 

 Roger: “No statistics deceptive.” 

 Erema: “Not, the statistics are not reliable for the reason of lack evidence on the 

 information.” 

 Jean Carlos: “No, they aren’t.” 

 Pamela: “No, in the test say the data.” 

 Dannes: “No, because is all listed.” 

 Fernando: “No, because the data to show well arguments.” 

 Another group of students was aware that the statistics was not reliable, but they 

showed difficulties to express complete ideas as shown below:  
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 Benji: “4543 arrested there in Turkey for the attempted coup last Friday, 2745 judges 

 have been suspended from office by the Turkish government.” 

 Valeria: “2745 judges have been suspended from office by the Turkish government.

 There are 4543 detainees in Turkey for the attempted coup.” 

 María: “Yes, because the number 4543 person accused to participate in the hit of 

 state.” 

 Karla: “4543 arrested there in Turkey for the attempted coup last Friday, 2745 judges

 have been suspended from office by the Turkish government.” 

 Stephanie “Yes, 4543 arrest there in Turkey for the attempt of blow of states and a 

 totally of 2745 judges have been suspended.” 

 Aarón: “They are 4543 arrested there in Turkey for the attempted coup last Friday.” 

 Raiza: “Yes, because they are 4543 arrest there in Turkey for the attempted coup last 

 Friday.” 

 José “Yes, 4543 arrested there in Turkey for the attempted coup last Friday.  2745 

 judges have been suspended from office by the Turkish government.” 

 In the tenth question related to significant information omitted, the answers focused 

on unimportant issues.  Here are some examples: 

 Jhorman: “All the names of the generals who participated in this blow of state.” 

 Héctor: “All the names of the generals who participate.” 

 María: “Name the person implicated.” 

 Jean Carlos: “All the names of the generals who participate.” 

 Gisella: “The names of the people arrested.” 
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 Karol: “The name of people arrested.” 

 The following are examples of another group of participants who did not recognize 

important points of the text, as well: 

 Benji: “On this subject, the president of United States, Barack Obama, urged the 

 Turkish government to respect the due process against those involved.” 

 Karla: “On this subject, the president of United States, Barack Obama, urged the 

 Turkish government to respect the due process against those involved.” 

 Stephanie: “On this subject, the president Barack Obama, the U.S.A. and to urge to 

 government of Turkey to respect the corresponding process with the implicate.” 

 Leandro: “The president of United States, Barack Obama, urged the Turkish 

 government to respect the process against those involved.” 

 Lucía: “On this subject, the president at United States, Barack Obama, urged the 

 Turkish government to respect the due process against those involved.” 

 Raiza: “On this subject, the president of EEUU, Barack Obama, urged the Turkish 

 government to respect the due process.” 

 Few participants agreed with the experts’ answers.  Below are some excerpts that 

exemplify this pattern: 

 Jhon: “It is omitted the causes that occurred the attempt to state.” 

 Roger: “Is omitted the causes that occurred the attempt state.” 

 Fernanda: “The reason for what to make this action.” 

 Pamela: “The reason for what to make this action.” 

 Fernando: “The causes of hit of state.” 
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 The next group of participants, on the other hand, showed a lack of critical thinking 

skills when giving the following responses: 

 Zuleyka: “No important information omitted.” 

 Juleana: “There is no significant information omitted.” 

 Alexandra: “There’s no significant information omitted.” 

 Wilmer: “No, there is no meaning omitted.” 

 Dannes: “No, all is everything clear.” 

 In the last question about reasonable conclusions, the answers showed participants 

responded like the experts although their sentences / statements were not completely 

elaborated.  Below are some examples:  

 Jhorman: “The opposition commanded by Gulen wants all the power of the country.” 

 Héctor: “The opposition commanded by Gulen wants all country.” 

 Jean Carlos: “The opposition commanded by Gulen wants all country.” 

 Another group of students demonstrated emotional reaction to the text.  The 

following are examples that illustrate this pattern: 

 Benji: “I think that people who participated in the coup should be punished in one 

 way, but I think the death penalty is a punishment that only God can give.” 

 Jhon: “The Turkish government wants implement the death penalty to condemn for 

 people you this on your against.” 

 Karla: “I think that people who participated in the coup should be punished in one 

 way.” 
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 Stephanie: “I think that people that participate in blows of states should not be judges 

 to the penalty of death, because are person than too get rights.  Neither, I not 

 according that peoples want make justice with problems.” 

 Lucía: “I think that people who participated in the coup should be punished in one 

 way, but I think the death only God can give.” 

 Wilmer: “In conclusion to me that no longer be more coups in countries specially the 

 death sentences among governments because they bring many disasters in each 

 country.” 

 Fernanda: “There should not be the death penalty.” 

 Paulo: “I believe that much people who participated in the coup should be punished 

 in one way bad, the death only God can give.” 

 Pamela: “The death penalty seems to me well for murderers and rapists.” 

 José: “I think that people who participate in the coup should be punished in one way 

 but I think the death penalty is a punishment that only God can give.” 

 The following participants also gave a response like the experts’.  As in other 

excerpts, it is clear they had difficulties for expressing ideas clearly. 

 Roger: “Arrest in Turquia because blow of state. The majority of government are 

 accused.” 

 Juleana: “The failed coup caused layoffs, arrests to polices, military, judges and 

 officials.” 

 Kevin: “There was a failed coup and arrested those involved.” 
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6.2.3 Results in the Treatment Sessions for the Experimental Group 

 As mentioned before, the treatment sessions also provided qualitative information 

for this study.  From these sessions, the experimental group was exposed to activities that 

required to find consistency and logical flow in a passage, capture the author’s position, 

identify simple arguments, reasons, conclusions and disagreements, decide whether an 

argument was based on sound or false premises, identify analogies and false analogies, and 

decide if an interpretation is accurate or misinterpret the writer’s position.  Below is the 

description of all these activities and the results:   

Close Reading 1 

 The participants were shown a passage to find if it was consistent with what was said 

in the passage or followed logically from the information given; if it was not consistent with 

what was said in the passage or did not follow logically from the information given; and if 

it did not give enough information for the person to conclude whether a statement was true 

or followed logically from the information given. This passage was the following (Cottrell, 

2011): 

Passage 2.6 

Traditional legends  

 Traditional legends from the Americas are drawn from very diverse people and 

regions. They cover what would have been the particular experiences of many groups: 

coping with natural disasters, migrations, encounters with animals, journeys and events, 

distilled into myths in which many peoples can see their own story. The legends illustrate 

cosmic themes, such as the directions of North, South, East and West. Legends are not just 

quaint stories. They continue a tradition of beliefs and religion that link people culturally 

and ethically. 
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The statements given were the following: 

1. Legends serve social and cultural purposes. 

2. The themes found in legends are common to many different peoples. 

3. All legends address cosmic themes such as the directions of North, South, East and 

West. 

4. The passage implies that if you understand these myths, you will have a better sense 

of direction. 

5. Although different people produced the legends, the legends are all the same.  

6. The passage suggests that people share common experiences and can see their stories 

reflected in the legends produced by others.  

 The results showed that in the first statement, twenty-eight participants out of thirty 

got the correct answer.  In the second statement, twenty-four participants out of thirty were 

right.  In the third statement, there were no correct answers.  In the fourth and fifth 

statements, the same number of correct answers were collected, that is, thirteen.  Finally, 

twenty-one participants out of thirty got the right answer in the last statement.  From these 

data, it is evident that although there were 99 correct answers versus 81 incorrect answers, 

students need to pay much more attention to fine details to make correct interpretations when 

they read.  

Close Reading 2 

 The participants were shown some passages to find for each statement if it was 

consistent with what was said in the passage or followed logically from the information 

given; if it was not consistent with what was said in the passage or did not follow logically 

from the information given; and if it did not give enough information for the person to 
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conclude whether a statement was true or followed logically from the information given. 

These passages were the following (Cottrell, 2011): 

Passage 2.7 

Transformation 

 Disease and developmental disorders can bring about unexpected benefits. Whilst 

the conditions may bring unhappiness and pain, they can also bring us face to face with what 

we want the most out of life; many people have seen illness as a transformative event. Whilst 

certain opportunities close down, others can open up unexpectedly. Where certain neural 

pathways of the brain are blocked, for example, others may be forced into action, bringing 

about new ways of doing things, and sometimes even new ways of being. 

The statements given were the following: 

7. People on benefits are more likely to get diseases. 

8. Disease and developmental disorders are essential to neural development. 

9. Most people find illness to be a transformative event. 

10. If a person loses the capacity to perform an activity because of a disease, it is possible 

that they can learn an alternative method. 

 The outcomes revealed that eleven students out of thirty responded the seventh 

statement in the correct way.  In the eighth statement, there were twenty-six participants who 

got the right answer.  In the ninth statement, only one participant got the right answer and in 

the tenth statement there were twenty-three participants that got the correct answer.  The 

results show that there were similar numbers of correct and incorrect answers.  On the one 

hand, there were sixty-one correct answers and on the other hand there were fifty-nine 

incorrect answers, revealing the same problem as in the first close reading. 
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Passage 2.8 

Clinical trials 

 Before a new pharmaceutical drug reaches the market, it must undergo clinical trials. 

The raw data from clinical trials of drugs are rarely published and what is published may be 

very misleading. The results of clinical trials that indicate that a drug is beneficial are likely 

to be published whereas tests that suggest the same drug is not effective are not published, 

and the public do not get to hear about them. The result is that even academic articles written 

about new drugs, and which are normally based on the same data, can be very inaccurate. 

Not only can that, but even our understanding of what an illness is become distorted. For 

example, it was widely believed that depression was caused by people having a serotonin 

deficiency. Clinical trials suggested taking drugs that raised serotonin levels would result in 

greatly reducing the risk of suicide. This is contested in the New Brain Sciences (Rose 2004), 

which argues that such drugs, far from reducing the effect of suicide, may even increase its 

risk, and that there is very little evidence that depressive illness has anything to do with 

serotonin levels. 

The statements given were the following: 

11. The reasons given to explain depressive illness are flawed. 

12. Raw data from clinical trials are less likely to be published than the results of trials 

that indicate that a drug is beneficial. 

13. Clinical trials are not undertaken frequently enough to establish whether the effects 

of drugs change as a person grows older. 

14. Academic articles are normally more accurate than the results of trials produced by 

drug companies. 

15. Decreased serotonin levels lead to an increased risk of suicide. 
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 In the eleventh statement, there were twenty-one participants out of thirty that 

responded correctly.  The twelfth statement revealed that thirteen participants answered in 

the correct way.  In the thirteenth statement, there were only two students that answered 

correctly.  In the fourteenth statement, there were eighteen participants that gave the correct 

answer and in the last statement there were only seven participants out of thirty that did 

correctly.  In this activity, there were more incorrect answers than correct answers, that is, 

eighty-nine versus sixty-one.    

Capturing the Author’s Position 

 Students had to read some passages to identify the author’s position (Cottrell, 2011): 

Passage 3.1 

 Barristers do not have much direct contact with their clients, but it is possible to find 

a legal job that suits your preferences for court work. However, if an aspiring barrister wants 

to spend time in court, they need to select their field carefully, to see if the work patterns 

associated to it match their preferences. Every field is different. Criminal lawyers may spend 

most of their time in court. Tax lawyers, on the other hand, may spend only a day a month 

or less in court. Advocacy work requires less time in court than in the office.  

Passage 3.2 

 The nature and origin of disease was unclear until relatively recently. At the end of 

the nineteenth century, Koch, a Prussian scientist, introduced a set of procedures now known 

as Koch’s postulates. He experimented with bacterial colonies cultivated in the laboratory, 

made from the blood of dying cattle. When these cultures were injected into healthy live 

cattle, these also caught the same disease. At the time, these findings were astonishing. Koch 

had been able to provide proof to support the theory that disease was spread by germs. He 

contributed one of the most important methodological advances in the history of medicine. 
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Passage 3.3 

 The Sahara is a region worthy of serious investigation by travelers. Ancient 

architectures are no doubt hidden beneath the Sahara sands. Somewhere in the eastern 

Sahara, there may lie the long-lost oasis of Zerzura. In the west, there lies the fabled city of 

Timbuktu. Many have tried to find traces of the cultures that once straddled the great area 

covered by the desert. 

Passage 3.4 

 It was initially believed that young children could not understand other people’s 

points of view or undertake tasks such as counting and measuring until they were at least 

seven years of age.  

 However, it seems the problem does not lie in children’s capacity to do these things 

so much as in their understanding of what is being asked and why. If there is no obvious 

purpose, or they do not understand the language used, children find the tasks difficult. Even 

young children can perform tasks formerly considered too advanced for them, as long as 

these are set up in ways that make sense to them.  Problems that involve teddies or drinks, 

for example, may be meaningful to a very young child, whereas tasks with counters and 

beakers are not. 

 The results of this activity revealed that in passage 3.1, twenty-eight participants out 

of thirty gave incorrect answers, in passage 3.2 there were twenty participants out of thirty 

that gave correct answers, in passage 3.3 there were sixteen participants out of thirty that 

gave incorrect answers and in the last passage 3.4 there were seventeen participants that 

gave incorrect answers.  At the end, there were seventy-one wrong answers and forty-nine 

correct answers when identifying the author’s position.  It is possible that students need more 

practice when skimming for the main message of a passage.  
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Identifying Simple Arguments 

 The participants were shown some passages from Cottrell (2011) in order to identify 

which were arguments, and which were not: 

Passage 3.10 

 The Pied Piper played a magical pipe and the side of the mountain opened. He 

encouraged the children from the town to enter into the mountain, which closed behind them 

so they were lost forever. Their parents never saw them again and he intended this to be the 

case. The Pied Piper was angry at the townspeople because they refused to pay him for 

removing rats from the town. His action wasn’t accidental; it was one of revenge. (p. 44) 

Passage 3.11 

 The train is late. There must have been a signal failure. (p. 44) 

Passage 3.13 

 The windows rattled and the doors banged. The air felt charged. We were all 

frightened. A strange sound filled the air. It must have been a ghost. (p. 44) 

Passage 3.14 

 Many adults learn to read later in life. Although John and Miranda found it difficult 

to read as children, as adults they caught up their peers. They enjoyed attending local literacy 

classes. Almost a million people have improved their literacy skills through adult classes in 

recent years. (p. 44) 

 The results showed that in passage 3.10 although fifteen participants did not answer 

this section, there were ten correct answers and five incorrect ones.  In passage 3.11 fourteen 

participants did not answer this section and there were eleven participants that answered 
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correctly but the remaining five did wrong.  In section 3.13, there were eighteen participants 

that did right, three did wrong and nine did not answer to the task.  Finally, in section 3.14, 

there were twenty-four participants that responded correctly to the task, one did it wrong 

and five participants did not answer to it.  There were more participants able to identify 

simple arguments if compared with those that did wrong, but the missing information from 

students that did not answer some activities, makes invisible some patterns that could lead 

to important conclusions.   

Reasons and Conclusions  

 During this session, participants had to identify the main argument, reasons and 

conclusions for the following two passages of Cottrell (2011).   

Passage 3.17 

 There are only 60 species of monocotyledons, more usually known as sea grasses. 

Nonetheless, sea grasses make important contributions to the coastal ecosystems of every 

continent except Antartica. This wasn’t discovered until the end of the twentieth century. In 

shallow waters such as estuaries and bays, sea grasses are indeed the most dominant form 

of vegetation, supporting a host of marine life. They act as nurseries for fish, including 

commercial varieties. Moreover, without sea grasses, the bio-diversity of coastal regions 

would be severely impoverished. The United Nations has sponsored The World Atlas of Sea 

grasses (Green and Short, 2004) top raise awareness of their importance. (p. 45) 

Passage 3.18 

 According to Csikszentmihalyi, fundamental unhappiness arises in today’s world 

because we are too ruled by the way the world is, rather than the way it ought to be. Although 

most of us know we gain from being kind, supportive and considerate, we forget this very 

quickly. We act to satisfy our wants, even though we know there are people who have 
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nothing. We consider them to be far away or less important than ourselves and so we buy 

another television or CD rather than give money to strangers. We often ignore basic rules 

which help to keep the environment in balance. For example, we know carbon-based 

resources are in short supply and yet we use coal, gas and oil as if they were limitless. When 

we do this, there are consequences which bring unhappiness. In our everyday lives, we often 

focus on instant rewards and short-term gains, without thinking of the long-term 

consequences for human happiness. The challenge facing humans is to find a way of acting 

more co-operatively with each other and more in harmony with our universe.  (p.45) 

 In these activities, students did better.  Thus, in passage 3.18 in which there were 

eighteen participants out of thirty that identified the main argument, reasons and conclusion.  

Six participants did wrong and the remaining six identified only conclusions.  On the other 

hand, in passage 3.17, there were twenty-eight participants out of thirty that gave incorrect 

answers, while two of them did correctly the activity.  This makes evident that students need 

more practice in identifying arguments, giving reasons and determining conclusions. 

Argument and Disagreement 

 Participants had to identify for each passage if the author was presenting an (a) 

argument or a (b) disagreement. These were the four passages presented (Cottrell, 2011): 

Passage 4.2 

 Complementary therapies are an increasingly popular supplement to other forms of 

treatment. Those who use these therapies argue that treatments such as reflexology, 

homeopathy and shiatsu complement the care provided by the medical profession. Indeed, 

some people claim that these therapies are more effective than traditional medicines. 

Anecdotal cases of miraculous cures abound and there are those who believe such methods 

can compete on equal terms with medical approaches. This just isn’t convincing. (p. 53) 
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Passage 4.3 

 Several young people die each year training for the construction trades. Legislation 

is in place to cover health and safety at work, but some employers argue that this is too 

expensive to implement and onerous to monitor. They say that young people are not 

responsible enough at work and that there is nothing further they can do to prevent their 

deaths. That cannot be a good argument. (p. 53) 

Passage 4.4 

 People are less politically aware now than they have been at any time in the past. For 

hundreds of years, people took great personal risks to fight for causes that would benefit 

other people more than themselves. This rarely happens today. As late as the 1980s, there 

were frequent rallies with people in one country demonstrating to show solidarity with 

people elsewhere. Now, rallies are more likely to be for personal gain such as better salaries 

or student grants rather than for political issues of wider application. Even low risk activities 

such as voting in elections attract low turn-outs. (p. 53) 

Passage 4.5 

 Sea-levels have risen and fallen for generations, as have temperatures. Research 

suggests that global warming, it is indeed occurring, is primarily the result of natural changes 

in the earth’s temperature and the effects of solar winds. It is now claimed that 

industrialisation and the burning of hydro-carbons have little effect upon climatic change. 

My contention is that arguments against global warming are dangerous. (p. 53) 

 The results in this activity revealed that students need more practice for identifying 

an argument or a disagreement.  There were sixty-one correct answers and fifty-nine 

incorrect answers.  Thus, in passage 4.2, there were thirteen participants that chose the 

correct option while seventeen of them chose the wrong option.  In passage 4.3 twenty 
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participants did right and ten of them failed.  In passage 4.4, twenty-three participants 

answered correctly and seven of them answered incorrectly.  In passage 4.5, five participants 

chose the correct option and twenty-five participants did wrong.   

False Premises   

 In this activity, participants had to make a judgement whether the argument was 

likely to be based on sound or false premises. Also, they had to give reasons for their 

answers.  

The two passages given were the following (Cottrell, 2011): 

Passage 6.15 

 Five per cent of people got married last year, and five percent the year before. This 

means that ten per cent of people get married every two years. Therefore, in twenty years 

time, everybody will be married. (p. 92) 

Passage 6.18 

 Bollywood, the Mumbai-based film industry in India, produces around 900 films 

every year, far more than any rival. These are being distributed to more countries than ever 

before. Indian films used to appeal mostly to home audiences but now attract large non-

Indian audiences. India has diversified into art-films that win international acclaim. 

Therefore, the Indian film industry is gaining worldwide appeal. (p. 92) 

 This activity showed that many of the students were able to distinguish between false 

and sound premises.  In passage 6.15, twenty-one participants answered correctly and nine 

of them did wrong.  Some representative comments from this pattern that emerged from the 

data are illustrated below:  
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 Jhorman: “False premises.  The argument is based on statistics that change every 

 year, so, is not true everybody will be married in 20 years.” 

 Stephanie: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise because the

 per cents are not true the reason is that peoples in twenty year aren’t been married.” 

 Kevin: “False premise: The argument is based on the false premise that ten percent 

 of people get married every two years.  This is not want indicate that in twenty years 

 time everybody will married.” 

 Hecny: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise because not all 

 want marry.  Therefore in twenty years time can be that exist five per cent of people

 got divorce.” 

 Dannes: “False premises.  The argument is false on the false premise that getting up 

 in the five percent of people got married.  No everybody will be married in twenty 

 years time.” 

 Alexandra: “Is a premise false because there makes sure that all people of the world 

 must be married to a true year.” 

 Zuleyka: “False premise.  The argument is based on the false premise that therefore 

 in twenty years time everybody will be married because no one says that argument 

 is true.” 

 Juleana: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise that five 

 percent of people got married last year, and five per cent the year before.  In twenty 

 years time no everybody will be married.” 

 Jhon: “False premise.  The argument is based on the false premise by both is false or 

 it is not correct say that everyone married for 20 years population increases.” 
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 Nathaly: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise since not 

 everyone is married to 20 years because it is based on percentages low population.  

 Therefore not everyone married at that time, and every couple choose that age and 

 time to get married.” 

 Karol: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise because say that 

 in twenty years time everybody will be married and the per cent are falses.” 

 Erema: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise the five per 

 cent of people got married last year, and five per cent the year before, and the 

 conclusion is in twenty years time not everybody will be married.” 

 Karla: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise that no 

 everybody dispose in married in your life.” 

 Raiza: “False premises.  The argument is based that ten percent of people got married 

 every two years.  There is no direct link some formula that confirm that 5 percent of 

 each year.” 

 Fernanda: “False premises.  The reason is in twenty years time not every day will be 

 married.” 

 Benji: “False premises.  The argument does not say that in two only few years is 

 married but this does not guarantee that only few persons will be married in twenty 

 years.” 

 Leandro: “False premises.  The argument is based in statistical of bad confidence and

 of bad source that is not certain.” 

 Gisella: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise because say 

 that in twenty years time everybody will be married.  Reason: The percent is false.” 
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 Lucía: “False premises.  The argument is based on the false premise because it is not 

 clear if someone will be married 20 years.” 

 María: “False premises: The argument is based on the false premise that in twenty 

 years time everybody will be married.  There is no direct link between married 

 people.   The reasons that people today are not interested in marrying rather by having 

 a free relationship and also at this time the values of marriage are being last as respect 

 and fidelity.” 

 Pamela: “False premise.  The reason is in twenty years time, not everybody will be 

 married.” 

 In passage 6.18, twenty-eight participants did right and only two participants did 

mistakes.  Results revealed that in both activities there were forty-nine correct answers 

versus eleven mistakes.  Here are some of their judgements about the argument based on a 

sound premise: 

 Jhorman: “Sound premises.  India and Bollywood are the second most bigger film 

 industry just overcame by Hollywood.” 

 Roger: “Sound premises.  The reason is the Mumbai.based film industry in India 

 produces around 900 film every year.  The reason is therefore the Indian film industry 

 is gaining worldwide appeal.” 

 Héctor: “Sound premises.  The reason is the Mumbai.based film industry in India 

 produces around 900 film every year.  The reason is therefore the Indian film industry 

 is gaining worldwide appeal.” 

 Stephanie: “The argument is based in sound premises.  Therefore, the Indian film 

 industry is gaining worldwide appeal.” 
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 Kevin: “Sound premises.  The Indian film industry is gaining worldwide appeal for 

 the next reasons:  The Mumbai-based film in India produces around 900 film every 

 year.  India film used to appeal mostly home audiences.” 

 Jean Carlos: “Sound premises: The reason is the Indian film industry is gaining 

 worldwide appeal.  Indian films used to appeal mostly to home audiences but now 

 attract large non-Indian audiences.” 

 Valeria: “Sound premises: Therefore, the Indian film industry is gaining worldwide 

 appeal.  Reason: India has diversified into art-films that win international acclaim.” 

 Fernando: “Sound premise.  The reasons are: The Mumbai-based film industry in 

 India, produces around 900 films every year.  Therefore, the Indian film industry is 

 gaining worldwide appeal.” 

 Hecny: “Sound premises.  The Indian films now attract large non-Indian audiences.  

 It has diversified into art-films.  The Indian film industry is gaining worldwide 

 appeal.”  

 Dannes: “Sound premises.  Bollywood, the Mumbai-based film industry in India, 

 produces around 900 films every year.  There are being distributed to more countries 

 than ever before.  India has diversified into art-films that win international acclaim.  

 The conclusion is the Indian film industry is gaining worldwide appeal.” 

 Aarón: “Sound premises.  The Mumbai-based film industry in India, produces 900 

 films for every year, India has diversified into art-films and win international acclaim 

 and the Indian film industry is worldwide appeal the reasons given.” 
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 Alexandra: “Sound premises, because Bollywood, the Mumbai-based film industry 

 in India produces around 900 films every year, and Indian films used to appeal 

 mostly to home audiences.” 

 Zuleyka: “Sound premise.  The reason is because industry in India produces around

 900 films every year.  This is a premise because clearly this affirming the argument.” 

 Juleana: “Sound premises.  The Indian film industry is gaining worldwide appeal.” 

 Jhon: “The premise is true, since their arguments are true, because Indian films won 

 acceptance worldwide by producing 900 films per year and has audience non-India 

 and therefore Indian films has diversified into art-films that win international 

 acclaim.” 

 Wilmer: “Sound premises.  The Mumbai-based film industry in India, produces 900 

 films for every year, India has diversified into art-films and win international acclaim

 and the Indian film industry is worldwide appeal.” 

 Karol: “Sound premises.  The Indian film industry is gaining worldwide appeal.  The 

 Indian films used to appeal mostly to home audiences but now attract large non-

 Indian audiences.” 

 Erema: “Sound premises.  The argument is based on the film industry in India 

 produces around 900 films every year and these are being distributed to more 

 countries than ever before.  Therefore, the conclusion is the Indian film industry is 

 gaining worldwide appeal.” 

 Paulo: “Sound premises.  The Mumbai-based film industry in India, produces 900 

 films for every year, India has diversified into art-films and win international acclaim 

 and the Indian film industry is worldwide appeal the reasons given.” 
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 José: “Sound premises.  The Mumbai-based film industry in India, produces 900 

 films for every year, India has diversified into art-films and win international acclaim 

 and the Indian film industry is worldwide appeal the reasons given.” 

 Karla: “Sound premises.  The film industria India produces around 900 films every 

 year for more than any rival.  The reasons are: Indian films used to appeal mostly to 

 home audiences.  The Indian films industry is gaining worldwide appeal.” 

 Raiza: “Sound premises.  Therefore, the Indian industry is gaining worldwide 

 appeals. The reason is India has diversified into art-films that win international 

 acclaim.” 

 Fernanda: “Sound premises.  The reason is India films is used to appeal mostly to

 home audience but now attract large non-Indian audiences.  India has diversified into 

 art-films.” 

 Leandro: “Sound premises.  India films used to appeal mostly to home audiences but 

 now attract large non-Indian audiences for the reasons given.” 

 Gisella: “Sound premises.  The Indian film industry is gaining worldwide appeal.  

 The reason is Indian films used to appeal mostly to home audiences.” 

 Lucía: “Sound premises, because the Indian film industry is gaining worldwide 

 appeal and produces around 900 films every year.” 

 María: “Sound premises.  India has diversified into art-films and win international 

 acclaim.  Reasons: Indian movies are not just for the public of this country but for 

 different parts of the world as they need for everyone.” 
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 Pamela: “Sound premises.  The reason is India films used to appeal mostly to home 

 audiences but now attract large non-Indian audiences.  India has diversified into art-

 films.” 

False Analogies 

 In this activity, students were told to identify the two things being compared 

(analogy) and if the comparisons were valid.  The two texts given were the following 

(Cottrell, 2011): 

Passage 7.11 

 It may not seem likely that the new political party will be successful in the next 

elections but we remain optimistic. It is true that the formal membership is small and the 

party does not have much money with which to campaign. However, what it lacks in these 

areas, it makes up for in other areas, such as the skill of its politicians and their commitment 

to success. The party is like a new David, taking on Goliath. It may be small, but it can take 

on those much bigger than itself. (p.113) 

Passage 7.12 

 As the basis of an argument, the premises are like the foundations of a building. If 

the premises are not well-founded, the argument is likely to collapse. (p. 113) 

 The outcomes from passage 7.11 revealed that nineteen participants were able to 

identify the analogy, five participants were not able to do it and six of them identified the 

two things compared although they did not recognize if the comparison was valid or not.  

Here are some excerpts from participants that identified the analogy and its validity: 

 Wilmer: “The two things compared are political party government and the party is 

 like a new David taking on Goliath.  This comparison is valid because they make 
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 sense and is based to a political party as having little things are quite optimistic to 

 achieve win and reach big.” 

 Stephanie: “Political party=David and Goliath.  The information of the passage is 

 valid because the party is like a new David taking of Goliath.  It may be small, but it 

 can take on those much bigger than itself because in the new political party be win 

 or be lose.” 

 José: “The comparison is a new political and David that if he can succeed that they 

 are small does not mean they can not succeed against others.  The comparison is 

 valid: The party is like a new David when a person winner the elections political or 

 when taking on Goliath.” 

 Fernanda: “The analogy is the party is like a new David, taking on Goliath.  The 

 comparison is valid because it may be small, but it can take on those much bigger 

 than itself.” 

 Benji: “It is compared the politics and the history of David and Goliath.  This 

 comparison is valid.  There is likeness in this argument because therefore like David 

 this was only a child, God gave him the force to beat when Goliath, the party, can 

 lack in many things contrarily if it has this faith and conviction will be able to achieve 

 his victory, we all can defeat our giant.” 

 Jean Carlos: “It is compared the new political party and new David.  The comparison

 is valid because the party is like a new David, taking on Goliath.  It may be small, 

 but it can take on those much bigger than itself.” 

 Dannes: “They are comparing the political party and the party is like a new David, 

 taking of Goliath.  The comparisons are valid because have commitment to success 

 and it may be small, but if can take on those much bigger than itself.” 
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 Raiza: “The party is like a new David taking on Goliath.  The comparison is valid 

 because is about politicians, such parties as these skills and commitment to success.” 

 Kevin: “It is compared the new political with David front Goliath.  The analogy is 

 valid.  The comparison is true because a new political always should concentrate in 

 his objectives equal David versus Goliath.” 

 María: “The comparison is valid because the political new party with the skill of 

 David, taking on Goliath.  The comparison is valid because when new the political 

 party start with optimistic it does not matter how bigger is.  The skill of its politicians 

 and their commitment to succeed.” 

 Pamela: “The analogy is the party is like a new David, taking on Goliath.  The 

 comparison is valid because it may be small, but it can take on those much bigger 

 than itself.” 

 Leandro: “The comparison is the new political party and David.  The comparison is 

 valid because the new political party is small for it may be successful in the next 

 elections and David have exit opposite Goliath.” 

 Jhorman: “The new political party with David taking on Goliath. The analogy is valid 

 because in the party and the fight of David and Goliath even the most weak can win 

 the battle.”  

 Karla: “Political party =David.  The party is like a new David taking on Goliath.  It 

 may be small but it can take on those much bigger than itself.” 

 Valeria: “The party is like a new David, taking on Goliath.  It is valid because 

 everyone can win in elections.” 
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 Jhon: “It is compared the new political party with David of the history of David and 

 Goliath.  The comparison is valid because the political party is small David but has 

 resources to be big as in the text is mentioned that the skill of its politicians and their 

 commitment to succeed.” 

 Roger: “The analogy is that the new political party is like David against Goliath.  It 

 is an analogy for the new political party it is small compared to others but may 

 encompass more than other political parties.” 

 Lucía: “The party is like a new David taking on Goliath.  It may be small, but it can 

 take on those much bigger than itself.  It is valid because it says that politicians may 

 be up but also can lower.  They are not stable in one place.” 

 Aaron: “The new political party and experience party.  The party is like a new David 

 taking on Goliath.  The comparison is true because the new political winning the next

 elections not seem experience political party.” 

 On the other hand, in passage 7.12, twenty participants identified the analogy, two 

participants did wrong and eight of them did not recognize if the comparison was valid or 

not.  These outcomes show that they did better in this activity than in others.  Here are some 

examples of the valid answers: 

 Paulo: “It is compared an argument and a building.  This comparison is valid because 

 the argument has felt something clear, and the building has to have a good base if 

 you do not have all that can come down all relate.” 

 Wilmer: “It is compared an argument and a building.  This comparison is valid 

 because the argument must have felt something clear, and the building has to have a 

 good base if yoy do not have all that can come down all relate.” 
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 Fernanda: “The premises are like the foundations of a building.  The comparison is 

 valid because if the premises are not well-founded, the argument is likely to 

 collapse.” 

 Benji: “It is compared the base of an argument and the base of a building.  This 

 comparison is valid.  This passage has likeness because the baseline of an argument 

 is like the base of a building without a good base collapsing completely to this time.” 

 Jean Carlos: “It is compared the basis of an argument and the foundations of a 

 building.  If the premises are not well-founded, the argument is likely to collapse.  

 The comparison is valid because they are important for both.” 

 Dannes: “They are comparing the premises and building.  The comparison is valid

 because the premises and building if are not well-founded, is likely to collapse.” 

 Raiza: “The premises are like the foundations of a building.  The comparison is valid 

 because if the premises are not well-founded, the document will not have basis as 

 well as the foundations are not well done construction can fall.” 

 Kevin: “It is compared good argument with the foundations of a building.  The 

 analogy is valid because a good argument should have found correct.” 

 Pamela: “The analogy is the premises are like the foundations of a building.  The 

 comparison is valid because the premises are not well-founded, the argument is likely 

 to collapse.” 

 Leandro: “As a basis an argument and the premises are like the foundations of a 

 building.  The comparison is valid because if the arguments are not good founded, 

 the argument collapse.” 
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 Héctor: “It is comparing as the basis of an argument; the premises are like the 

 foundations of a building.  This is an analogy because if the premises are not well 

 foundations, the argument is likely to collapse.”  

 Jhorman: “The premises and the foundations of a building.  The analogy is valid 

 because if the premises aren´t good enough, the argument will collapse, the same 

 thing with the building if the foundations are not make good enough the building 

 collapse.” 

 Karla: “It is compared the argument with the foundations of a building.  If the 

 premises are not well-founded the argument is likely to collapse.” 

 Valeria: “The premises are like the foundation of a building.  It is valid because the 

 foundation of all structural elements whose primary it is to transmit all the weight of 

 the building to the ground.” 

 Erema: “The analogy is compared by as the basic of an argument and the premises 

 are like foundations of a building.  The comparison is valid because the premises are 

 not well-founded, the argument is likely to collapse.” 

 Jhon: “It compares the premises with the basis of a building.  The comparison is valid 

 because if the premises are not well-founded are likely to the argument to collapse 

 like happens with the basis of the buildings.” 

 Roger: “The analogy is that arguments are like the foundations of buildings, if they 

 are not well-founded everything will collapse.” 

 Fernando: “It is comparing the basis of an argument to the premises that are like the 

 foundations of a building.  This is an analogy because if the premises are not well-

 founded, the arguments are likely to collapse.” 
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 Lucía: “The premises are like the foundations of a building.  It is valid because if the 

 argument has no basis is not valid.” 

 Aaron: “The basis of an argument and the foundations of a building.  It is valid 

 because it is basis for a best intellect and knowledge.” 

Accurate Interpretation when Reading 

 Students were given two passages from the book “Critical thinking skills: 

Developing effective analysis and argument”, in which they had to read the interpretations 

given in the passages and decide if they made an accurate interpretation of the writer’s 

overall argument or misinterpreted the writer’s position.  The texts and interpretations 

presented were the following (Cottrell, 2011): 

Text 1 

 It isn’t really stealing to copy music off the internet. True artists want their music to 

reach as many people as possible. They are more concerned about the effect of their music 

on the world than on base concerns such as money. Large publishers are only interested in 

music that has a broad appeal and which will bring in large profits. They overlook innovative 

and radical music which is better artistically but which does not sell in such large quantities. 

Most independent artists cannot find distributors. People who share music with their friends 

on the internet perform a useful service to music as they make more people aware of small 

artists and the diversity of music that is available. Without this, the world of music would 

be extremely bland and middle-of-the-road. (p. 233) 

Carla: in internet chat room, Cla@mu.room.host; 7Sept.2006; Carla does not pay for 

music downloaded from the internet. 

 

mailto:Cla@mu.room.host
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Interpretation 

Passage 9.1 

 The author is a true artist who is offering a service to smaller artists who cannot find 

distributors. (p. 152) 

Results 

 The results show that six participants were able to identify that there was a 

misinterpretation of the writer’s position. Twenty- four participants failed when referring 

the interpretation was accurate.  The following are examples that show their ability to 

identify the writer’s position: 

 Juleana: “Misinterpretation because the text 1 talks about the copy music off the 

 internet.” 

 Jhorman: “Misinterpretation because the author is not an artist.  She’s a person who 

 doesn’t pay for music downloaded from the internet.” 

 Alexandra: “Misinterpretation because the text talks about the copy music off the 

 internet and passage 9.1 is the author is a true artist.” 

 Nathaly: “Misinterpretation.  Text 1 talks about the music online consequences 

 plagiarism that there, while the passage 9.1 talks of the author is a true artist who is 

 offering a service to smaller artist who cannot find distributors.” 

 Jhon: “Misinterpretation because in the text she notes that is not a stealing to copy

 music of the internet as thus some small artists are given to know for internet can 

 share music different artists and interpretation in the passage is that it is a true artist 

 that offer service small artists not found distributors.” 
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 Zuleyka: “Misinterpretation because in the text is on the music and reference and in 

 the passage 9.1 deals with the authors.” 

Text 2 

 Neighbours are generous with the cuttings they make from plants. Up and down the 

country, people are exchanging cuttings from their roses, fuschias and hostas. Many of the 

plants they share are registered for Plant Breeders’ Rights. This entitles the person who bred 

or discovered the plant to a royalty. Gardeners never bother finding out which plants they 

must pay a royalty for. A cutting is the gardener’s equivalent of burning a CD for music 

lovers. If gardeners don’t bother paying royalties on cuttings, why should other people pay 

royalties, such as for music downloaded from the internet? (p. 233) 

Ivan Potter, in your Gardening Questions, a popular monthly magazine published by 

GPX Publishers in London, vol. 6, June 2005.  

Interpretation 

Passage 9.2 

 The author argues that as giving garden cuttings is regarded as acceptable and little 

concern is shown for royalty issues, then downloading music without paying should also be 

regarded as acceptable. (p. 152) 

Results 

 Only one of the participants failed when saying the passage misinterpreted the 

writer’s position. The other participants did correct when labeling the passage as an accurate 

interpretation, although not all gave reasons for their responses.  

 From these outcomes, it is visible that students should pay attention to what is being 

asked.  It is necessary to practice close reading, but also focus on interpreting specific details 
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in the wider context of the argument and the theoretical perspective.  Thus, it is also 

suggested to switch between the total representation and the fine detail of the text, as well 

as change a reflection of the exact words and unspecified implications and assumptions.  

Below are some excerpts that exemplify students’ accurate interpretation when reading:   

 Dannes: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Jean Carlos: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 María: “Accurate interpretation.  Because gardeners never bother finding out which 

 plant they must pay a royalty for.  A cutting is the gardener’s equivalent of burning 

 a CD for music lovers.”    

 Raiza: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Pamela: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Kevin: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Juleana: “This passage is accurate interpretation.” 

 Karol: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Benji: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Leandro: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 José: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Aaron “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Roger: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Jhorman: “Accurate interpretation.” 
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 Erema: “Accurate interpretation because neighbors are generous with the cutting 

 they make form plant and the country, people are exchanging cuttings from their 

 roses, fuschias and hostas.” 

 Fernando: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Héctor: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Hecny: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Alexandra: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Gisella: “Accurate interpretation because he says that should be regarded acceptable 

 pay for download music.” 

 Lucía: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Stephanie: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Fernanda: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Paulo: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Wilmer: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Nathaly: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Jhon: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Zuleyka: “Accurate interpretation.” 

 Karla: “Accurate interpretation.” 
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6.2.4 Results in Browne and Keeley’s Questionnaire as Posttest for the Control Group 

 As explained earlier in the methodology section, participants of both groups took 

Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire (2004) as a posttest after the experimental group 

finished its treatment.  The following results show the qualitative data gathered from the 

control group:  

  In the first question that refers to what the issue is, some students revealed they 

focused on the title of the newspaper’s article.  They were aware of the issue as it is 

illustrated below:  

 Ana: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jacqueline: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Dolores: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Mónica: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Sophia: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Andy: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Milagro: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Félix: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.”  

 Génesis: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jéssica: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Angela: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Adrián: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Javier: “The issue is El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 
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 Luis: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jorge: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jessenia: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Anthony: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Julio: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Carlos: “The turkish government clean the house.” 

 Sandra: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Negda: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Aminta: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Narcisa: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Another group of students answered focusing on one of the reasons presented in the 

newspaper’s article.  The following points below show this pattern: 

 Ever: “Intento de golpe de Estado en Turquia.” 

 Cinthia: “Intento de golpe de Estado.” 

 Jesús: “Intento de golpe de Estado al gobierno turco.” 

 Their answers in the second question about what the conclusion is, revealed most of 

them identified the conclusion.  Below are some excerpts that show this pattern: 

 Ana: “4543 public officials were detained by attack the state.” 

 Andy: “The conclusion is that there detained in Turkey for the attempted coup, 

 decided to remove the official and element involved in it.” 
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 Carla: “The conclusion is that there detained in Turkey for the attempted coup, 

 decided to remove the official and element involved in it.” 

 Roger: “The conclusion is that government officials, military and police officers 

 were arrested after failed coup d’etat.” 

 Mónica: “The conclusion is government officials, military and police officers were 

 arrested after failed coup d’etat.” 

 Félix: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed blow of 

 state in Turkey.” 

 Génesis: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup.” 

 Angela: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup.” 

 Adrián: “Military, police, and officials have been arrested for a failed coup.” 

 Cinthia: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup.” 

 Julio: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup.” 

 Negda: “Military, police, judges and officials have been arrested for a failed coup in 

 Turquia.” 

 Milagro: “Thanks to failed coup the Turkish government suffered, the bad elements 

 were eliminated.” 

 Carla: “The conclusion is that there detained in Turkey for the attempted coup, 

 decided to remove the official and element involved in it.” 

 Aminta: “The Turkish government has been depurated the publics positions because 

 putsch intent.” 

 Narcisa: “Officials have been removed from office.” 
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 Ever: “The government “clean the house” for a possible blow of state.” 

 Jessenia: “In conclusion the government wanted to clean house with the excuse 

 coup.” 

 Romina: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 In the third question about the reasons of the situation, there were few students that 

agreed with the experts’ answers.  Below are some examples: 

 Ana: “Participate in the failed coup and follow request preacher.” 

 Andy: “The reason was because some of these people who hold these offices were 

 accused of involvement in the failed coup or follow Fethullah.” 

 Jorge: “Participate in the failed coup and follow request preacher.” 

 Jesús: “The attempt coup by the public officials and follow Gulen.” 

 Another group of participants just presented one of these reasons as it is exemplified 

below: 

 Carlos: “A coup led by the preacher Fethullah Gulen and others involved.” 

 Dolores: “Support design blow of state.” 

 Génesis: “The reason for this problem is that many military, police, judges and other 

 officials supported a coup the Turkish government, but this was not very successful.” 

 In the fourth question, about the words or phrases they found ambiguous, their 

answers showed lack of understanding in the following phrases: 

 Andy: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Ever: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 
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 Luis: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Jorge: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Jessenia: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Jesús: “Limpia la casa”, “Regalo de Dios, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos” 

 In the fifth question, some students identified only one value conflict as it is 

illustrated in the following examples: 

 Ana: “Debate on restore the death penalty.” 

 Dolores: “The pain of death is one conflict and the public official arrest.” 

 Roger: “The conflict would value the death penalty, because some people believe is 

 right and others who should not do that.” 

 Mónica: “The conflict would value the death penalty, because some people believe 

 is right and others who should not do that.” 

 Sophia: “Conflict between the values that I find in the article highlighted the 

 introduction of the death penalty, definitively abolished by the Turkish government.” 

 Milagro: “Conflict between the values that I find in the article highlighted the 

 reintroduction of the death penalty, definitively abolished by the Turkish government 

 in 2004.” 

 Félix: “It has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty, definitively 

 abolished in 2004.  It is not safe the real information of the text.” 

 Jonathan: “A conflict is that the Turkish government abolished the death penalty.” 

 Jéssica: “The death penalty brings conflicts because people want the culprits die and

 others do not.” 
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 Adrián: “It has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Luis: “Yes, because some support the death penalty, others do not.” 

 Jorge: “It has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Cinthia: “It has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty, if the 

 parliament is held in another coup attempt, the penalty be reintroduced.” 

 Anthony: “The issue of death penalty there will always be those who support and 

 those who are against.” 

 Sandra: “A part of the mass removal and imprisonment the surf attempt to overthrow 

 the government has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Jesús: “Yes, because the government of Turquia wants to restore the death penalty 

 and to open the debate in that country.” 

 Negda: “The death penalty.” 

 Narcisa: “The possible restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Romina: “It has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty abolished 

 in 2004.” 

 Another group of participants did not identify value conflicts: 

 Génesis: “The value conflicts and assumptions is the blow of state while in other 

 paragraph said intention blow of state.” 

 Angela: “The value conflicts and assumptions is the blow of state.” 

 Julio: “The value conflicts and assumptions is the blow of state while in other 

 paragraph said intention blow of state.” 
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 In the sixth question, the fallacies they encountered did not agree with the experts’ 

answer of not having enough elements of judgement for answering this question.  The 

following are examples: 

 Sophia: “A certain number of people have been dismissed from office because they 

 were accused of involvement in the failed coup.” 

 Andy: “A fallacy is that a certain number of people have been dismissed from office 

 because they were accused of involvement in the failed coup.” 

 Milagro: “A fallacy in reason is that a certain number of people have been dismissed 

 from office because they were accused of involvement in the failed coup.” 

 Carla: “A fallacy in reason is that a certain number of people have been dismissed 

 from office because they were accused of involvement in the failed coup.” 

 Another group showed the same pattern mentioned above but giving a different 

answer: 

 Roger: “Yes, the list of arrested varies in some paragraphs.” 

 Génesis: “The fallacy in the reasoning is said 4543 detained but in the text, there are 

 7543 detained.” 

 Angela: “The fallacies in the reasoning is said 4543 arrested but in the publical to 

 exist 7543 detained.” 

 Luis: “Yes, because the number of detainees by the attempted coup states do not 

 agree on this document.” 

 On the other hand, a group of participants did not find fallacy in the text as it is 

exemplified in the following excerpts: 
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 Jorge: “From my point of view there is no fallacy in the document.”  

 Anthony: “No.” 

 Sandra: “There are no fallacies in the reasoning as it is not a text understood.” 

 Regarding the seventh question about how good the evidence is, the answers were 

similar to the experts’.  Here are some examples: 

 Ana: “No very good because samples statistic innocent officials who did not 

 participate against the state.” 

 Roger: “The evidence is not good because it does not present the complete 

 information.” 

 Mónica: “The evidence is not good because only seek information by above.” 

 Dolores: “Not is good the evidence because the statistics is not real.” 

 Andy: “In my opinion the information presented is not as reliable because apart did 

 not present enough evidence.  I think the I formation is not as reliable does not have 

 many foundations.” 

 Jonathan: “The evidence is not really good for some things, but the information about 

 suspend people.” 

 Adrián: “The evidence is not really good for some things but the information about 

 suspend people.” 

 Luis: “No, there is no good evidence.” 

 Jessenia: “In my opinion it is not so good.” 

 Carlos: “The evidence is not good because there are thousands of arrested without a 

 research.” 
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 Jesús: “The evidence is not good, because the accused of follow Gulen, and it is not 

 known who truly participated in the attack.” 

 Another group of participants demonstrated a complete lack of analysis of the source 

of this text.  Below are examples of this pattern:  

 Félix: “The evidence is good because it gives us the information with numbers in 

 form of statistics.” 

 Ever: “Yes, the evidence is very good, because give us to know that have been 

 destitute many officials, and arrested police, soldiers, judges, tax and civil in the 

 possible intent of blow of state, that it turned failed.” 

 Jorge: “Yes, because the information comes out in the newspaper and if it goes in 

 the newspaper is reliable.” 

 Anthony: “Yes, because this document has studied exact figures.” 

 Romina: “It is good, so it gives us the information with numbers in form of statistics.” 

 Contrary to the group of participants mentioned before, there was another group that 

considered there was no evidence.  Here are some excerpts that show this: 

 Génesis: “There is no evidence.” 

 Angela: “There is no evidence.” 

 Javier: “No evidence known only people followed Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Cinthia: “There is not evidence.” 

 Julio: “There is no evidence.” 

 Negda: “There is no evidence.” 
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 In the eighth question, asking about if they found rival causes in the text, the answers 

revealed a lack of interpretation.  The following patterns revealed this problem:  

 Sophia: “The introduction of the death penalty, I think that from a legal point of view 

 there are stronger crimes and punishment is much milder.” 

 Andy: “The reintroduction of the death penalty, I think that from a legal point of 

 view there are stronger crime and punishment is much milder.” 

 Milagro: “In my opinion if there rival causes one of which is the reintroduction of 

 the death penalty, I think that from a legal point of view there stronger crime and 

 punishment is much milder.” 

 Carla: “The introduction of the death penalty, I think that from a legal point of view 

 there are stronger crime and punishment is much milder.” 

 Jonathan: “The rival causes is debate on the death penalty.” 

 Adrián: “The rival cause is debate on the death penalty.” 

 Carlos: “There are rival causes because the Turkish president Erdogan want restore 

 the death penalty by the exes of arrested and the U.S.A. president request to respect 

 the process for involved.” 

 Another group of participants gave an answer different from the experts’ response.  

Below are some examples that exemplify this pattern: 

 Génesis: “People arrested for following Gulen.” 

 Angela: “People arrested for following Gulen.” 

 Cinthia: “People arrested for following Gulen.” 

 Julio: “The clean the house arrest some people for following a politician.” 
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 In the ninth question that asked if the statistics was deceptive, the answers revealed 

they evaluated evidence.  Here are some examples: 

 Jacqueline: “The data does not reveal any data.” 

 Negda: “This article does not show statistical information.” 

 Aminta: “The information the company statistics is omitted.” 

 Roger: “The statistics is not reliable, because it altered the figures.” 

 Jéssica: “Yes, because the figures are misleading and just say the number.” 

 Javier: “The statistics misleading in the text are obvious since it only gives us large 

 numbers of guilty.” 

 Luis: “Yes, because data detainees are erroneous in some paragraphs of this 

 document.” 

 Jorge: “Yes, because the figures are misleading and just say the number.” 

 Jessenia: “Statistical data always lie or exaggerate.” 

 Narcisa: “I consider statistics are misleading because the quantities are exaggerated.” 

 The following group of participants showed a lack of analysis of the text.  Here are 

some examples: 

 Sophia: “No, there is proof of people that participated in the intent of blow of State 

 in Turkey.” 

 Andy: “Not, there is proof of people that participated in the intent of blow of State 

 in Turkey.” 
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 Milagro: “No, there is proof of people that participated in the intent of blow of State 

 in Turkey.” 

 Carla: “No, there is proof of people that participated in the intent of blow of State in 

 Turkey.” 

 Ever: “Not, there is proof of people that participated in the intent of blow of State in 

 Turkey.” 

 In the tenth question related to significant information omitted, the answers did not 

agree with the experts’ answers.  Here are some examples: 

 Ana: “Public officials were innocent similarly were dismissed.” 

 Roger: “Officials public were innocent similarly were dismissed.” 

 Javier: “It is omitted something very important in the text only talks of guilt and also 

 must be innocent people.” 

 The same occurred with the following examples in which students evidenced that 

they did not recognize important points in the text: 

 Sophia: “The government of Turkey dismissed and arrested thousands of officials 

 for participating in the possible blow of state with penalty of death.” 

 Milagro: “The government of Turkey dismissed and arrest thousands of officials for

 participating in the possible blow of state that could end with penalty of death.” 

 Ever: “The government of Turkey dismissed and arrest to thousands of officials for 

 participation in the possible blow of state that could end with penalty of death.” 

 On the other hand, a group of participants did not analyze information deeply.  Here 

are some examples that demonstrate this pattern: 
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 Génesis: “There is no information omitted.” 

 Angela: “There is no information omitted.” 

 Luis: “No, because all the information is in this document a bit confusing but this all 

 respect to this topic.” 

 Cinthia: “There is no information omitted.” 

 Jessenia: “In my opinion anyone.” 

 Julio: “There is no information omitted.” 

 But a group of participants agreed with experts in the important information that was 

omitted.  Here are some examples: 

 Jesús: “The reasons of the coup.” 

 Félix: “I think the information about the death penalty that was abolished years ago.  

 The reasons that the officials started the blow of state.” 

 Narcisa: “It is not clear why gave the failed coup.” 

 Romina: “I think the information about the penalty that was abolished years ago.  

 The reasons that the officials started the blow of state.” 

 In the last question about reasonable conclusions, the answers did not agree with the 

experts’ responses.  They got confused with value conflicts as exemplified below: 

 Jacqueline: “Improve the government not to do the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Félix: “The reintroduction of the death penalty in Turkey and the accused and 

 arrested people can die if the death penalty is accepted.” 
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 Génesis: “Turkish government definitively abolished the death penalty in 2004, 

 although it had opened the debate.” 

 Jonathan: “The possible conclusion is Turkey can now give you the death penalty 

 for a serious crime and that many people in government of Turkey were without 

 work.” 

 Angela: “Turkish government definitively abolished the death penalty in 2004, 

 although it had opened the debate.” 

 Adrián: “The possible conclusion are Turkey can now give you the death penalty for 

 a serious crime.” 

 Luis: “The government should prohibit the restoration on the death penalty.” 

 Cinthia: “The Turkish government finally abolished the death penalty in 2004 

 although it had opened the debate.” 

 Anthony: “Opening the debate for the restoration of the death penalty, with the end 

 of take a good decision about this law.” 

 Julio: “Turkish government definitively abolished the death penalty in 2004.  It had 

 opened the debate.” 

 Sandra: “The reintroduction of the death penalty in Turkey and the officials arrested 

 people can die if the death penalty is accepted.” 

 Jesús: “The governments should renew departments public with people more honest 

 in that position.  The death penalty is not the way more feasible to solve problems.” 

 Romina: “The reintroduction of the death penalty in Turkey and the officials arrested 

 people can die if the death penalty is accepted.” 
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6.2.5 Results in Browne and Keeley’s Questionnaire as Posttest for the Experimental 

Group 

 On the other hand, the results displayed below show the qualitative data gathered 

from the experimental group in the posttest.  In the first question that refers to what the issue 

is, outcomes showed that participants focused on the title of the newspaper’s article.  They 

demonstrated awareness about the issue of the text as shown below:   

 Karol: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Raiza: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Pamela: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Fernanda: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Wilmer: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Stephanie: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Paulo: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jhon: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 José: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jhorman: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Héctor: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Hecny: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Gisella: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Alexandra: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Dannes: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 
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 Nathaly: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Zuleyka: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Roger: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Leandro: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Kevin: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Fernando: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Lucía: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Aaron: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Jean Carlos: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Juleana: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Karla: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Benji: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Valeria: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 María: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Erema: “El gobierno turco limpia la casa.” 

 Their answers in the second question about what the conclusion is, revealed a lack 

of understanding as it is exemplified below: 

 Pamela: “Military, polices, judges and civil servant accuses Gulen of attack 

 government and order in take the death penalty.” 
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 Fernanda: “The conclusion is that the Turkish government acusses Gulen of attack 

 you government and order in take the death penalty for defendants of Gulen be 

 extradited to the United States.” 

 Jhon: “The conclusion is that the Turkish government acusses Gulen of attack you 

 government and asks in take the death penalty for defendants and Gulen be extradited 

 to the United States.” 

 José: “The conclusion is that the Turkish government acusses Gulen of attack you 

 government and order in take the death penalty for defendants of Gulen be extradited 

 to United States.” 

 Héctor: “The conclusion of this text is all the generals, civils, police in the fail blow 

 of state are in jail and the possible extradition.” 

 Leandro: “The conclusion is that the Turkish government accuses Gulen attack the 

 government and asks to take the death penalty for defendants and Gulen be extradited

 to the United States.” 

 A group of participants, on the other hand, identified the conclusion, although some 

students had difficulties to express ideas clearly:  

 Wilmer: “Dismissal and to imprison of official.” 

 Paulo: “Dismissal and to imprison of official.” 

 Hecny: “Many officials have been dismissed of its charge for intent of blow of state 

 in Turquia.” 

 Dannes: “They have been dismissed several officials inside after the failed coup.” 
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 Kevin: “The conclusion is some functionary of ministry were dismiss for go against 

 of government Turkish in a coup d’etat.” 

 Fernando: “Dismissal and to imprison of official.” 

 Karla: “To separate from their positions to polices, public officials and judges for 

 state of blow.” 

 Far away from the conclusion, this group of students lacked understanding and 

presented the conclusion as follows: 

 Alexandra: “The U.S. president Barack Obama, I urge the Turkish government to 

 respect the due process against the involved in the attempt to blow while the Turkish 

 government I request extradition of Gulen to U.S.” 

 Nathaly: “The U.S. president Barack Obama, I urge the Turkish government to 

 respect the due process against the involved in the attempt to blow while the Turkish 

 government request the extradition of Gulen to United States.” 

 Zuleyka: “The U.S. president Barack Obama: I urge the Turkish government to 

 respect the due process against the involved in the attempt to blow while the Turkish 

 government request extradition the U.S. of Gulen” 

 Juleana: “The U.S. president insisted to the Turkish government to respect the due 

 process against involved in the attempted to blow.” 

 Valeria: “The conclusion is the U.S. president urged the Turkish government to 

 respect the due process against those involved in the coup attempt while the Turkish 

 government requested the extradition to the U.S. of Gulen.” 
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 In the third question about the reasons of the situation, there were common answers 

that revealed they were able to identify one of the reasons of this situation, although not 

expressed clearly.  Here are some examples:  

 Raiza: “The coup that took place in Turkey.” 

 Stephanie: “The attempt state of blow.” 

 Hecny: “Intent of blow of state.” 

 Alexandra: “By the attempt to coup in Turkey.” 

 Nathaly: “By the attempt to coup in Turkey.” 

 Zuleyka: “An attempt to coup in Turkey.” 

 Roger: “Attempted coup.” 

 Lucía: “An attempt to coup in Turkey.” 

 Karla: “The attempt state of blow.” 

 Another group of participants were not able to identify the reasons.  These excerpts 

exemplify this pattern: 

 Wilmer: “Clean the army of elements gulenistas and participate in the failed coup.” 

 Paulo: “To participate in the failed coup and clean the army of elements gulenistas.” 

 Fernando: “To participate in the failed coup and clean the army of elements 

 gulenistas.” 

 In the fourth question, about the words or phrases they found ambiguous, their 

answers showed lack of understanding in the following phrases: 

 Karol: “Acusados de orquestrar la asonada.” 
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 Dannes: “Acusan de orquestrar la sonada.” 

 Kevin: “Acusan de orquestrar la asonada.” 

 Aaron: “Acusan de orquestrar la asonada.” 

 Wilmer: “Cúpula, resaca y asonada.” 

 José: “Cúpula, resaca y asonada.” 

 Lucía: “Cúpula, resaca y asonada.” 

 Paulo: “Se refirió a la asonada como un regalo de Dios.” 

 Jhorman: “Se refirió a la asonada como un regalo de Dios.” 

 Fernando: “Se refirió a la asonada como un regalo de Dios.” 

 In the fifth question, the value conflict they identified was the following:  

 Karol: “The penalty of death.” 

 Raiza: “It has opened the debate on the restoration of the death penalty definitively 

 abolished in 2004.” 

 Pamela: “The death penalty.” 

 Fernanda: “The death penalty between the Turkish government and the U.S. 

 president.” 

 Wilmer: “Death penal.” 

 Stephanie: “The penalty of death and the accused to follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Paulo: “Death penal.” 

 Jhon: “The death penalty between the Turkish government and the U.S. president.” 
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 José: “The death penalty between the Turkish government and the U.S. president.” 

 Jhorman: “The death penalty, for some people is the solution, for others is not the 

 solution.” 

 Héctor: “The reinsertion of the maximum capital law (of death).” 

 Hecny: “Restoration of the penalty of death was abolished time ago, but the 

 parliament accept the reintroduction of the penalty capital.” 

 Gisella: “The pain of death.” 

 Roger: “The restored capital punishment can bring conflict with the government 

 E.E.U.U.” 

 Leandro: “The death penalty between the Turkish government and the U.S. 

 president.” 

 Kevin: “Discussion about death warrant.” 

 Fernando: “Death penal.” 

 Jean Carlos: “If the parliament to pronounce in their regard, the accept the 

 reintroduction of capital punishment.” 

 Benji: “The government has opened up the argument about the restoration of the 

 nuisance of death, abolished in 2004.” 

 Valeria: “The value conflicts is death penalty.” 

 Some participants were not able to answer this question regarding experts’ answers.  

Below are some examples that illustrate this pattern:  

 Alexandra: “Military, cops, judges and officials have been detained by a failed 

 coup.” 
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 Nathaly: “Military, cops, judges and officials have been detained by a failed coup.” 

 Zuleyka: “4567 detainees there is Turkey by the attempt to coup the past Friday.” 

 Juleana: “Military, police, judges and officials have been detained by a failed coup.” 

 In the sixth question, once again participants found fallacies which mismatched with 

experts’ answers who did not found enough elements of judgement to answer this question.  

Here are some examples:  

 Fernanda: “Yes, there are fallacies in the text, because says that are 4543 arrested 

 and then says that are 7543.” 

 Paulo: “It says that there are 4543 detainees and where he say there arrested for the

 attempted 4543.” 

 Jhon: “Yes, there are fallacies in the text, because says that are 4543 arrested and 

 then says that are 7543.” 

 Roger: “There are fallacies in the argument.  The figures indicate 4543 detainees on 

 the list and are not among the 7543 police, soldiers, prosecutors, judges and civil.” 

 Leandro: “Yes, there are fallacies in the text, because says that are 4543 arrested and 

 then says that are 7543.” 

 Fernando: “It says that there are 4543 detainees and where he say there arrested for

 the attempted 4543.” 

 Lucía: “Yes, it says that there are 4543 detainees and elsewhere he says there arrested

 for the attempted 7543 coup.” 

 Aaron: “If it says that there are 4543 detainees and elsewhere he says there arrested 

 for the attempted 4543.” 
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 Jean Carlos: “If it says that there are 4543 detainees and where he says there arrested 

 for the attempted 4543.” 

 Juleana: “Yes, because the numbers of the detainees are not exact.” 

 Alexandra: “Yes, because some facts and figures are not accurate.” 

 Zuleyka: “Data or information delivered is not accurate or is not true.” 

 Regarding the seventh question about how good the evidence was, the answers 

revealed they did not analyze in depth the text.  The following excerpts are examples of this 

pattern:  

 Wilmer: “Very good because the dates are correct of the accused in the failed coup.” 

 Jhorman: “It is very good, because have all the information, statistics, names, 

 numbers, etc.” 

 Fernando: “Very good because the dates are correct of all the accused in the failed 

 coup.” 

 On the other hand, some participants were aware that the evidence was poor.  Below 

are some excerpts that exemplify this pattern: 

 Stephanie: “The evidence is not good because does not give with precision the 

 reasons.” 

 Jhon: “I think that the evidence is not good.” 

 Leandro: “I think that the evidence is not good.” 

 Lucía: “It is not so good because some people were accused without evidence.” 

 Aarón: “There is no good evidence to the people involved.” 
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 Jean Carlos: “It is no good because some people were accused without evidence.” 

 Karla: “The evidence is not good because to know with precision the reasons of 

 separated of positions.” 

 In the eighth question, asking about if they found rival causes in the text, the answers 

showed they confused rival causes and value conflicts.  Here are some examples that 

illustrate this pattern:  

 Karol: “The penalty of death.” 

 Alexandra: “Restoring the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Nathaly: “Restoring the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Zuleyka: “The restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Lucía: “The restoration of the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Jean Carlos: “The restoration of the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Juleana: “The restoration of the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

 Valeria: “If parliament is pronounced in that sense, accept the reintroduction capital 

 punishment.” 

 María: “Power struggles and debate on the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Erema: “Debate on the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 The answers from another group of participants revealed a lack of interpretation.  

Below are some examples that illustrate this pattern: 

 Raiza: “Yes, because the opposition of the government is the cause of this failed 

blow of state.” 
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 Wilmer: “The opposition of the government is the cause of this.” 

 Héctor: “The opposition of the government is the cause of this fail blow of state.” 

 On the other hand, a group of participants was not aware of rival causes in the text 

as it is exemplified below: 

 Pamela: “I think the text does not specify the rival causes.” 

 Fernanda: “I think the text nonspecific the rival causes.” 

 Jhon: “I think the text nonspecific the rival causes.” 

 José: “I think that nonspecific the rival causes.” 

 Jhorman: “For me, no.” 

 Hecny: “No.” 

 Dannes: “No rival causes.” 

 Roger: “No rival causes.” 

 Leandro: “I think the text nonspecific the rival causes.” 

 Lack of analysis was also evidenced in the answers of this group of students who did 

not recognize rival causes in the text as it is shown in the following excerpts: 

 Stephanie: “The accused are the persons who followed Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Fernando: “Follow Fethullah Gulen.” 

 Karla: “Fethullah Gulen preacher motivated to participants of blow of state.” 

 In the ninth question that asked if the statistics was deceptive, the answers from a 

group of students revealed they were aware that the statistics was not reliable, but they 

showed difficulties to express complete ideas as shown below:  
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 Karol: “4543prisioners.” 

 Pamela: “Yes, in the text talks about 4543 arrested and then talks about 7543 

 becoming in this way to the story.” 

 Fernanda: “Yes, in the text talks about 4543 arrested and then talks about 7543 

 becoming in this way to the statistics deceptive.” 

 Stephanie: “4543 imprisoned.” 

 Jhon: “Yes, in the text talks about 4543 arrested and then talks about 7543 becoming 

 in this way to the statistics deceptive.” 

 José: “4543 arrested there in Turkey for the attempted coup last Friday.” 

 Hecny: “4543 arrested in Turkey.  7543 police, judge and others.” 

 Dannes: “The number do not match detainees.” 

 Roger: “Yes, the numbers do not match detainees.” 

 Leandro: “Yes, in the text talk about 4543 arrested and then talks about 7543 

 becoming in this way to the statistics deceptive.” 

 Lucía: “Statistics is not so good because it does not say exactly how many were 

 arrested.” 

 Jean Carlos: “Statistics isn’t good because it does not say exactly how many were 

 arrested.” 

 Karla: “4543 imprisoned.” 

 Benji: “4543 detained there in Turkey in the attempt of hit of state on last Friday.  I 

 expect the fact that this is an arrogated numeral, they have implicated in people who 

 did not participate in this action.” 
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 María: “The quantity of civil servant destitution.” 

 Another group of participants’ answers revealed lack of analysis.  Evidence was not 

evaluated correctly for alternative points of view.  Below are some examples that illustrate 

this pattern:  

 Wilmer: “No, the statistics are correct.” 

 Paulo: “No, the statistics are correct.” 

 Jhorman: “No, they aren’t.” 

 Héctor: “No, they aren’t.” 

 Fernando: “No, the statistics are correct.” 

 On the other hand, another group of students detected misleading information but do 

not elaborate on this issue as it is shown in the following examples: 

 Gisella: “The statistics are deceptive because don’t have exact data.” 

 Dannes: “The numbers do not match detainees.” 

 Kevin: “Yes, because not have a statistics about people prisoners.” 

 Jean Carlos: “Statistics isn’t so good because it does not say exactly how many were 

 arrested.” 

 Juleana: “Yes, because there is no exact data.” 

 Erema: “The statistics are not reliable for the reason of lack of evidence on the 

 information.” 

 In the tenth question related to significant information omitted, the answers focused 

on unimportant issues of the text.  Below are some examples that represent this pattern: 
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 Karol: “The names of prisoners.” 

 Jhorman: “The names of all the policemen, politicians, etc.” 

 Héctor: “All the names of the generals who participated in the blow.” 

 Gisella: “The names of people.” 

 María: “The name of the different civil servant.” 

 The following answers represent a lack of comprehension because they are citing 

information that is in the text: 

 Raiza: “On this subject the president of United States Barack Obama, urged the 

 Turkish government to respect the due process against those involved.” 

 Wilmer: “The president of United States to mention at government of turkey to 

 respect due process against the accused.” 

 Paulo: “The president of United States to mention at government of Turkey to respect 

 due process against the accused.” 

 Fernando: “The president of United States to mention at government of Turkey to 

 respect due process against the accused.” 

 Aarón: “On the attempted coup the U.S.A. president urged the Turkish government 

 to respect the due process against those involved.” 

 Few participants agreed with the experts’ answers.  Below are some excerpts that 

exemplify this pattern: 

 Pamela: “The information omitted is the reason of the coup.” 

 Fernanda: “It is omitted why is generated the failed coup.” 
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 Jhon: “It is omitted why is generated failed coup.” 

 José. “It is omitted why is generated failed coup.” 

 Dannes: “It is omitted why is generated the failed coup.” 

 Leandro: “It is omitted why is generated failed coup.” 

 Karla: “The motive that blow of state.” 

 In the last question about reasonable conclusions, the answers revealed emotional 

reaction to the text.  Below are some examples from this pattern: 

 Raiza: “I think that people who participated in the coup should be punished in one 

 way, but I think the death penalty is a punishment that only God can give.” 

 Stephanie: “No give the sentences of punish death to the acussed for participant in 

 the blow state.” 

 José: “I think that people who participated in the coup should be punished in one 

 way, but I think the death penalty is a punishment that only God can give.” 

 Hecny: “Defendants should drop the full weight of the law but not that is them order 

 the penalty of death.” 

 Dannes: “No give sentences of death to the accused.” 

 Roger: “Not restore the death penalty and complies year sentence in a penitentiary.” 

 Karla: “No give sentence of death to the accused.” 

 Benji: “A possible finish is chastening his changes to the planners of attacking 

 carrying him away and freedom picks him off but life no, God removes only life.” 
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 The following participants agreed with the experts’ answers.  Their answers showed 

they had difficulties for expressing ideas clearly as it is exemplified below: 

 Pamela: “The conclusion for me is more reasonable that the Turkish government 

 want to get rid of their opponents the death penalty.” 

 Fernanda: “The conclusion more reasonable is that the Turkish government want to 

 get rid of their opponents and so looking re.enter the death penalty.” 

 Jhon: “The conclusion more reasonable is that the Turkish government want to get 

 rid of their opponents looking re.enter the death penalty.” 

 On the other hand, this group of participants revealed they analyzed information and 

were able to express it plainly as shown below: 

 Alexandra: “In Turquia, officials have been dismissed and destituded of their 

 positions including the overthrow of government.” 

 Zuleyka: “In conclusion we have military, cops, judges and officials have been 

 detained by a failed coup in Turkey.” 

 Kevin: “Functionaries were dismissed of their jobs.” 

 Juleana: “The conclusion is that many people were detained by try a coup in Turkey.” 

 Valeria: “The conclusion is many officials have been dismissed and removed from 

 office due to the failed coup that took place in Turkey.” 

 María: “One reasonable conclusion is the massive destitution and imprisonment of 

 attempt of hit of state.” 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

Chapter VII: Discussion and Conclusions  

 Although there is a lack of consensus about critical thinking, its aim is to give 

solution to a problem.  Developing critical thinking skills implies a process that starts from 

less complex skills to more complex ones.  The current study was carried out with the 

intention of determining English language learners’ critical ability to identify media bias in 

written press.  The specific objectives were: To determine the degree in which critical 

thinking skills affect English language learners’ reading comprehension and to test out if 

training in critical thinking skills favors English language learners’ ability to identify media 

bias in written press.  The following discussion will contrast findings from quantitative and 

qualitative data.   

 Self-evaluations provided information about participants’ awareness of using critical 

thinking skills.  The outcomes from these evaluations revealed there were no significant 

differences between the groups in their awareness for using critical thinking skills (Table 3).  

Contrasting the control group and the experimental group, it was observed in Table 1 that in 

the control group several students were not completely aware of their critical thinking skills 

while in the experimental group there were more students who felt diffident in using their 

critical thinking skills, as shown in Table 2. 

 The first research question about to what extent critical thinking skills affect English 

language learners’ reading comprehension was revealed in Watson and Glaser’s test.  The 

results in Table 4 show there was no significant relation between critical thinking skills and 

reading comprehension.  In the second research question about if training in critical thinking 

skills favors English language learners’ ability to identify media bias in written press, the 

results were evidenced in Browne and Keeley’s questionnaire that displayed the mean in 
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both groups.  Table 5 presents little changes with little improvement in the mean of both 

groups. 

   Furthermore, Table 7 shows the value of significance that indicates there was no 

significant improvement in students’ ability to identify media bias regarding the variable 

“time”.  On the other hand, in the interaction of “time” and “group” there was no 

significance.  In other words, it does not matter which group one belongs to because there 

will be no difference in the outcomes.  Table 8 reveals no difference between groups.  Table 

10 informs there is not enough sample.  Table 13 presents information comparing both 

groups in the pretest and posttest and the results revealed there was a minimal difference in 

the groups.  When contrasting the pretest and posttest in both groups, there was also minimal 

difference in the two times the test was taken by both groups (Table 14). 

  The outcomes from qualitative data was gathered through Browne and Keeley’s 

questionnaire, and the treatment sessions.  In the questionnaire, the control group showed 

the same pattern of answers in the pretest and the posttest, and in other cases there was no 

improvement.  For example, in four questions they kept the same pattern when identifying 

the issue, conclusions, reasons, and evaluating the statistics.  In the remaining seven 

questions they did not show progress.  Below are some excerpts that compare experts’ 

answers and participants’ responses:    

       4. What words or phrases are ambiguous? 

Experts: “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Andy: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Ever: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Luis: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 
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       5. What are the value conflicts and assumptions? 

Experts: “Sources of conflict: first, the idea of the revolts as an outcome of betrayal.  

And second, the justification for death penalty.” 

Ana: “Debate on restore the death penalty.” 

 Dolores: “The pain of death is one conflict and the public official arrest.” 

 Roger: “The conflict would value the death penalty, because some people believe is 

 right and others who should not do that.” 

       6. Are there any fallacies in the reasoning? 

Experts: “There are not enough elements of judgement to answer this question.” 

 Sophia: “A certain number of people have been dismissed from office because they 

 were accused of involvement in the failed coup.” 

 Andy: “A fallacy is that a certain number of people have been dismissed from office 

 because they were accused of involvement in the failed coup.” 

 Milagro: “A fallacy in reason is that a certain number of people have been dismissed 

 from office because they were accused of involvement in the failed coup.” 

       7. How good is the evidence? 

Experts: “It is poor. I did not see the source of the picture, figures presented or the 

author of the article. With respect to this last point, it is important to know the author 

to see whether the article is written by a bad or good writer as a starting point. It is 

like reading research papers: you will not choose those who are written by bad 

researchers.” 

 Ana: “No very good because samples statistic innocent officials who did not 

 participate against the state.” 
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 Roger: “The evidence is not good because it does not present the complete 

 information.” 

 Mónica: “The evidence is not good because only seek information by above.” 

       8. Are there rival causes? 

Experts: “The main rival causes are of political origin mainly because there is a 

constant struggle between ideals for wanting to govern the country.” 

 Sophia: “The introduction of the death penalty, I think that from a legal point of view 

 there are stronger crimes and punishment is much milder.” 

 Andy: “The reintroduction of the death penalty, I think that from a legal point of 

 view there are stronger crime and punishment is much milder.” 

 Milagro: “In my opinion if there rival causes one of which is the reintroduction of 

 the death penalty, I think that from a legal point of view there stronger crime and 

 punishment is much milder.” 

10. What significant information is omitted? 

Experts: “Most importantly, the perspectives and claims of those involved in the 

revolts. The motivations for which they did it are not reported in the press release.” 

 Ana: “Public officials were innocent similarly were dismissed.” 

 Roger: “Officials public were innocent similarly were dismissed.” 

 Javier: “It is omitted something very important in the text only talks of guilt and also 

 must be innocent people.” 
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11. What reasonable conclusions are possible? 

 Experts: “There is conflict in Turkey between people who are in the government and 

 the opposition. Apparently, civil servants have been dismissed because they are 

 against the government. Capital punishment could be reintroduced in the country.” 

 Jacqueline: “Improve the government not to do the restoration of the death penalty.” 

 Félix: “The reintroduction of the death penalty in Turkey and the accused and 

 arrested people can die if the death penalty is accepted.” 

 Génesis: “Turkish government definitively abolished the death penalty in 2004, 

 although it had opened the debate.” 

 On the other hand, the experimental group kept the same pattern when identifying 

the issue, a value conflict, and evaluating the evidence and the statistics.  In contrast, they 

showed lack of understanding in more words and phrases than in the pretest.  In the 

remaining six questions there was no improvement.  Possibly, these results were due to the 

lack of predisposition and concentration, or the absence of appropriate dictionaries to better 

understand words, phrases, and concepts related to the posttest.  Here are some examples 

that compare experts’ answers and participants’ responses: 

2. What is the conclusion? 

 Experts: “According to the article, the reader could get the conclusion that the 

 Turkish government is “cleaning the house” by dismissing civil servants who are 

 against president Erdogan. Capital punishment could be introduced again in the 

 country.” 

 Pamela: “Military, polices, judges and civil servant accuses Gulen of attack 

 government and order in take the death penalty.” 
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 Fernanda: “The conclusion is that the Turkish government acusses Gulen of attack 

 you government and order in take the death penalty for defendants of Gulen be 

 extradited to the United States.” 

 Jhon: “The conclusion is that the Turkish government acusses Gulen of attack you 

 government and asks in take the death penalty for defendants and Gulen be extradited 

 to the United States.” 

  3. What are the reasons? 

Experts: “Some of these civil servants were accused of participating in the coup 

d’état attempt or being followers of Gulen.” 

 Raiza: “The coup that took place in Turkey.” 

 Stephanie: “The attempt state of blow.” 

 Hecny: “Intent of blow of state.” 

       4. What words or phrases are ambiguous? 

Experts: “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Karol: “Acusados de orquestrar la asonada.” 

 Dannes: “Acusan de orquestrar la sonada.” 

 Kevin: “Acusan de orquestrar la asonada.” 

       6. Are there any fallacies in the reasoning? 

Experts: “There are not enough elements of judgement to answer this question.” 

 Fernanda: “Yes, there are fallacies in the text, because says that are 4543 arrested 

 and then says that are 7543.” 
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 Paulo: “It says that there are 4543 detainees and where he say there arrested for the

 attempted 4543.” 

 Jhon: “Yes, there are fallacies in the text, because says that are 4543 arrested and 

 then says that are 7543.” 

  8. Are there rival causes? 

Experts: “The main rival causes are of political origin mainly because there is a 

constant struggle between ideals for wanting to govern the country.” 

Karol: “The penalty of death.” 

Alexandra: “Restoring the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

Nathaly: “Restoring the death penalty abolished in 2004.” 

10. What significant information is omitted? 

Experts: “Most importantly, the perspectives and claims of those involved in the 

revolts. The motivations for which they did it are not reported in the press release.” 

 Karol: “The names of prisoners.” 

 Jhorman: “The names of all the policemen, politicians, etc.” 

 Héctor: “All the names of the generals who participated in the blow.” 

 On the other hand, in the treatment sessions, the experimental group had to work on 

some activities to develop critical thinking skills.  The close reading activities revealed they 

had to pay more attention to fine details to make correct interpretations.  In the activity 

“capturing the author’s position,” the results evidenced they needed more practice in 

skimming to find the main message of the passages.  On the other hand, in the activity 

“identifying simple arguments”, although there were more participants able to identify 
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simple arguments, the missing information made invisible patterns that could lead to 

significant conclusions. 

 Another activity that revealed they needed more practice was when identifying 

reasons and conclusions.  In addition, the activity “argument and disagreement” revealed 

similar number of correct answers and wrong ones.  This matches the previous activity 

where they had to identify simple arguments.  Three activities in which most of the 

participants performed better were when identifying false premises and false analogies.  In 

the last activity “accurate interpretation when reading,” students performed similarly when 

giving correct and incorrect answers.  Probably, asking for reasons in their answers for this 

task could have provided more information to understand how they interpret a text.   

 The results and the patterns observed during the treatment sessions, such as many 

mistakes in grammar, syntactic and semantics, as well as the continuous use of dictionaries, 

revealed low attention in students and scarce critical thinking skills.  It was evident students’ 

background also affected their comprehension, an area linked to what Rumelhart (1980) 

defines as schema theory, that is, how knowledge is represented in our minds and how it is 

used (as cited in Li, Wu & Wang, 2007).  In addition, their awareness in using reading 

strategies seemed to affect their performance in this study.  This could explain why this 

group of participants, even receiving the treatment, did not do better than the control group 

who was not exposed to these activities.    

 This study showed there were no differences between the groups.  Similar awareness 

in the use of critical thinking skills was evidenced at the beginning of the study when taking 

the self-evaluation.  At the end, the outcomes from qualitative data and Browne and Keeley’s 

questionnaire showed a small improvement in the mean of both groups, even though students 

used bilingual dictionaries, their first language when mentioning the issue and ambiguous 
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words/phrases (because the newspaper article was in their first language) or used translation 

when giving reasons of the problem.   

 These findings suggest the need of a team work in which teachers foster the use of 

less complex critical thinking skills to more complex ones in reading activities.  Reading 

activities should be practiced in and out of school.  In this context, future studies should 

emphasize the bottom-up model, which is known as a model that gets meaning from 

linguistic prior knowledge, that is, vocabulary, grammar and syntax (Li, Wu & Wang, 2007).  

Activities to test reading comprehension should include the practice of a variety of reading 

strategies to activate background and cultural knowledge.  But also, there should be a 

commitment on behalf of students to participate actively in this process.      

7.1 Limitations  

 During the execution of a study, researchers face adverse factors that could affect 

their work.  The current research presented some limitations presumably related to the 

consequences of the earthquake occurred in the place of the study in April 2016.  The seismic 

activity after this date caused displacement outside the classroom where the study was being 

carried out.  There were also days in which academic activities were suspended due to the 

consequences of this natural event.  On the other hand, students’ restiveness was evident in 

their faces and expressed verbally by some of them.  Probably, predisposition and 

concentration could be affected in specific moments.  

 Another limitation was the size of the sample.  The characteristic of a quasi-

experimental design included participants that were already formed in groups of thirty each 

one.  There was no random assignment of participants to groups.  The groups I got 

permission to work with, were a real sample that needed attention due to the low-quality of 

Ecuadorian education, as it is mentioned in the introduction section.  On the other hand, the 
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schedule for carrying out this study is another factor that could be considered as a limitation.  

Participants were asked to attend two-hour meetings during ten sessions because this was 

the time they had to finish the semester all together as a course.  On the other hand, another 

limitation could be associated to the techniques used in this study.  A more in-depth future 

study including participants’ reading habits, their socio-cultural and socio-economic 

backgrounds could provide valuable information to better understand the problem of this 

study.  

7.2 Pedagogical Implications 

 Ecuadorian literacy research has shown low levels of literacy and schooling.  These 

problems identified by Viteri (n.d.) coincide with the current study in the sense that 

functional illiteracy remains in Ecuadorian education.  Although the research included two 

small groups of participants and the results cannot be applicable to all the population, there 

is a need for developing critical thinking skills in university students.  This is of course a 

task that should be started from early childhood and reinforced to adulthood.  This study has 

revealed serious difficulties to understand texts.  Students do not seem aware of the use of 

critical thinking skills and therefore they face problems to identify media bias in the press.   

 The point is to create a culture in reading for students that come with different 

backgrounds.  Students that come from schools that could have not provided them with an 

appropriate reading instruction will need more attention.  Studies such as the ones presented 

by Bensley and Haynes (1995); Nieto and Saiz (2008); Penningroth, Despain, and Gray 

(2007), revealed that focusing on concrete critical thinking skills, presenting rules explicitly, 

assessing skills through exercises, and giving feedback end in positive outcomes.  Contrary, 

authors such as Doyle (1983) found direct instruction ineffective in teaching higher order 

cognitive skills (as cited in Bensley, Crowe, Bernhardt, Buckner & Allman, 2010).  In the 
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case of this study, we suggest using direct instruction to guide students who are not aware 

of the use of critical thinking skills, and media bias. 

 It is necessary to point out that behind this study, in which students required to use 

different critical thinking skills, a researcher should be aware of language foundations and 

the development of cognitive structures.  The perspectives behind how languages are 

acquired would help us to introduce research methods in formal reading instruction.  As 

researchers, we should be conscious that students who are learning to read in a second 

language need more explicit learning by repeating examples to give foundation of higher-

level processes in reading.  For this study, it is also important to understand that language is 

socially constructed.  Networks and relationships are part of each person’s literacy formation 

(Whittaker, McCabe, & O’Donnell, 2006).  In the Age of Information, negotiation of 

meaning needs understanding these changing processes and their protagonists, as Ramírez-

Verdugo and García de la Vega (2018) discuss in their conceptual reference framework for 

education in multilingual and cross-cultural settings.  

7.3 Implications for Future Research 

 Results in the present research have shown that from this small sample there were 

difficulties in university students’ critical ability to identify media bias.  Further research is 

needed in this area.  Researchers should consider the limitations presented in this study such 

as time, sample size, and instruments to get more reliable information from the participants 

in the future.  It is important to foster this kind of studies in Ecuador because educational 

practices could be improved through the results that guide to the restructuring of old 

practices.  Furthermore, team work is necessary.  The culture of doing research in 

interdisciplinary teams is also essential to exchange viewpoints and get information 

supported in Ecuadorian reality.   
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 On the other hand, the area of bias should be analyzed carefully.  As mentioned in 

the literature review, Baker (1994), of the Media Research Center, suggests types of bias 

that could appear in media.  It seems the news article was biased by commission, omission, 

and story selection.  Perhaps having this information as background would have helped 

students interpret the article they read.  The outcomes from this study have evidenced that 

students are not prepared to identify media bias by using their critical thinking skills.  It is 

an urgent call to do research and find solutions to a latent problem in our society.          

 It is evident that Ecuadorian universities need to support reading in all areas of 

Education.  From the literature review, it was highlighted that Grabe (2009) emphasizes 

reading to be successful in modern societies and this should be considered by educational 

leaders who expect critical citizens able to change society in positive ways.  The results of 

this study intend to contribute to the areas of critical thinking and media bias, but also to 

serve as an indicator and protocol to discern the degree of critical thinking in future 

informants in other media. 

7.4 Final Reflections on the Process of doing Research 

 Working in reading once again has given me the opportunity to reflect on my own 

practices as a teacher of English.  Having experienced and observed reading difficulties from 

my childhood to part of my adulthood have made me understand in a different way students’ 

problem when reading.  For me, this is a problem that starts from early stages of childhood.  

Kids who are exposed to reading materials and encouraged to read will overcome difficulties 

and reinforce this ability through their lives.  This study has made me rethink on my own 

practice and think that reading should be an activity of pleasure.  

 Our reality shows that many students face problems when reading.  These problems 

are the result of a low quality in Education.  They range from recognition of words to 
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sentence structure that generate clear ideas.  Although the last ten years, the Ecuadorian 

government has placed education as an area of interest as it was referred in the introduction 

section when citing Van Damme, Aguerrondo, Burgos, and Campos (2013), it seems that 

leaders’ narrow vision regarding reading or their political interests block the improvement 

of educational practices.  In my opinion, when changing education, emphasis should be 

given to the schools where students start learning less complex reading skills.  Then, through 

years of schooling students will reinforce their ability to read and learn independently.  

 The low level of English in the participants can be associated to the results of this 

study which revealed their problems to communicate in English.  Students showed problems 

related to grammar, vocabulary, semantics, and syntax.  In addition, they had low-level 

critical thinking skills which were revealed in the scarce awareness of the process of 

argumentation.  In this sense, schools need to teach how to present good arguments and 

exercise students in critical thinking skills to identify information that could manipulate their 

decisions in the future.  A good example to take into account is cited in a project carried out 

by Whittaker and Acevedo (2016) in which they followed the Reading to Learn program 

that fosters the interaction among students and the teacher and also enable the teacher to 

monitor what occurs in every step of the reading process.       
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Discusión y Conclusiones 

Capítulo VII: Discusión y Conclusiones 

 Aunque existe falta de consenso en lo referente al pensamiento crítico, su finalidad 

es dar solución a un problema.  Desarrollar destrezas de pensamiento crítico implica un 

proceso que empieza desde destrezas menos complejas a más complejas.  El presente estudio 

se llevó a cabo con la intención de determinar la habilidad crítica de estudiantes de lengua 

inglesa para identificar el sesgo mediático en prensa escrita.  Los objetivos específicos 

fueron: Determinar el grado en que las habilidades de pensamiento crítico afectan la 

comprensión lectora de estudiantes de lengua inglesa y probar si el entrenamiento en 

habilidades de pensamiento crítico favorece la capacidad de estudiantes de lengua inglesa 

de identificar el sesgo mediático en la prensa escrita.  La siguiente discusión contrastará los 

hallazgos de datos cuantitativos y cualitativos.   

 Las autoevaluaciones proporcionaron información sobre la conciencia de los 

participantes en el uso de habilidades de pensamiento crítico.  Los resultados de estas 

evaluaciones revelaron que no hubo diferencias significativas entre los grupos en su 

conocimiento sobre el uso de habilidades de pensamiento crítico (Tabla 3).  Contrastando el 

grupo control y el grupo experimental, se observó en la Tabla 1 que en el grupo control 

varios estudiantes no eran completamente conscientes de sus habilidades de pensamiento 

crítico mientras que en el grupo experimental había más estudiantes que se sentían inseguros 

al usar sus habilidades de pensamiento crítico, como se muestra en la Tabla 2. 

 La primera pregunta de investigación sobre hasta qué punto las habilidades de 

pensamiento crítico afectan la comprensión lectora de estudiantes de lengua inglesa se reveló 

en la prueba de Watson y Glaser.  Los resultados en la Tabla 4 muestran que no hubo una 

relación significativa entre las habilidades de pensamiento crítico y la comprensión lectora.  
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En la segunda pregunta de investigación sobre si el entrenamiento en habilidades de 

pensamiento crítico favorece la capacidad de estudiantes de lengua inglesa de identificar el 

sesgo mediático en la prensa escrita, los resultados se evidenciaron en el cuestionario de 

Browne y Keeley que mostró la media en ambos grupos.  La Tabla 5 presenta pequeños 

cambios con poca mejora en la media de ambos grupos. 

 Además, la Tabla 7 muestra el valor de significancia que indica que no hubo una 

mejora significativa en la capacidad de los estudiantes para identificar el sesgo de los medios 

con respecto a la variable "tiempo".  Por otro lado, en la interacción de "tiempo" y "grupo" 

no hubo significación.  En otras palabras, no importa a qué grupo se pertenezca porque no 

habrá diferencia en los resultados.  La Tabla 8 revela que no hay diferencia entre los grupos.  

La Tabla 10 informa que no hay suficiente muestra.  La Tabla 13 presenta información que 

compara ambos grupos en la prueba previa y posterior y los resultados revelaron que hubo 

una diferencia mínima en los grupos.  Al contrastar la prueba previa y la prueba posterior en 

ambos grupos, también hubo una diferencia mínima en las dos ocasiones en que ambos 

grupos tomaron la prueba (Tabla 14). 

 Los resultados de los datos cualitativos se recopilaron a través del cuestionario de 

Browne y Keeley, y las sesiones de tratamiento.  En el cuestionario, el grupo control mostró 

el mismo patrón de respuestas en la prueba previa y la prueba posterior, y en otros casos no 

hubo mejoría.  Por ejemplo, en cuatro preguntas mantuvieron el mismo patrón al identificar 

el problema, las conclusiones, las razones y la evaluación de las estadísticas.  En las siete 

preguntas restantes, no mostraron progreso.  A continuación, se encuentran algunos 

extractos que comparan las respuestas de los expertos y las respuestas de los participantes: 

 4. ¿Qué palabras o frases son ambiguas? 

 Expertos: “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 
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 Andy: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Ever: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Luis: “Limpia la casa”, “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

        5. ¿Cuáles son los conflictos de valor y suposiciones? 

Expertos: “Fuentes de conflicto: primero, la idea de las revueltas como resultado de 

la traición.  Y segundo, la justificación para la pena de muerte.” 

 Ana: “Debate en restablecer la pena de muerte.” 

 Dolores: “El dolor de muerte es un conflicto y el arresto a oficiales públicos.” 

 Roger: “El conflicto valoraría la pena de muerte, porque algunas personas creen que 

 es correcto y otras que no harían eso.” 

 6. ¿Hay alguna falacia en el razonamiento? 

Expertos: “No hay suficientes elementos de juicio para responder esta pregunta.” 

Sophia: “Un cierto número de personas han sido destituidas porque fueron acusadas 

de participar en el golpe fallido.” 

Andy: “Una falacia es que un cierto número de personas han sido destituidas porque 

fueron acusadas de participar en el golpe fallido.”  

Milagro: “Una falacia en la razón es que un cierto número de personas han sido 

destituidas porque fueron acusadas de participar en el golpe fallido.” 

  7. ¿Cuán buena es la evidencia? 

Expertos: “Es pobre.  No veo la fuente de la imagen, las figuras presentadas ni el 

autor del artículo.  Con respecto a este último punto, es importante conocer al autor 

para ver si el artículo fue escrito por un escritor malo o bueno como punto de partida.  
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Es como leer artículos de investigación: no elegirá a aquellos que están escritos por 

malos investigadores.”  

Ana: “No es muy buena porque las estadísticas de las muestras son funcionarios 

inocentes que no participaron en contra del Estado.” 

Roger: “La evidencia no es buena porque no presenta la información completa.” 

Mónica: “La evidencia no es buena porque solo busca información por arriba.” 

  8. ¿Hay causas rivales? 

Expertos: “Las principales causas rivales son de origen político principalmente 

porque hay una lucha constante entre los ideales por querer gobernar el país.” 

Sophia: “La introducción de la pena de muerte, creo que desde el punto de vista legal 

hay crímenes más fuertes y el castigo es mucho más leve.” 

Andy: “La reintroducción de la pena de muerte, creo que desde el punto de vista 

legal hay delitos más fuertes y el castigo es mucho más leve.” 

Milagro: “En mi opinión, si hay causas rivales el cual es la reintroducción de la pena 

de muerte, creo que desde un punto de vista legal, hay delito más fuerte y el castigo 

es mucho más leve.” 

10. ¿Qué información importante se omite? 

 Expertos: “Lo más importante son las perspectivas y los reclamos de los 

 involucrados en las revueltas.  Las motivaciones por las que lo hicieron no se 

 informan en el comunicado de prensa.” 

 Ana: “Los funcionarios públicos eran inocentes de la misma manera fueron  

 despedidos.”   

 Roger: “Los funcionarios públicos eran inocentes de manera similar fueron  
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 despedidos.” 

 Javier: “Se omite algo muy importante en el texto solo habla de culpa y también debe 

 ser gente inocente.”  

11. ¿Qué conclusiones razonables son posibles? 

Expertos: “Hay conflicto en Turquía entre personas que están en el gobierno y la 

oposición.  Aparentemente, los funcionarios públicos han sido despedidos porque 

están en contra del gobierno. La pena capital podría reintroducirse en el país.” 

Jacqueline: “Mejorar el gobierno para no hacer la restauración de la pena de muerte.” 

Félix: “La reintroducción de la pena de muerte en Turquía y las personas acusadas y 

arrestadas pueden morir si se acepta la pena de muerte.” 

Génesis: “El gobierno turco abolió definitivamente la pena de muerte en 2004, 

aunque había abierto el debate.” 

 Por otro lado, el grupo experimental mantuvo el mismo patrón al identificar el 

problema, un conflicto de valor y evaluar la evidencia y las estadísticas.  Por el contrario, 

mostraron falta de comprensión en más palabras y frases que en la prueba previa. En las seis 

preguntas restantes no hubo mejoría.  Posiblemente, estos resultados se debieron a la falta 

de predisposición y concentración, o la ausencia de diccionarios apropiados para 

comprender mejor las palabras, frases y conceptos relacionados con el examen posterior.  

Aquí hay algunos ejemplos que comparan las respuestas de los expertos y las respuestas de 

los participantes: 

        2. ¿Cuál es la conclusión? 

 Expertos: “Según el artículo, el lector podría llegar a la conclusión de que el gobierno 

 turco está "limpiando la casa" al despedir a los funcionarios que están en contra del 

 presidente Erdogan.  La pena capital podría ser presentada nuevamente en el país.”
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 Pamela: “Fuerzas armadas, policías, jueces y funcionarios acusan a Gulen de atacar 

 al gobierno y ordenar la aplicación de la pena de muerte.” 

 Fernanda: “La conclusión es que el gobierno turco acusa a Gulen de atacar a su 

 gobierno y ordenar la aplicación de la pena de muerte para que los acusados de Gulen 

 sean extraditados a los Estados Unidos.”  

 Jhon: “La conclusión es que el gobierno turco acusa a Gulen de atacar a su gobierno 

 y le pide que acepte la pena de muerte para los acusados y Gulen sea extraditado a 

 los Estados Unidos.” 

       3. ¿Cuáles son las razones? 

 Expertos: “Algunos de estos funcionarios fueron acusados de participar en el intento 

 de golpe de Estado o de ser seguidores de Gulen.” 

 Raiza: “El golpe que tuvo lugar en Turquía.” 

 Stephanie: “El intento de golpe de Estado.”  

 Hecny: “Intento de golpe de Estado.” 

       4. ¿Qué palabras o frases son ambiguas? 

 Expertos: “Hemos empezado a limpiarlos”, “Regalo de Dios” 

 Karol: “Acusados de orquestrar la asonada.” 

 Dannes: “Acusan de orquestrar la sonada.” 

 Kevin: “Acusan de orquestrar la asonada.” 
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        6. ¿Hay alguna falacia en el razonamiento? 

 Expertos: “No hay suficientes elementos de juicio para responder esta pregunta.” 

 Fernanda: “Sí, hay falacias en el texto, porque dice que se detuvo 4543 y luego dice 

 que son 7543.” 

 Paulo: “Dice que hay 4543 detenidos y donde dice que fueron arrestados por el 

 intento 4543.”  

 Jhon: “Sí, hay falacias en el texto, porque dice que se detuvo 4543 y luego dice que 

 son 7543.” 

  8. ¿Hay causas rivales? 

Expertos: “Las principales causas rivales son de origen político principalmente 

porque hay una lucha constante entre los ideales por querer gobernar el país.” 

Karol: “La pena de la muerte.” 

Alexandra: “Restauración de la pena de muerte abolida en 2004.” 

Nathaly: “Restauración de la pena de muerte abolida en 2004.” 

10. ¿Qué información importante se omite? 

 Expertos: “Lo más importante es la perspectiva y los reclamos de los involucrados 

 en las revueltas.  Las motivaciones por las que lo hicieron no se informan en el 

 comunicado de prensa.”  

 Karol: “Los nombres de los prisioneros.” 

 Jhorman: “Los nombres de todos los policías, políticos, etc.” 

 Héctor: “Todos los nombres de los generales que participaron en el golpe.” 

 Por otro lado, en las sesiones de tratamiento, el grupo experimental tuvo que trabajar 

en algunas actividades para desarrollar habilidades de pensamiento crítico.  Las actividades 
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de lectura detallada revelaron que tenían que prestar más atención a detalles selectos para 

hacer las interpretaciones correctas.  En la actividad "capturar la posición del autor", los 

resultados evidenciaron que necesitaban más práctica en lectura rápida para encontrar el 

mensaje principal de los pasajes.  Por otro lado, en la actividad "identificación de 

argumentos simples", aunque hubo más participantes capaces de identificar argumentos 

simples, la información faltante generó patrones invisibles que podrían llevar a conclusiones 

significativas. 

 Otra actividad que reveló que necesitaban más práctica fue cuando identificaron 

razones y conclusiones.  Además, la actividad "argumento y desacuerdo" reveló una 

cantidad similar de respuestas correctas y erróneas.  Esto coincide con la actividad previa 

donde tenían que identificar argumentos simples.  Tres actividades en las que la mayoría de 

los participantes obtuvieron mejores resultados fueron cuando identificaron falsas premisas 

y falsas analogías.  En la última actividad, "interpretación precisa al leer", los estudiantes se 

desempeñaron de manera similar cuando daban respuestas correctas e incorrectas.  

Probablemente, pedir que razonaran sus respuestas para esta tarea podría haber 

proporcionado más información para entender cómo interpretan un texto.   

 Los resultados y los patrones observados durante las sesiones de tratamiento, como 

muchos errores gramaticales, sintácticos y semánticos, así como el uso continuo de 

diccionarios, revelaron poca atención en los estudiantes y escasa capacidad de pensamiento 

crítico.  Fue evidente que los antecedentes de los estudiantes también afectaron su 

comprensión, un área vinculada a lo que Rumelhart (1980) define como teoría de esquemas, 

es decir, cómo se representa el conocimiento en nuestras mentes y cómo se utiliza (como se 

cita en Li, Wu y Wang, 2007).  Además, su conocimiento sobre el uso de estrategias de 

lectura pareció afectar su desempeño en este estudio. Esto podría explicar por qué este grupo 
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de participantes, incluso recibiendo el tratamiento, no lo hizo mejor que el grupo de control 

que no estuvo expuesto a estas actividades. 

 Este estudio mostró que no hubo diferencias entre los grupos. Una conciencia similar 

en el uso de las habilidades de pensamiento crítico se puso de manifiesto al comienzo del 

estudio al completar la autoevaluación.  Al final, los resultados de los datos cualitativos y el 

cuestionario de Browne y Keeley mostraron una pequeña mejoría en la media de ambos 

grupos, a pesar de que los estudiantes usaron diccionarios bilingües, su primera lengua al 

mencionar el tema y palabras/frases ambiguas (porque el artículo del periódico estaba en su 

primera lengua), o utilizaron la traducción cuando explicaron los motivos del problema. 

 Estos hallazgos sugieren la necesidad de un trabajo en equipo en el que los maestros 

fomenten el uso de habilidades de pensamiento crítico de menos complejas a más complejas 

en actividades de lectura.  Las actividades de lectura deben practicarse dentro y fuera de la 

escuela.  En este contexto, los estudios futuros deberían enfatizar el modelo de abajo hacia 

arriba, que se conoce como un modelo que adquiere significado del conocimiento lingüístico 

previo, es decir, vocabulario, gramática y sintaxis (Li, Wu y Wang, 2007).  Las actividades 

para evaluar la comprensión de lectura deben incluir la práctica de una variedad de 

estrategias de lectura para activar el conocimiento previo y el conocimiento cultural. Pero 

también, debe haber un compromiso de parte de los estudiantes para participar activamente 

en este proceso.      

7.1 Limitaciones  

 Durante la ejecución de un estudio, los investigadores se enfrentan a factores 

adversos que podrían afectar su trabajo.  La actual investigación presentó algunas 

limitaciones aparentemente relacionadas con las consecuencias del terremoto ocurrido en el 

lugar del estudio en abril de 2016.  La actividad sísmica después de esta fecha causó el 

desplazamiento fuera del aula donde se estaba llevando a cabo el estudio.  También hubo 
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días en que las actividades académicas se suspendieron debido a las consecuencias de este 

evento natural.  Por otro lado, la inquietud de los estudiantes era evidente en sus rostros y 

expresada verbalmente por algunos de ellos.  Probablemente, la predisposición y la 

concentración pudieron verse afectadas en momentos específicos. 

 Otra limitación fue el tamaño de la muestra.  La característica de un diseño cuasi-

experimental incluía participantes que ya estaban formados en grupos de treinta cada uno.  

No hubo asignación aleatoria de participantes a grupos.  Los grupos con los que obtuve 

permiso para trabajar eran una muestra real que necesitaba atención debido a la baja calidad 

de la educación ecuatoriana, como se menciona en la sección de introducción.  Por otro lado, 

el calendario para llevar a cabo este estudio es otro factor que podría considerarse como una 

limitación.  Se pidió a los participantes que asistieran a reuniones de dos horas durante diez 

sesiones porque este era el tiempo con que contaban para terminar el semestre todos juntos 

como un curso.  Por otro lado, otra limitación podría estar asociada a las técnicas utilizadas 

en este estudio.  Un futuro estudio más profundo que incluya los hábitos de lectura de los 

participantes, sus antecedentes socioculturales y socioeconómicos podría proporcionar 

información valiosa para comprender mejor el problema de este estudio.   

7.2 Implicaciones Pedagógicas 

 La investigación en alfabetización ecuatoriana ha mostrado bajos niveles de 

alfabetización y escolarización.  Estos problemas identificados por Viteri (n.d.) coinciden 

con el estudio actual en el sentido de que el analfabetismo funcional permanece en la 

educación ecuatoriana.  Aunque la investigación incluyó dos pequeños grupos de 

participantes y los resultados no pueden ser aplicables a toda la población, existe la 

necesidad de desarrollar habilidades de pensamiento crítico en estudiantes universitarios.  

Esta es, por supuesto, una tarea que debe comenzar desde la infancia temprana y reforzarse 
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hasta la edad adulta.  Este estudio ha revelado serias dificultades para comprender textos.  

Los estudiantes no parecen conscientes del uso de habilidades de pensamiento crítico y, por 

lo tanto, encuentran problemas para identificar el sesgo mediático en la prensa. 

 El objetivo sería crear una cultura de lectura para los estudiantes que provienen de 

contextos diferentes.  Los estudiantes que provienen de escuelas que no podrían haberles 

proporcionado una apropiada instrucción de lectura necesitarán más atención.  Estudios 

como los presentados por Bensley y Haynes (1995); Nieto y Saiz (2008); Penningroth, 

Despain y Gray (2007), revelaron que enfocarse en habilidades concretas de pensamiento 

crítico, presentar reglas explícitamente, evaluar habilidades a través de ejercicios y dar 

retroalimentación tienen resultados positivos.  Contrariamente, autores como Doyle (1983) 

encontraron que la instrucción directa es ineficaz en la enseñanza de habilidades cognitivas 

de orden superior (como se cita en Bensley, Crowe, Bernhardt, Buckner y Allman, 2010).  

En el caso de este estudio, sugerimos utilizar instrucción directa para guiar a los estudiantes 

que no son conscientes del uso de habilidades de pensamiento crítico y el sesgo de los 

medios.  

 Es necesario señalar que detrás de este estudio, en el cual los estudiantes requirieron 

usar diferentes habilidades de pensamiento crítico, un investigador debe conocer los 

fundamentos del idioma y el desarrollo de las estructuras cognitivas.  Las perspectivas detrás 

de cómo se adquieren los idiomas nos ayudarían a introducir métodos de investigación en la 

instrucción formal de lectura.  Como investigadores, debemos ser conscientes de que los 

estudiantes que están aprendiendo a leer en un segundo idioma necesitan un aprendizaje más 

explícito repitiendo ejemplos para fundamentar procesos de alto nivel en lectura.  Para este 

estudio, también es importante comprender que el lenguaje se construye socialmente.  Las 

redes y las relaciones son parte de la formación de alfabetización de cada persona 

(Whittaker, McCabe, y O'donnell, 2006).  En la era de la información, la negociación de 
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significado necesita comprender estos procesos cambiantes y sus protagonistas, como 

Ramírez-Verdugo y García de la Vega (2018) discuten en su marco conceptual de referencia 

para la educación en entornos multilingües y multiculturales. 

7.3 Implicaciones para Futura Investigación 

 Los resultados en la presente investigación han demostrado que a partir de esta 

pequeña muestra los estudiantes universitarios encontraron dificultades en su capacidad 

crítica para identificar el sesgo mediático.  Por tanto, es necesario desarrollar más 

investigación en esta área.  Los investigadores podrían tener en cuenta las limitaciones 

presentadas en este estudio, como son el tiempo, el tamaño de la muestra y los instrumentos 

para el diseño de investigaciones futuras.  Es importante fomentar este tipo de estudios en 

Ecuador ya que las prácticas educativas podrían mejorarse a través de los resultados que 

guían la reestructuración de las prácticas previas.  Además, el trabajo en equipo es necesario.  

La cultura de llevar a cabo investigación en equipos interdisciplinarios también es esencial 

para intercambiar puntos de vista y obtener información respaldada en la realidad 

ecuatoriana. 

 Por otro lado, el área de sesgo debe ser analizada cuidadosamente. Como se 

mencionó en la revisión del estado de la cuestión, Baker (1994), del Centro de Investigación 

de Medios de Comunicación, sugiere tipos de sesgo que podrían aparecer en los medios de 

comunicación.  Parece que el artículo de noticias estuvo sesgado por comisión, omisión y 

selección de la historia.  Quizás tener esta información como antecedente hubiera ayudado 

a los estudiantes a interpretar el artículo que leyeron. Los resultados de este estudio han 

demostrado que los estudiantes no están preparados para identificar sesgos de los medios de 

comunicación mediante el uso de sus habilidades de pensamiento crítico.  Es un llamado 

urgente para investigar y encontrar soluciones a un problema latente en nuestra sociedad. 
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 Es evidente que las universidades ecuatorianas necesitan apoyar la lectura en todas 

las áreas de la educación.  De la revisión del estado de la cuestión, se destacó que Grabe 

(2009) enfatiza la lectura para tener éxito en sociedades modernas y esto debe ser 

considerado por los líderes educativos que esperan que los ciudadanos críticos puedan 

cambiar la sociedad de manera positiva.  Los resultados de este estudio pretenden contribuir 

a las áreas de pensamiento crítico y sesgo mediático, pero también sirven como un indicador 

y protocolo para discernir el grado de pensamiento crítico en futuros informantes en otros 

medios de comunicación.   

7.4 Reflexiones Finales sobre el Proceso de hacer Investigación 

 Trabajar una vez más en el ámbito de la lectura me ha dado la oportunidad de 

reflexionar sobre mis propias prácticas como profesora de inglés.  El haber experimentado 

y observado las dificultades de lectura desde mi niñez hasta parte de mi edad adulta, me ha 

hecho comprender de una manera diferente el problema de los alumnos al leer.  Para mí, 

este es un problema que comienza en las primeras etapas de la infancia.  Los niños expuestos 

a materiales de lectura y alentados a leer superarán las dificultades y reforzarán esta 

capacidad a lo largo de sus vidas.  Este estudio me ha hecho replantear mi propia práctica y 

creo que la lectura debe ser una actividad de placer. 

 Nuestra realidad muestra que muchos estudiantes encuentran problemas cuando leen.  

Estos problemas son el resultado de una baja calidad en educación.  Van desde el 

reconocimiento de las palabras hasta la estructura de las oraciones que generan ideas claras.  

Aunque en los últimos diez años, el gobierno ecuatoriano ha colocado a la educación como 

un área de interés, tal como se mencionó en la sección de introducción al citar a Van Damme, 

Aguerrondo, Burgos y Campos (2013), parece que la estrecha visión de los líderes con 

respecto a la lectura o sus intereses políticos bloquea la mejora de prácticas educativas.  En 
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mi opinión, al cambiar la educación, se debe dar énfasis a las escuelas donde los estudiantes 

comienzan a aprender habilidades de lectura menos complejas.  Luego, a través de años de 

escolaridad, los estudiantes reforzarán su capacidad de leer y aprender de forma 

independiente. 

 El bajo nivel de inglés en los participantes se puede asociar a los resultados de este 

estudio que reveló sus problemas para comunicarse en inglés.  Los estudiantes mostraron 

problemas relacionados con gramática, vocabulario, semántica y sintaxis.  Además, tenían 

habilidades de pensamiento crítico de bajo nivel que se revelaron en la escasa conciencia 

del proceso de argumentación. En este sentido, las escuelas también necesitan enseñar cómo 

presentar buenos argumentos y ejercitar a los estudiantes en habilidades de pensamiento 

crítico para identificar información que pueda manipular sus decisiones en el futuro.  Un 

buen ejemplo a tener en cuenta se cita en un proyecto llevado a cabo por Whittaker y 

Acevedo (2016) en el que siguieron el programa Leer para Aprender que fomenta la 

interacción entre los estudiantes y el maestro y también permite al profesor monitorear lo 

que ocurre en cada paso del proceso de lectura. 
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Appendix A 

Participant Consent Form 

Please indicate your position: check all that apply. 

(   )  Program Administrator 

(   )      Student Participant 

(   )  Teacher / Professor 

(   ) Other (explain) ___________________________________________________ 

I _______________________________________, have been invited to participate in this 

research study, which has been explained to me by _____________________________ 

This research is being conducted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for a Doctor’s 

degree at Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. 

The purpose of this research study is to identify how certain peculiarities of the evolutionary 

process of the individual affect their reading comprehension, suggesting the need of 

differentiating teaching practices and strategies aimed at developing critical skills for 

reading. 

Description of the research study methods 

This study will include a test based on Watson-Glaser critical thinking appraisal. This test 

will be taken by university students from different geographical locations, in order to 

determine the prevailing critical thinking skills and how they affect their comprehension. 

In addition, it will be used a self-evaluation to test learners’ critical thinking and a survey to 

identify the media bias on university students from different geographical locations, which 
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will illustrate press content with prevalence of media bias. Finally, the results of these 

surveys will be compared and analyzed regarding their geographical origins. 

Requirements of the participants 

Participants will be asked to attend meetings during ten sessions of two hours each one. 

During this time, students will be given reading materials and take the questionnaires to 

answer the research questions proposed in this study. 

Benefits to the participants 

The group of volunteers who would be interested in collaborating on this research will be 

somehow aware of media bias and practice critical skills for reading.  

Risks and Discomforts 

The only possible discomfort will be the time and effort required of the participants to attend 

the meetings and carry out the reading activities. 

Contact person: piedad_rivadeneira@yahoo.com 

Confidentiality 

This study will keep any information about participants under confidentiality. 

Voluntary participation 

By signing this form, I demonstrate my will of voluntary participation, understanding that 

my withdrawal of the study will affect it. Therefore, I accept and understand all the terms 

related to this research. The information that you provide in this study will be anonymous.  

 

____________________________________  ____________________ 

 Signature of the Participant         Date 

____________________________________   ____________________ 

 Signature of the Researcher          Date 
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Appendix B 

Watson-Glaser Test 

Test 1: Inference 

Students were shown the following statement and proposed inferences to decide the degree 

of truth or falsity: 

Statement: 

Studies have shown that there is relatively much more heart disease among people living in 

the north of England than people living in the south of England.  There is little if any 

difference, however, in rate of heart disease between northerners and southerners who have 

the same level of income.  The average income of southerners in England is considerably 

higher than the average income of northerners. 

Proposed inferences: 

1. The easiest way to eliminate heart disease in England would be to raise the general 

standard of living. 

2. People in high income brackets are in a better position to avoid developing heart disease 

than people in low income brackets. 

3. There is lower rate of heart disease among northerners with relatively high incomes than 

among northerners with much lower incomes. 

4. Whether northerners have high incomes or low incomes makes no difference to the 

likelihood of their developing heart disease.  
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Test 2: Recognition of assumptions  

Students were shown the following statement and proposed assumptions to decide whether 

a person is really making that assumption: 

Statement: 

“The proper aim of education in a free society is to prepare the individual to make wise 

decisions” 

Proposed assumptions: 

5. People who have been educated in a free society will not make unwise decisions. 

6. Some education systems in our society do not have the proper aim. 

7. Some kinds of education can help individuals make wise decisions. 

8. In a society that is not free, the individual cannot make any decisions. 

 

Test 3: Deduction 

Students were shown the following statement and proposed conclusions to decide if it is a 

necessary conclusion from the statement given: 

Statement: 

No responsible leader can avoid making difficult decisions.  Some responsible leaders 

dislike making difficult decisions.  Therefore: 

 Proposed conclusions: 

9. Some difficult decisions are distasteful to some people. 

10. Irresponsible leaders avoid things they dislike. 
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11. Some responsible leaders do things they dislike doing. 

 

Test 4: Interpretation 

Students were shown the following statement and proposed conclusions to decide if it 

follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the information given in the paragraph: 

Statement: 

In 1970, 60.4% of adults (people 25 years of age and older) had completed 11 years or less 

of schooling, while 4.6% had completed three or more years of university.  In 1990, 40.0% 

of adults had completed 11 years or less of schooling, while 7.1% had completed three or 

more years of university. 

Proposed conclusions: 

12. In 1970, most adults had not entered the sixth form. 

13. If the trend toward more education continues at the rate indicated by the above figures, 

then by 2000 more than 25% of adults will have completed three or more years of university. 

14. In 1990, for every adult who had completed three or more years of university, there were 

more than five adults who had completed not more than 11 years of schooling. 

 

Test 5: Evaluation of arguments 

Students were shown the following statement and proposed arguments to decide if they are 

strong or weak: 
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Statement:  

Should the government provide ʻbaby grantsʼ to help support each dependent child in a 

family so that the family standard of living is not lowered by having children? 

Proposed arguments: 

15. Yes; many families who cannot now afford it would then provide better childcare, and 

this would greatly improve the general health of the nation. 

16. No; such grants would seriously undermine parents’ sense of personal responsibility for 

their own families. 

17. No; government provision of ʻbaby grantsʼ would involve additional public expenditure 

of money.  
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Appendix C 

Browne and Keeley Questionnairecal reading of 

Questions used in critical reading of text  

Name: 

  

 

6. What is the issue? 

 

 

 

7. What is the conclusion? 

 

 

 

8. What are the reasons? 

 

 

 

9. What words or phrases are ambiguous? 

 

 

 

10. What are the value conflicts and assumptions? 

 

 

 

11. Are there any fallacies in the reasoning? 

 

 

 

12. How good is the evidence? 

 

 

 

13. Are there rival causes? 

 

 

 

14. Are the statistics deceptive? 

 

 

 

10. What significant information is omitted? 

 

 

 

11. What reasonable conclusions are possible? 
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Appendix D 

Self-evaluation 

For each of the following statements, rate your responses as outlined below. 

Note that ʻstrongly disagreeʼ carries no score. 

4= ʻstrongly agreeʼ  3= ʻagreeʼ  2= ʻsort of agreeʼ  1= ʻdisagreeʼ  0= ʻstrongly disagreeʼ     

 Rating 4-0 

1 I feel comfortable pointing out potential weaknesses in the 

work of experts 

 

ⁱ I can remain focused on the exact requirements of an activity  

3 I know the different meanings of the word ʻargumentʼ in 

critical thinking 

 

4 I can analise the structure of an argument  

5 I can offer criticism without feeling this makes me a bad 

person 

 

6 I know what is meant by a line of reasoning  

7 I am aware of how my current beliefs might prejudice fair 

consideration of an issue 

 

8 I am patient in identifying the line of reasoning in an argument  

9 I am good at recognising the signals used to indicate stages in 

an argument 

 

10 I find it easy to separate key points from other material  

11 I am very patient in going over the facts in order to reach an 

accurate view 

 

12 I am good at identifying unfair techniques used to persuade 

readers 

 

13 I am good at reading between the lines  

14 I find it easy to evaluate the evidence to support a point of 

view 

 

15 I usually pay attention to small details  

16 I find it easy to weigh up different points of view fairly  

17 I am not sure about something, I will research to find out more  

18 I can present my own arguments clearly   

19 I understand how to structure an argument  

20 I can tell descriptive writing from analytical writing  

21 I can spot inconsistencies in an argument easily  
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22 I am good at identifying patterns  

23 I am aware of how my own up-bringing might prejudice fair 

consideration of an issue 

 

24 I know how to evaluate source materials  

25 I understand why ambiguous language is often used in 

research papers 

 

Score out of 100  

 

Interpreting your score 

Going through the questionnaire may have raised some questions about what you know or don’t know about 

critical thinking.  The lower the score, the more likely you are to need to develop your critical thinking skills.  

A score over 75 suggests you are very confident about your critical thinking ability.  It is worth checking this 

against objective feedback such as from your tutors or colleagues.  If your score is less than 100, there is still 

room for improvement! If your score is under 45 and remains so after completing the book, you may find it 

helpful to speak to an academic counsellor, your tutor or a supervisor to root out the difficulty. 
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Appendix E 

Terminology 

Conclusion: “In critical thinking, a conclusion is usually a deduction drawn from the 

reasons, or evidence” (Cottrell, 2011, p. xii). 

Reasons: “The contributing arguments put forward to support the overall argument or line 

of reasoning” (Cottrell, 2011, p. xiii). 

Value conflicts: “Differing values that stem from different frames of reference.  For ethical 

or prescriptive arguments, an individual’s values influence the reasons he provides and, 

consequently, his conclusion.  In fact, the reasons will logically support the conclusion only 

if the value assumption is added to the reasoning” (Browne & Keeley, 2007, p. 56). 

Assumption: “Something that you accept as true without question or proof.” (Cambridge 

Dictionaries Online, 2017). 

Fallacy: “An idea that a lot of people think is true but is in fact false” (Cambridge 

Dictionaries Online, 2017). 

Rival causes: “A rival cause is a plausible alternative explanation that can explain why a 

certain outcome occurred” (Browne & Keeley, 2007, p. 138). 

Argument: “Using reasons to support a point of view, so that known or unknown audiences 

may be persuaded to agree.  An argument may include disagreement, but is more than simply 

disagreement if it is based on reasons” (Cottrell, 2011, p. xii).  

Premises: “Propositions believed to be true and used as the bases for the argument; the basic 

building blocks for the argument – that is, the reasons for believing that the conclusion is 

true. Premises that are not well-founded are referred to as false premises” (Cottrell, 2011, p. 

xiii).  
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Propositions: “Statements believed to be true and presented as arguments or reasons for 

consideration by the audience.  A proposition may turn out to be true or false” (Cottrell, 

2011, p. xiii). 

Analogy: “A comparison between things that have similar features, often used to help 

explain a principle or idea” (Cambridge Dictionaries Online, 2017). 
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Appendix F 

On 3/8/2017 10:52 PM, maria.rivadeneira@estudiante.uam.es wrote: 

Hello, 

My name is María Piedad Rivadeneira, a student from Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. I 

would like to have your permission to reprint a graph taken from a webpage that refers to 

Kolb's learning styles and experiential learning model, in order to use it in my paper. 

Thank you. 

María Piedad Rivadeneira 

Re: Permission for using a graph 

Fecha  09/03/17 (23:24:16 CET)  

De  Donald Clark <donclark@nwlink.com>  

Para  maria.rivadeneira@estudiante.uam.es  

Hi María, 

Please feel free to use the material and good luck with your project! 

Cheers, 

Don 

Donald Clark ~ http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark 
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